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in memoriam
henry eyring

1901 1981

funeral address by neal A maxwell

henry eyring is in my opinion the most distinguished mormon
scientist of this dispensation his highest expression of scholarship
was seen in his capacity to grasp the simplest but most sublime truths
about god man and the universe

henry knew that faith was faith not knowledge as the world
measures knowledge but his discerning mind could also observe
with kindness the load of incredibilia carried by nonbelieversnonbelievers
he believed all that god has revealed but awaited with searching an-
ticipation all that god will yet reveal henry could savor the adven-
ture of unfolding discovery and hoped the lord would not mind if in
the field of science he did his best to hasten the impending

elder neal A maxwell a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of
latter day saints delivered the funeral sermon for henry eyring on 31 december 1981 in memoriam isis

composed of selections from that sermon



since he felt that all truth comes from god and since he knew
that god refused to require him to believe anything that was not
true henry had a very large view of truth sparing him the un-
necessary conflicts and contortions which some have

he respected and appreciated the abundant honors of men
which came to him but he always kept them in proper perspective

his healthy relationship with deity has made for healthy rela-
tionshipstionships with gods children though much of his life was spent in
the midst of the ordered world of molecules practical henry never-
theless reminded us that while god and his world are perfect we are
wise to make allowances in our faith for the imperfections in each
other

henry eyring was an illuminated individual who understood that
a candle is not lighted for itself and neither is a man he could

accept the reality that this is but a small planet in a small solar system
which if we moved out into space far enough would be seen to be at
the outer edge of the vast milky way galaxy and the latter were we
to go even more deeply into space would become another very bright
dot among countless dots henry understood this and yet he was notriot
lonely for god presides over and loves all his creations but that
same god has left us free to choose and has so constructed this mortal
experience that it is for us as it was for henry a genuine proving
ground
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the necessity of a sinless messiah

ronald A heiner

introduction
christianity intrinsically relates to the earthly mission and aton-

ing sacrifice ofjesusofjesus christ it relates to the remarkable necessity of a
single special individual bomborn into mortality to save all of mankind
this individual to be the first begotten of the father in the spirit
world and the only begotten of the father in this mortal world
furthermore and even more remarkable the saving plan of the
father would entail great suffering to be experienced by this special
individual who among all of the fathers children was the only one
who had been perfectly obedient from the beginning

this requirement of supreme sacrifice must have been due to
persuasive and righteous reasons otherwise it would not have been
part of gods plan but even so one wonders why christs atoning
mission in just this form was necessary alma says

and now the plan of mercy could not be brought about except an
atonement be made therefore god himself atoneth for the sins of the
world to bring about the plan of mercy to appease the demands of
justice that god might be a perfect just god and a merciful god also

alma 4215

alma does not just simply state that an atonement must occur he
also says that it is necessary if god is to be merciful without violating
justice see also alma 349 13 thus alma refers to an implied
relationship between these principles and the necessity of the
atonement

almas statement is a simple example of what is formally known
in logic and mathematics as an axiomatization in a religious context
this would mean the analysis of a set of eternal concepts and prin-
ciples to show that the only way they can all be satisfied is for certain
doctrines to be fulfilled or conversely to show that if certain doc-
trines are not satisfied then at least one of these principles must be
violated

ronald A heiner is an associate professor of economics at brigham young university
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such a demonstration of relationship between spiritual principles
and implied doctrines however does not prove the doctrines so
that faith is no longer needed it rather shows that there is an im-
plied relationship between such principles and the associatedassoclatedalated doc-
trines the validity of the principles necessarily remains outside the
scope of the demonstration nonetheless elucidating a necessary
relationship between eternal principles and implied doctrines may
significantly enhance ones understanding and appreciation of those
doctrines thereby increasing ones faith in them this then is my
purpose to increase faith understanding and appreciation by show-
ing that certain eternalprincipleseternal principles imply the unavoidable necessity of
christs atoning mission

the principles involved are expressed in the book of mormon
and doctrine and covenants and not only demonstrate an overall
unity and depth in these two books of scripture but also validate the
latter day restoration of the gospel of jesus christ because temple
work for the dead a doctrine peculiar to the restored gospel contains
additional key principles sufficient to imply the necessity of christ s

atonement which is the core doctrine defining the very meaning of
christianity

I1 THE SINLESS MESSIAH implication

this section presents four principles about justice vicarious
substitution and death it then shows how christs atonement is
implied by them

1 justice alone not suosufsufficientfocientficient
considerations about justice are a focal point in many discussions

of the atonement A good example is boyd K packers essay entitled
the mediator I11 elder packer uses a parable about monetary debt to
emphasize that payment must occur or punishment for sins must
occur where sins are symbolically represented by debt this principle
may be stated as follows

PJ punishmentjusticepunishment justice for an individual to receive eter-
nal life punishment is necessary for any sins committed by
him

principle PJ implies that the only way an insolvent debtor one
unable to pay his debts can escape punishment is for someone else to

boyd K packer the mediator salt lake city deseret book 1978 see also boyd K packer the
mediator ensign 7 may 1977 54 56
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satisfy justice by paying the debt for him in the parable there is a
friend who reconciles or mediates the division between the insolvent
debtor and the unpaid lender by so doing the debtor receives mercy
because he escapes punishment yet justice is satisfied because the
debt is paid by the friend thus an implied relationship exists be-
tween the principle of punishment justice and the necessity of a
mediator

this implication is important in understanding the atonement
note that it does not imply that the mediator must be some special
individual who has never sinned2 or as in the parable never been a
debtor himself 3 principle PJ says only that punishment must occur
for everyones sins but does not put any restriction on who might suf-
fer these punishments thus those that have sinned could receive
mercy by having others who in addition to suffering for their own
sins suffer punishment for those sinners in this case the reconcilia-
tion of justice and mercy would be achieved entirely within the group
of sinners

therefore while punishment justice is a necessary component in
understanding the atonement it is not sufficient by itself to imply
that a special sinless individual must be part of gods plan

2 two substitution Pincipenoipenolprinciplesples implied
by temple work for the dead

both the atonement and temple work are examples of vicarious
substitution 4 one example concerns substituting to receive the
punishments of another the other concerns substituting to perform
spiritual ordinances for another

in contrast to punishment substitution temple ordinance
substitution does not require that those doing the substitution be
sinless simply that they must have forsaken past sins so as to be eligi-
ble to enter the temple

this fact provides an important clue to the principles needed to
imply that the mediator be sinless the basic issue is that once one

for reference to the fact that the messiah must be sinless see hebrews 414 15 1 peter 221 25

dacd&c 2022 mosiah 155 see alsoaisoalsojamesjames E taimageTalmagetalmagejesusjerusjesus the christ salt lake city the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints p 21

ah3hit is often implicitly assumed that once a sin has been committed a person is not capable of repaying the
sin and thus is incapable of repaying anyone alseselses sins this assumption is inconsistent with the analogy of
mmonetarynetarydetary debt where the dominant purpose of borrowing is precisely to generate greater returns than the in-
itial amount borrowed thus generating a surplus to help others pay their debts far more basic is the issue of
why it is legitimate for one who has sinned to vicariously substitute in performing someone alseselses temple or-
dinancesdin ances but not legitimate to vicariously substitute in satisfying another person s punishments

rucc4bruceebruceruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 p 822
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realizes the necessity of vicarious substitution he must then under-
stand the conditions under which such substitution is valid con-
cerning the atonement this means that one must satisfy the
appropriate substitution piinciplesprinciples so that justice is not violated in ex-
tending mercy these principles will allow persons who have sinned
to do temple work for the dead yet when these principles are com-
bined with other principles they will prevent these persons from
substituting for others punishments such general principles are
implied by the revealed rules of ordinance work

first these rules dictate that a person must be baptized or en-
dowed for the dead in the same way he as a living person had to be
baptized or endowed for himself for example he cannot be sprin-
kled with water for another person if for his own baptism he had to be
fully immersed generalizing this condition to all types of re-
quirementsquirements gives the following substitution principle

SE substitution equivalence if a group ofpersons are all
subject to the same requirement then members of the
group can help another in the group satisfy that require-
ment only by doing the same things that individual would
have to do to accomplish the requirement for himself

substitution equivalence holds that identical requirements imply
identical actions to satisfy those requirements

second in addition ones own baptism cannot simultaneously
count as baptism for someone else and similarly his own temple
ordinances cannot simultaneously count for anothers temple or-
dinancesdinances A persons own ordinances needed to satisfy his own or-
dinance requirements must be separate from ordinances he performs
for other persons generalizing these conditions gives a second
substitution principle

SR substitution responsibility in order to substitute for
someone elsesalses requirements ones own requirements
must also be satisfied and actions necessary to self
accomplish one s own requirements must be separate from
those actions used to help satisfy another persons
requirements

substitution responsibility holds that in order for one to help
others one s own requirements must be satisfied and to help others
one must perform actions separate from those already needed to
accomplish ones own requirements

8



these general principles do not limit substitution possibilities to
only those who are sinless applied to punishment substitution I1

these principles imply no special restriction that only a sinless person
can pay for the sins of others

3 death immortality and eternal life
eternal life cannot occur unless one has become immortal with

spirit and body inseparably united see alma 1145 however if a
person pays for his own sins without help from anyone else a perma-
nent death must occur and body and spirit cannot then be reunited
2 nephi 97 1025 mosiah 167 if body and spirit are unable to

be reunited death obviously cannot recur and since the spirit is
forever without a body the opportunities for eternal life are also
nullified dacd&c 9353933395539555 34

summarizing these conclusions gives the following principle5principleprinciples5

ED eternal death all sin requires payment which if
self accomplished that is without the help of others
implies an endless death that cannot be reversed which
nonreversalnonreversal implies death cannot be repeated and also
nullifies the opportunity for eternal life

with this condition sin becomes a serious matter because unless
some way can be found to avoid a persons paying for his own sins he
will be denied eternal life this is the dilemma facing a merciful god
who desires that eternal life not be denied those who have sinned
but how is the father to ebendexend mercy to his children without violating
justice Is there any way they can share or substitute for one another
to pay for their sins

this is the fundamental question which must be resolved its
answer explains why the fathers plan of mercy required the atoning
sacrifice of his beloved firstbornfirstborn

4 proof of the sinless messiah implication
the basic implication about christs messianic role is now de-

rived from the previous four principles 6 to help follow the chain of
reasoning used in the proof the principles are restated together

the only property ofdeath and resurrection assumed is that they are each the reversal of the other resur-
rection restores the union of spirit and body which death separates no assumption about the physical or
spiritual nature of body and spirit nor of the process by which they are united or divided is used hence
other than the reversal relationship the sinless atonement implication to be obtained is independent of any
particular physical or spiritual interpretation of these concepts

the precise demonstration using logic and set theory tools is presented in the appendix to this article
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PJ punishmentjusticepunishment justice for an individual to receive eter-
nal life punishment is necessary for any sins committed by
him
ED eternal death all sin requires payment which if
selfseif accomplished that is without the help of others
implies an endless death that cannot be reversed which
nonreversalnonreversal implies death cannot be repeated and also
nullifies the opportunity for eternal life

SE substitution equivalence if a group ofpersons are all
subject to the same requirement then members of the
group can help another in the group satisfy that require-
ment only by doing the same things that individual would
have to do to accomplish the requirement for himself

SR substitution responsibility in order to substitute for
someone elsesalses requirements ones own requirements
must also be satisfied actions necessary to self accomplish
ones own requirements must be separate from those ac-
tions used to help satisfy another persons requirements

assume that all individuals are grouped into a single room before
the judgment bar of god could anyone receive eternal life if
everyone in the room has sinned

since all have sinned then punishment justice PJ and eternal
death ED imply that every person if he self pays for his own sins
must die and not be resurrected but death without resurrection
precludes the possibility of eternal life hence each person will be
denied eternal life unless someone other than the person himself
helps to pay for his sins

conceivably there are many ways a persons sins could be paid for
by others the simplest would be for someone to step in and single-
handedly pay for another persons sins far more elaborate
possibilities might involve the team effort of a number of persons
each of whom pays for a portion of another persons sins however
since all have sinned then payment for sin is a requirement for each
person in the room thus by substitution equivalence SE any joint
effort to pay for another persons sins must satisfy the same re-
quirementsquirements that this person would have to satisfy if he self paid for
his own sins since self payment requires both death and nonresur-
rection then these same requirements must also be satisfied by other
persons in the room
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thus two possibilities exist someone substitutes for the
nonresurrection requirement of another person whom we will call
the first person thus enabling the first person if he dies to be resur-
rected or someone substitutes for the death requirement of the first
person eliminating the need for him to be resurrected since his spirit
and body need not be divided

consider the first possibility that of a second persons
substituting for the nonresurrection requirement of a first person
since person 2 would also have to be not resurrected if he self paid for
his own sins then substitution responsibility SR would require that
his nonresurrection restriction cannot also apply to person 1 yet SR
also requires that a nonresurrection mustmusi be satisfied for 2 in order for
2sas nonresuffnonresurrectionectionaction to satisfy nonresurrection for 1 the only way out
is for there to be a third person whose nonresurrection applies to
person 2 so that 2sas nonresurrection can substitute for is non-
resurrection requirement applying the same argument recursively
implies an endless sequence of further substitutions but this will
eventually deplete all persons in the room yet still require individuals
to satisfy these substitutions hence an impasse is reached if eternal
life were to be given to any person in the room through nonresurrec-
tion substitution

the other possibility involves a second persons substituting for
the death requirement of the first person here the situation is more
complicated because a person can only be not resurrected once while
in contrast he can repeat the occurrence of death many times so long
as he does not have to satisfy a nonresurrection requirement himself
thus it might appear that someone could experience repeated deaths
for others all of which are separate from the death he experiences for
his own sins let us see if this is possible

remember that person 2 would also have to die if he self paid his
own sins and thus by substitution responsibility SR a single occur-
rence of death for 2 cannot also apply to 1 thus either a third per-
son must substitute for 2 s death requirement or 2 must himself die
twice once for himself and once for person 1 suppose initially that
2 does experience these two deaths

now person 2 would also have to satisfy a nonresurrection re-
quirementquirement if he pays for his own sins which requirement by substi-
tution responsibility must still be satisfied by someone in order for 2

to suffer a death which substitutes for person is death requirement
but nonresurrection for 2 would prevent him from dying a second
time for person 1 hence in order for 2 to die a second time
for 1 there must be still a third person who satisfies person 2sas

11



nonresurrection requirement but we have already shown that non-
resurrection substitution implies a never ending sequence of further
nonresurrection substitutions hence leading to an impasse

thus the only remaining possibility is that person 2 satisfy his
own nonresurrection restriction which prevents him from experienc-
ingingi his own death plus a second death for person 1 but since 2 would
have to die if he self paid for his own sins then substitution respon-
sibilitysibility SR implies that a single death by 2 cannot both apply to
himself and to person 1 and since SR also implies that 2sas death re-
quirementquirement must still be satisfied for his single death to substitute
for 1 then there must still be a third person besides 1 or 2 who dies
for person 2 now applying the same argument recursively again im-
plies a never ending sequence of further death substitutions

hence in either the case of death orofarofor of nonresurrection substitu-
tion an impasse would be reached if eternal life were to be given

therefore unless someone in the room is sinless no one can
receive eternal life thus assume that someone has never sinned
however the mere presence of such a sinless person does not itself
automatically imply that punishment substitution could not be ac-
complishedcomplished by the remainder of individuals who have sinned so
consider the possibility that someones sins are paid for by those who
have sinned that is without the help of any sinless person this is

equivalent to isolating those who have sinned into a separate room
and requiring all substitution activities be limited to just those per-
sons in that room then the same reasoning used previously implies
that an impasse would be reached if eternal life were to be given to
one who has sinned because an endless sequence of substitutions is

again implied therefore no person whose sins are paidforpuldpaid for by those
who have sinned can obtain eternal life

since punishment justice principle PJ implies that punishment
for sins must be paid the only remaining possibility for anyone who
has sinned to achieve eternal life is for a sinless person to suffer
punishment to help pay for the sins of others this is possible
because a sinless person need not satisfy death or nonresurrection for
himself and thus an endless sequence of further substitutions never
arises without such a sinless person no pattern of sharing or
substitution no matter how complicated or how many people might
jointly contribute would enable anyone who has sinned to receive
eternal life

therefore the substitution justice and death principles imply
fundamental restrictions on the possibility for sinful persons
receiving eternal life these restrictions characterize the atoning

12



mission ofjesusofjesus christ they are summarized in the following basic
theorem

theorem the sinless messiah principles PJ ED SE
and SR imply that unless someone has never sinned then
no one can receive eternal life and no person whose sins
are paid by those who have sinned can obtain eternal life
therefore the only way anyone who has sinned can
achieve eternal life is for there to be a sinless person who
suffers punishment to help pay for the sins of others

recall the anguished words of christ in the garden of
gethsemane as recorded in matthew 2639 0 my father if it be
possible let this cup pass from me nevertheless not as I1 will but as
thou wilt emphasis added this is a remarkable plea because it
asks for the bitter cup to be withdrawn if it is somehow possible to do
so yet the father chose not to withdraw it

the reason implied is that had the father done so there would
have been no way to save the rest of his children without violating
some eternal principle hence in order to bedustbe tustjusttuft there was no other
way the father could be merciful to those children who had sinned

given this realization the second half of christs plea is equally
poignant and also fundamental to the fathers plan since christ
had to be truly sinless for mercy to be possible it surely would have
been unjust to force him into suffering the atoning sacrifice only if
christ chose of his own free will to do as the father hoped could the
plan of mercy be implemented otherwise even the father would
have been unable to redeem his sinful children

perhaps nowhere is the power of love more powerfully manifest
than in this supreme and voluntary act of obedience which enabled
the fathers eternal plan of mercy to be fulfilled

II11 principles PJ AND ED IMPLIED FROM MORE BASIC principles

an axiomatic investigation of ideas or doctrines provides a basis
for further analysis of those ideas by showing that the principles
which imply them are themselves implied by still more basic prin-
ciples this enables ideas or doctrines to be traced back to successively
more basic premises

accordingly this section derives the sinless messiah implication
from more basic premises by showing that principles PJ and ED are
implied by still other principles which interrelate justice and mercy
with the nature of sin
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1 justices allowance of mercy subject to repentance
the notion of justice as requiring punishment for sin principle

PJ is often the focal point in discussions about the atonement that
is why principle PJ was the first one introduced however it is not
truly fundamental but rather is the implication of still other antece-
dent principles there are two key reasons for this

the most common explanation of principle PJ is that justice by
its intrinsic nature requires that punishment for sins must occur in
the most extreme version this means that regardless of how minor a
sin no amount of subsequent righteousness and self sacrifice is suffi-
cient without punishment to satisfy justice however this unyielding
requirement of justice is not stated in the scriptures even when very
strong language is used that god would cease to be god if justice
were violated for example

therefore according to justice the plan of redemption could not be
brought about only on conditions of repentance of men in this proba-
tionary state yea this preparatory state for except it were for these con-
ditionsditions mercy could not take effect except it should destroy the work of
justice now the work of justice could not be destroyed if so god
would cease to be god alma 4213

alma does not say that justice automatically demands payment
for sin but rather that repentance must be satisfiedsatisfie findinvinin order to grant
mercy without violating justice similarly alma 4222 says that
mercy has claim over the repentant but otherwise justice requires
punishment be inflicted thus the requirement of justice stated in
the scriptures is that payment for sin must occur except under condi-
tions of repentance justice and mercy do not intrinsically conflict
but rather are consistent with each other so long as repentance is
satisfied see also alma 4224 25 3415 16

therefore for god to be merciful without violating justice re-
quires that a strict and impartial judgment of repentance must occur
accordingly many scriptures emphasize the necessity of such a judg-
ment which is also one of christ s key responsibilities in addition to
the atonement see for example mosiah 238 39 alma 3435
helaman 510 11 alma 1213 18 jacob 68 10 though the
language is strong these scriptures are still limited to stating forceful-
ly the consequences of nonrepentance rather than saying a penalty
must occur independent of whether repentance is satisfied or not

in relation to this consider also one of christs most poignant
parables the prodigal son luke 1511 24 recall the scene as he
returns home deeply ashamed of his sins and of the suffering thereby
caused to his father so ashamed that the son hopes only to become a
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servant having already consumed his birthright in riotous living
however the father responds in wonderful fashion by running to kiss
his son had the father spoken his feelings he might well have said

my son you feel anguished and unworthy but nevertheless do not
sorrow for my love for you cannot die and I1 know that you have seen
the error of your deeds come unto me that I1 might restore the
honored place in my home always intended for you

the purpose of this story is to show that god truly loves even his
sinful children and wishes deeply to forgive them as permitted by
justice if only they will repent and forsake their sins indeed this is
itself one of the greatest of gods commandments that we are to love
each other so that even if injured by another we will not demand
retribution but instead will forgive 7

in summary then two major conclusions exist relating to princi-
ple PJ first justice allows mercy subject to the condition of repen-
tance and second pure love and mercy are inherent in the fathers
nature together they imply that punishment for sin is not auto-
maticallymatically required by the father rather principle PJ is due to more
basic principles As will be shown these also imply the eternal death
principle ED

2 the nature of sins bondage
recall again elder packers parable about a debtor who owes

money to a creditor 8 in such cases bankruptcy law does not
necessarily require payment must be made intheiftheif rhethe creditor who holds
claim to the debt chooses to release it without demanding payment
that is justice does not automatically force payment to occur but
rather gives the holder of the claim the right to demand payment if
he so chooses 9

CJ claim justice A claim on a person can be justly
voided without payment only if voluntarily agreed to by
the holder of the claim

7jtt is sometimes argued that the reason for punishment is that it is necessary to relieve ones guilt other-
wise ones feelings of unworthiness would cause one to shrink from the presence of god however the scrip-
tures do not say that such incapacitating guilt is the necessary consequence of sin but rather that such guilt
would occur ivoneif one has not repentedseerepented secsee mosiah 238 325 and alma 3614 19 it is significant that in this
parable the son feels terribly unworthy but the father runs to embrace him when the son is yet a great way
off it is as if the father wishes to run and quickly reassure his son before such guilt feelings might cause the
son to turn away in despair see luke 1519 24

boyd K packer the mediator
secular law also satisfies this basic principle for example if a robber is caught in the act of stealing he

will still not be prosecuted if the person who was robbed chooses not to press charges in general there must
be some aggrieved party that demands punishment for justice to imply retribution must be inflicted on the
wrongdoer see john 8108 10 11
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thus just settlement of claims does not automatically require
punishment simply because a person is unable to pay his debts
rather it is because the creditor who holds claim to the debt chooses
to demand payment which is his right according to justice

it is here that satansgatans activities relate to the sinless atonement
doctrine in contrast to the inherent mercy of the father satansgatans in-
trinsic nature is the opposite he wishes not happiness and love but
rather misery for those subject to him see 2 nephi 217 18 and
alma 3439 thus once he obtains a claim over someone he will
never choose to release that claim without payment

MS merciless satan satan is merciless if he obtains a
claim over someone he will never choose to release that
claim without payment

the next question concerns how satan could obtain such a claim
that would entitle him to payment in order for that claim to be relin-
quishedquished its answer relates to still other fundamental concepts free
agency and the nature of sin

choosing good indicates voluntarily subjecting oneself to gods
will in return for the opportunity of eternal life while choosing to sin
means rejecting gods will by voluntarily accepting satansgatans authority
in return for the favors he has to offer joy and happiness are in-
tended for those who are obedient to gods commandments while
in contrast misery is intended for those who choose satansgatans authority
see alma 124 6 3060 3435 39 and helaman 715 16 ob-

viouslyviously satan must somehow deceive persons about his ultimate ob-
jective in order to get them to sin voluntarily see 2 corinthians 113
james 417 moses 416 and moroni 712

nevertheless because every responsible individual has not only
the ability to discern good from evil moroni 716 but also the agency
helaman 14514301430 3311 to make his own free choice choosing to sin im-

plies that one is voluntarily rejecting gods will in favor of ofsubjectingsubjecting
himself to gatanssatans authority see 2 nephi 227 mosiah 163 4 and
alma 518 20

satansgatans purpose isis to deny gods children their potential hap-
piness to implement this objective satan obtains a claim over the
sinner that enables satan if the sinner pays on his own to nullify the
sinners possibilities for eternal life by forever retaining dominion
over the sinner in satansgatans own kingdom since satansgatans dominion is

only over spirits without bodies see 2 nephi 97 10 this implies
there must be a separation of body and spirit death which he will
not allow to be reversed
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since this claim if satisfied by the sinner himself will never be
relinquished then death is permanent and cannot be repeated and
since the sinners spirit is forever without a body the possibility of
eternal life is nullified thus satansgatans claim enables him if the claim
is self paid by the sinner to require that death must occur death
which satan will not allow to be reversed this nonreversalnonreversal implies
that death cannot be repeated and also nullifies the opportunity for
eternal life this conclusion isis precisely the eternal death principle
ED introduced previously hence the implied nature of sins

bondage also explains why this principle must hold
this also suggests a basic aspect of satansgatans plan his major

strategy is simply to prohibit the realization of certain key activities or
opportunities which are needed for the fathers children to achieve
full happiness without which they will be denied possibilities to
develop their potential abilities access to a body is clearly such a key
opportunity dacd&c 9333 34

sins implied bondage to satan and the nature of that claim ob-
tained by him is summarized in the following principle

SB sins bondage sin is the voluntary rejection of gods
will in favor of satansgatans authority allowing satan a claim
which if self paid enables satan to require that death
must occur deathwhichdeath which he will not allow to be reversed
this nonreversalnonreversal implies death cannot be repeated and also
nullifies the opportunity for eternal life

3 proof that principles CJ MS and SB imply principles PJ andedundand ED
to facilitate understanding principles CJ MS and SB are

restated as a group

CJ claim justice A claim on a person can be justly
voided without payment only if voluntarily agreed to by
the holder of the claim

MS merciless satan satan is merciless if he obtains a
claim over someone he will never choose to release that
claim without payment
SB sins bondage sin is the voluntary rejection of
gods will in favor of satansgatans authority allowing satan a
claim which if self paid enables satan to require that
death must occur death which he will not allow to be
reversed this nonreversalnon reversal implies death cannot be
repeated and also nullifies the opportunity for eternal life
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because principle SB implies that an endless death occur which
cannot be reversed if one self pays for one s own sins thus preventing
eternal life principle SB implies principle ED

consider the implication of choosing to sin because of the
fathers inherent love he is willing to extend mercy subject to the
condition of repentance as required by justice however by sinning
the child has voluntarily subjected himself to satansgatans authority and
claim principle SB which claim satan will never choose to relin-
quish without payment principle MS even though justice allows
the father to grant mercy to a repentant child he still could not just-
ly do so without satisfying payment to release satansgatans claim over the
child principle PJ 10 therefore in order to justly extend mercy not
only repentance but also payment for sin mustmusj occur see 1 corin-
thians 620 723 and 1 peter 111818 19

summarizing the above two implications gives the next basic
theorem

theorem sins bondage to satan SB implies ED and
together CJ MS and SB imply PJ that is sins bondage
to satan implies the eternal death principle which nullifies
eternal life if sins are self paid furthermore all three
principles together imply that in order to receive eternal
life payment must occur for any sins committed

4 application to the sinless messiah implication
section II11 presented four principles PJ ED SE SR and then

derived the necessity of a sinless atonementatonement from these principles
given this first implication section 111IIIililii has proceeded in the opposite
direction to show that principles PJ and ED are explained by three
other principles CJ MS SB these two implications together mean
that principles CJ MS and SB can be substituted for principles PJ
and ED when combined with substitution principles SE and SR
the basic sinless messiah implication still follows

thus the core doctrine of christianity has been traced back to
five principles about claim justice CJ merciless satan MS sins
bondage SB substitution equivalence SE and substitution

iosomesome have argued especially in the catholic tradition following anselm that there is no legitimacy in
gods having to pay or in any sense bargain with the devil however this argument misses the issueissue which
concerns the nature of sin

justice must be completely impartial thus in deciding the validity of a claim it can consider only
whether the claim was knowledgeably chosen without coercion irrespective of the identity of those involved

and remember also that sinsin intrinsically involves the voluntary and knowledgeable rejection of gods own
will in favor of gatanssatans authority neither gods righteousness nor gatanssatans evilness changes this essential fact

thus gatanssatans claim cannot be justly ignored simply because god is good but satan is evil
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responsibility SR this implication is summarized in the following
corollary to the above two theorems

corollary sinless atonement necessary to redeem from
satan principles CJ MS and SBsllsil together with SE and SR
imply the only way anyone who has sinned can be justly
redeemed from satansgatans control in order to receive eternal
life is for a sinless person to help pay for the sins of others

the corollary underscores the significance of a number of related
scriptures which interrelate the atonement with resurrection and the
final judgment for example alma 4223 1141 45 3422 221919
and 2 nephi 28 these scriptures indicate that the direct effect of
the atonement is the occurrence of resurrection resurrection
releases sins bondage of death enabling the sinner to be brought in-
to gods presence for judgment of his repentance 2 nephi 922 23
this judgment determines the degree of reward which ranges from
outer darkness to celestial glory see dacd&c 76

thus the atonement is necessary for mercy because it justly
enables resurrection from an otherwise eternal death to occur resur-
rection which then permits god to justly extend mercy according to
his judgment of an individuals repentance

111IIIililii conclusion A PARABLE OF THE ATONEMENT

there was a great king with vast dominion and power the king
was righteous and would not use his power unjustly

one of the kings sons came to him and asked for his inheritance
and the king did according to his sons will and the son shortly
thereafter leftreftfeht for a faraway land and there wasted his inheritance in
riotous living in the process the son foolishly chose to indebt himself
in pursuit of worldly pleasures the creditor who was an evil and
unmerciful enemy to the king desired to enslave the king s son
through insolvency finally the creditor demanded payment know-
ing the law justly permitted him to take an insolvent debtor as a slave
to pay for the debt

having no more funds and facing enslavement the son came to
himself and said even the lowest servant in my fathers palace is
better off than a slave to this evil creditor if only I1 could return to my
father and say to him father I1 have sinned against heaven and
before thee and am no more worthy to be called thy son make me
as the lowest of thy servants
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now the king had wisely foreseen his sons predicament and
the king still loved his son and desired to be merciful while still
honoring justice which the king could not deny he thus said if
my son will repent I1 shall receive him back into my palace yea if he
is thereafter valiant unto my wishes all that was to have been his
destiny as my son shall be restored unto him

but as the king had foreseen even if his son should repent his
son still could not return if the creditor s demand for payment were
not satisfied although the king had great power sufficient to forc-
ibly reclaim his son without payment to do so would have been un-
just and the king would not violate justice even to be merciful to his
son

thus the king pondered whether someone else could justly pay
the sons debts after considering all possibilities he realized the
only just way was to send another son who had not sinned to pay the
debt and the king asked for a volunteer and his eldest son came
forth and was commissioned to go and make payment to the creditor
and to return and bring word of the younger sons repentance

the evil creditor also attempted to lure the elder son into debt
but he refused the creditors every offer and was able to pay the debt
of his younger brother

and when the elder son came to his erring brother the brother
fell before him and said 1 I have sinned against heaven and in my
father s sight and am no more worthy to be called his son if only I1

could be as the lowest of my fathers servants
but the elder brother said to him 1 I have been sent by my father

to pay your debts that you may be released from bondage but
according to justice you cannot return to my fathers palace except
that you repent of your sins nevertheless rejoice for your father
loves you yea he will exercise mercy according to justice and
receive you back into his palace if you will repent if you are
henceforth valiant in obeying my father all honor and dominion that
was to be yours shall be restored unto you yea not as a servant but
as a prince and king can still be your destiny

the younger son upon hearing this message vowed to obey his
fathers will and never again to sin where there had been despair
there was now hope and he said this must be true for why else
should my righteous brother be sent to release me from bondage

As he journeyed toward his fathers palace he was again offered
of the creditor more funds to spend on worldly pleasures but
strengthened by his elder brothers message he denied the creditors
every offer
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the elder son watched from a distance and saw his younger
brothers steadfast refusal and he sent word to the kings guards to
admit his younger brother into the palace and went forth to receive
him at the palace gates

together they went up to the kings chamber and the eldest son
told of his younger brothers steadfast refusal upon hearing this
the king greatly rejoiced and ran to his younger son and fell on his
neck and kissed him and the father said bring forth the best
robe and put it on him and put a ring on his hand and shoes on his
feet and bring hither the fattedbatted calf and kill it and let us eat and
be merry for this my son was dead and is alive again he was lost
andisand is found luke 1522 24
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appendix formal statement

the main body of the article presented and intuitively demonstrated the sinless
messiah implications however to do so a number of conceptual and technical
difficulties were ignored thus the intuitive arguments do not rigorously prove
these results I1 will now use formal methods and set theory to precisely define and
prove them

given the extensive prior interpretation only minimal further discussion is pro-
vided however to facilitate understanding the above literary versions of the prin-
ciples and atonement implications are restated along with their formal versions

NOTATION AND definitions

U is a finite set representing the universe of individuals to which the plan of
salvation applies A is the set of all potentially achievable or realizable activities for
individuals in U the notion of activities is interpreted broadly as any mental
physical or spiritual phenomena potentially capable of being received accom-
plishedplished or experienced by an individual elements of A could include for ex-
ample the emotion of love lust for power riding a bicycle tasting or eating some
food seeing or perceiving something running jumping listening etc

since A refers to potential activities they may or may not be actually realized or
experienced by someone the latter concept of actually realized activities is specified
by defining for each y EG A the set of realized occurrences of that potential activ-
ity for person i denoted ayqyy A particular occurrence of y for person i is denoted
vi GE flyfayfiyfy so that a script letter always refers to realized occurrences of potential

activities which are correspondingly denoted with the associated nonscriptconscriptnon script letter
thus if y EE A is the potential act of jumping vi vi C flyclyfy are two specific
occurrences of jumping by person i then the set of realized occurrences for all
potential activities y G A is denotedjfi U yag flyfayfiyayiy

now the basic structure of the analysis concerns the relationship between what
is potentially attainable and what is actually realized by an individual the ulti-
mate objective is the achievement of eternal life and the set of persons who achieve
eternal life is denoted by E

it will also be important to consider the set of potential activities which are not
realized for person i denoted A f y G A I1 fifyy 0 in general above a
variable will always refer to the nonoccurrence of potential activities thus non-
occurrence of aayparticularayarticularabarticulararticular potential activity y for person i is denoted yi and from the
definition of A yi

ez 4A if and onlyonlyiffyififfyflyfayfiy 0
both realized and nonrealizednon realized potential activities are explicitly considered be-

cause the attainment of eternal life may require that certain activities occur or not
occur for example one must be baptized and one must not commit the un-
pardonable sin against the holy ghost another key example relates to satansgatans
claim over one who sins as we discussed above recall that unless that claim is
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somehow paid for satan will both require a separation of body and spirit to occur
and not permit its reversal to occur so that eternal life cannot be achieved

we thus see that achieving eternal life crucially relates to the occurrence or non-
occurrence of certain potential activities

to consider such requirements we first need to specify those activities which
someonesomeone has either realized or not realized thus let jaj2V uiqvjuek qfaf and
AK fujgaujgaoleaojea for K C U be the union of realized and nonrealizednon realized activities for
persons K applied to everyone they arearejaarenaV and ayau which for notationalnotardonalionaldonai sim-
plicity are denoted simply as wandgand A elements of these are denoted as Vy and y

and represent respectively a realized activity for some person in U or a non
realized potential activity for someone in U

also let the union of realized and nonrealizednon realized activities be denoted
A jaj2V U A with y EH A representing either y Eegoreroroorroroorgorror y G A 11 in general a
bar over a variable will always signify that the variable refers to either realized or
nonrealizednon realized activities for example applied to person i we have ajyjy CE aiA

jfvj U 4A where ajyjy represents either vji G viQ or ajyjy E ajA with this convention
we can conveniently refer to both realized or nonrealizednon realized activities at the same
time

now besides knowing what potential activities have been realized or not real-
ized we also need to know which of these realized or nonrealizednon realized actions are nec-
essary for a specific person to achieve eternal life thus define the relations 0 and
60 which relate the occurrence or nonoccurrence of activities to the achievement of
eternal life for a person that is voi6ijoiy0i jylgyl y must occur not occur for
someone in U if eternal life is realized for person i to refer to bobothth types of re-
quirementsquirements let yoiyoljoijol mean either voivoloi or yoiyolai6i

we can then define the set ofofnecessarynecessary occurrences or occurrencesnonoccurrencesnon which must be
satisfied for person i to achieve eternal life that is slisllN y I1 yoiyolyjihyjij for example if
b E A is potential baptism then for person i toreceiveto receive eternal life there must be
someone who performs a particular instance of baptism ja& G j22 which enables
eternal life to be realized for person i ie ai1 0i

the next step is to realize that such requirements might not automatically hap-
pen other activities may also have to occur for such requirements to be accom-
plishedplished for example if baptism by immersion must occur then a baptismal font
must be filled with water to use it for baptism and in addition ones arm must
not poke out of the water during the act of immersion

to do so define the relations rkzrazR and RKR which relate the satisfying of occur-
rences or nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon Z to the person for whom Z is satisfied that is

cyrivrkziyfkryriRyRizil byjvyjy must occur not occur for someone in K if persons K
enable Z C A to be satisfied for person i and let yakyfkyrizi mean either yriR

R
kziczi or

akiVRKZLrki
also assume a monotonicity condition that activitiesactivities necessary to satisfy some

requirements are also necessary to satisfy those requirements when part of a larger
set of requirements that is if X C Y then yakyfkyrixi YRKyryisyryiyi

note that different y iz E A can refer to different persons for example y could refer to y y i
Egiandgjandand i2 to

E aq
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now using relation RKR we can also define the activities which someone must
do or not do in order that necessary occurrences or occurrencesnonoccurrencesnon be satisfied for

person i that is vixVX y pruyr xi for X C niN
the nature ofofvxtix is unspecified as to what phenomena or individuals might

be involved other than signifying which individuals requirements would be satis-
fied nevertheless it is crucial who might be involved in accomplishing an individ-
uals requirements Is it only himself or can others help or substitute for the indi-
vidual of special importance are those requirements a person accomplishes on his

own without the help of others for example as we discussed if a person does not
receive help from others to satisfy payment for his sins then satan will require
both death to occur and resurrection not to occur

thus define those occurrences or occurrencesnonoccurrencesnon for persons in U which per-
son i must do or not do himself in order to sexseleselfseffele satisfy necessary requirements for

him to achieve eternal life that is define iiTXX f y I1 yrjeijel xi
we are now ready to present the principles intuitively discussed above given

recognition that both occurrences and nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon need to be dealt with they

must also apply to both cases andareand arcare so stated

principles OF substitution

let the intersection of necessary occurrences or occurrencesnonoccurrencesnon for persons

K C U be denoted lp nirinidinibineknni&i and similarly define the union of aiA as

AK uleuieulfuiekimiekiKA

axiom SE substitution equivalence

ififxifaX C ak&k and i EG K then VXN C AK& VXi N fxN
if a group of persons are all subject to the same occurrences or
nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon X then memmembersbers of the group can help another
in the group satisfy those requirements only by doing or not doing
the same things that individual would have to do or not do to sat-
isfy these requirements for himself

let QIXY A n tixTX n evjyvjyV Y denote those realized or nonrealizednon realized actions
of person i which he would have to do or not do to self accomplish requirements
X for himself and which are also used to help satisfy requirements Y for person j

axiom SR substitution responsibility

ififijxcnyci A j X C ai&i Y C aj&jN then

QXYQ XY 7- 0 vixVX C vjyevjyVY and qjxyqi n vixVX 00
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actions or nonactionsnonactions which would be necessary to self
accomplish requirements X for person i if realized or not realized
cannot be used to help satisfy requirements Y for person j without
actions or nonactionsnonactions necessary to accomplish X also being satis-
fied and such actions or nonactionsnon actions of i to help satisfy Y for per-
son i must be separate from those actions or nonactionsnon actions which
satissatisfyI1y X for person i

or as we could more intuitively state such as above in section I1

in order to substitute for someone else actions or nonactionsnon actions
necessary to satisfy ones own requirements must be met and
actions or nonactionsnon actions necessary to self accomplish ones own re-
quirementsquirements must be separate from those actions used to help sat-
isfy another persons requirements

principles OF JUSTICE DEATH AND resurrectionnonresurrectionNON

let siS C A be sinful actions or nonrealizednon realized actions whose omission is sinful 12

for person i also let pisifisipislPS as7fsj sj U pislpisifisi be the punishment or payment for
sins siS punishment or payment which may either be requirements that certain
things be done or restrictions that certain actions not be realized we note that
the intuitive and practical meaning of punishment is often a prohibition from
being able to do certain things hence the typical notion of punishment as some
type of imprisonment

axiom PJ punishmentjusticepunishment justice

ififsissi A 0 thenthenpsthelpsfPSS C slisllskiN

if any sins are committed by a person then payment for those
sins is necessary for him to achieve eternal life

now let d EG A represent the activity of death which if realized separates a per-
sons body and spirit and r G A be the reverse activity of resurrection which
reunites them if both d occurs a i

E wjf and r does not occur eir G ajA then
eternal life which requires a union of spirit with body cannot be achieved

axiom ED eternal death

there are 0 A p C A d r EE A such that if siS A 0 then
p C PSpsi al fr C tp where Fr fiF GH ajA j i

for all i G Jvj and j firj C Aaj i E

ISS is not denoted withith2bara bar Sj to aid visual readability of the subsequent formulas
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all sin rerequiresires paymbaympaymententedt which if self accomaccodaccomplishedplishedplishek that is with-
out the ZIhelpheloheiop of others implies an endless death occur that can-
not be reversed which nonreversalnon reversal implies death cannot be re-
peated and also nullifies the opportunity for eternal life

these principles imply the following result about the necessity of there being
some person who has not sinned denoted U ii6eljsiG U I1 si 0

theorem 1 the sinless messiah

axioms PJ ED SE SR imply that unless U 0 then E 0 and
for all i G UUU U VPS7ipsij C ayu i E furthermore if
EUE U 010 then there exists nonempty PP C ayau such that for all
i EG EUE U VPSifsilifirsilsllsil n P 0

axioms PJ ED SE SR imply that unless someone has never
sinned then no one can receive eternal life and no person whose
sins are paid for by those who have sinned can obtain eternal life
furthermore if any sinful person achieves eternal life there must
be pupunishmentnishmentnish ment suffered by one who has never sinned punish-
ment which applies toward payment of any such persons sins

I1

principles RELATED TO THE NATURE OF SIN

let clyl y I1 person j can require y yiy EE aiA because of yiY for yiY C AA
be those occurrences or nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon person j can require of person i because of
claims over i conveyed to j by actions or nonactionsnonactions yiY punishment or payment
are those occurrences or nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon which someone in U must satisfy to just-
ly relinquish claims person j has on person i that is define the following rela-
tions wziywzivwiyvzil bylvyly must occur not occur for someone in U in order
to justly release claims Z on person i and as before let ywiyviavi cziwzivwicwi or ywicwivi
then define payment for claims cyljyliylgyicyijyi as PYjyl fuyifjfjyiPCYYi y ywicwii for
Z qyayylayi-

aaxiom CJ claim justice

ififcyicjyichyi A 0 then Jj can require clylCY C A unless pjyipayiPY C A

person j can require his claims on personpenson ii be fulfilled unless just
payment for those claims is satissatisfiedsatisfiesatisficefieflelersonperson

also let satan be denoted by s E U and recall that sin conveys to s

claims over the sinner which enables s to require he realize or not re-
alize certain potential activities d and r
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axiom SB sins bondage

there are d r G A such that if Ssi 0 then & rf C tsiisiQS and
there is 0 6 p CA such that p C psiPS fr C tptip wherehere
rF fr EE 4A for all a a EE A and al fr C
4A iief-e
sin is the voluntary rejection of gods will in favor of satansgatans au-
thoritytho rity which claim itif self paid enables satan to require death
occur and its reversal resuresurrectionrrectionerection not occur which non-
resurrection implies death is permanent and cannot be repeated
and also nullifies the opportunity for eternal life

axiom MS merciless satan

if QS A 0 and if psiPS q A then s will require QS C ajA

if satan obtains claim over someone through that persons sins
and occurrences or nonoccurrencesoccurrencesnon necessary to pay for those
claims are not all satisfied for that person then satan will require
those claims be fulfilled

now these principles imply the following

theorem 2 sins bondage to satan

principles CJ SBsilsll MS PJ and SBsis ED

hence combining theorems 1 and 2 gives the following basic
corollary

corollary sinless atonement necessary to redeem from satan

prinprinciplesciplescaples CJ MS SB together with SE SR imply the same con-
clusionsclu sions as principles PJ ED SE SR except that now payment for
sins is necessary to prevent s from requiring i

Egjfandaliqli and fjr EG 4A for
any person i such that siS A 0

principles CJ MSIVISlvis SB together with SE SR imply that the only
way anyone who has sinned can be redeemed from satansgatans con-
trol in order to receive eternal life is for a sinless person to help
pay for the sins of others

PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS

to prove theorem 1 three lemmas are needed the first one follows directly
from the monotonicity assumption on RK and its proof is omitted
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lemma A ifxcyc&jthenifxcyc N then VX7jxcC VYTjy
lemma B if siS A 0 for all i G K C U then ViVPSPSi C AK

implies 4 frj C vptip C VPStipsi7jpsj for some j
q C K for d r p of axiom ED

proof
since siS A 0 for all i E K axioms ED and pjjmplyPJ imply p C PSsj C aj&jN for all

i G K thus lemma A and the hypothesis imply vipvp C apsaVPSkpsa C AK also
since p C niN for all i ez K then axioms SE and ED imply there is

rf C tiptp vpTjp thus f&fa rF C AK which implies there must be
q C K such that f eejaQ and rrF aqfq G A therefore combining

results obtains frj C vpjp C VPSjpsjj
lemma C if siS A 0 for all i G K C U then upsiVPvpsiTipsaSi C AK

implies i 0r C A

proof
assume the opposite that for someone in K denoted 1 G K that 1 I1

iwaimsiw5 c AKK but either there is no j EG jaj2 j fidfid 0 or
fpi af4f Aai firfir A 0 from 1 there are three possible cases aa2a2a there is
al1 0 and f ai ab2b there is no & E WI and fr aiA ac2c there
is no al1 EGQG Q and ffi EG Aai we first show that 1 is false for cases aa2a and
ab2b

by lemma B p d r of axiom ED satisfy 3 i rj C vip C vipsilipsiVi psjjPSPSijj
for some fI1 q C K cases aa2a ab2b both imply fr aiaj which implies there isis
q E K 1 I1 I1 such that flr GE A reindexreindel q as 2 so we have from 3 that 4
faf2r EE aaa2A n1 I vipvip since sas2S A1 0 then axiom ED and the definition of tptap
imply faf2r EG fp which implies 5 eae2 EE aaa2A Dn fp n vipvp 021Q ppap

now 5 implies from axiom SR that vp C vip which implies by 3 that
1vp2pap C vipsilipsiVipsiPSi thus from 1 we have 6 vp C vip1pap C AK finally
from SR we have 7 vp7 p n Ccziqzi21

ppap 0
now use statements 4 through 7 remembering that 1 and 2 are different

persons to form the following inductive hypothesis aa8a8a ln C K are dif-
ferent persons and for i 2nan we have

fir eE Q appp 4A n tpfip n vT
j jpp cbsb8b

tipvp C V7
i IPp C AK ac8c

vip n qiihii l
appp 0 sd

we next show that aa8a through ad8d imply there is still another person in K
but not in 1lnn who must not realize r by ac8c vnpgnp C AK and since
sn 0 lemma B implies 9 ft G vnpgnpnpap for some t E K we wish to show
that t E K f 1lnn and to do so assume the opposite that 10 for some
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i G ln that fir fr G vnpgnp7 p since both cases aa2a ab2b imply ffi E Aai
then fft AAI and thus ft E ajA for some i E 2 n from 10 and ac8c

fir E vpjp and from ab8b fir eE qiQJQ I1
ppap which implies vipvp n qiQqi i1

ppap A 0 but
this contradicts ad8d

thus the assumption t G f ln leads to contradiction so that there must
be still another yersonperson denoted nnan11 such that nnan11 EG K ln such that
fenifniani EG ani n vnpgnp by analogous argument to steps 4 through 7 it is im-
plied that anfnr EE 4Qninnln

ppap vpVJP C vp C AK and vp7ap1p n 0nlnnin
ppap

0 hence cases aa2a ab2b imply assumption 1 leads to contradiction because an
endless sequence of different persons is implied contradicting the finiteness of
K C U since U is finite

thus the remaining possibility is case ac2c in which there is no EG J& and
ffi EE AAI the proof is more complicated because an individual i can experience d
more than once so long as fir EAaj in contrast there is only one fir GE Aj corre-
spondingsp to circlrfirfr 0 however the nature of r and d require r to occur for d ioto
be repeated for the same person a separation of body and spirit cannot recur
unless they have been reunited so that another separation is possible that is
clrcirfirfr 0 fidfd has at most one element or as stated in axiom ED 11II11

rf G A4 ali for all & a E Q this condition enables a similar
contradiction to be shown as for cases aa2a ab2b which contradiction we now
show

now recall from 3 that there is EE p C JPSi psi for some 1 EE K
As before reindexreindel 1 as 2 also denote with superscripts the particular occurrence
ofofdoadd for person i to help satisfy requirements p for person j thus al2 11 E 21tpP isis
the particular realization of d for 2 to satisfy p for 1 analogous to
steps 4 through 7 we can show 12 a 2

1 E 921
appp f n 72tpp n

jipdipp b 929 p C 9fp21
1 p CCJ2 and c 92 p n9nan appjpp21

PP
0

from 12b 12pap p CCJVK and since &S A 0 then lemma B implies there is
2 G 2pap p fortor some t EG K if t 2 then EE aaa2A implies by 11 that

& 2 &22 which then contradicts 12c because 22pap p n9naft ap21
pp A 0 is implied

hence either t A 2 or faf2r aaa2A must hold three cases are possible 13a3 t 2

and faf2r A 13b15b t A 2 and faf2r aaa3A 13c3 t A 2 and faf2r q A noti-
ng that aaa12

1 EejfeafV regardless of whether t2ta or not means that cases 13a
13b are analogous to aa2a except that individual 2 is now involved rather than

1 argument similar to 4 through 10 will then also show a contradiction is
obtained

therefore the remaining case is 13c which with ac2c together imply laa14al4a
there is no & G jaiaalaaij5i lab14bl4b fr C A faf2r EG aaa2A lac14cl4c and a 2 EG jacm where
M K 1 1 2 so that t GE M let us outline the proof for this case

first form an inductive hypothesis from 12abc12abc analogous to aa8a through
ad8d except that realized occurrences of d are involved so that no symbol is
used and ab8b now is alj- g dij 1

appp anvifnn jfpjap51
i p n ip let us denote

these as aa8a through ad8d respectively in addition from labl4b14b we can add the
following hypothesis denoted ae8e fir E Aj for all i ln and analogous to
9 10 above assume 15 for some i G 1 l1 n that there is

& i
n EG 9pap

n p so that t E 1lnn
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from laa14al4a we know a j pop O2 which implies from assumption 15 that
1 I

jI1 Eeqfforalfor some i E an2n from 11 and ae8e we have 16 & j a j
I1111

also assumption 15 with ac8c implies ali E tpip and from ab8b

1iaiiii i E dui20duliii i
PP but these last two results with 16 imply

7 jpp n egi111egldilidilldilll i
apppp 0 which contradicts ad8d this contradiction implies as-

sumption 15 is false and thus t E K throughthroughlnthroughlyln which extends aa8a to

n1na argument similar to 4 through 7 also extends ab8b through ad8d to
nan4nylnyi l and argument similar to 13abc13abc through labl4b14b also extends ae8e to n1na
thus an endless seqsequenceuencebence of different persons is again implied which again con-
tradicts the finiteness of U

hence all three cases aa2a ab2b ac2c lead to contradiction so that assumption
1 is false this proves the lemma

with lemma C we can now prove theorem 1

first assume siS A 0 for all i E U so that U 0 since the definition of Vti

implies vpslVPVPSSl C A then substituting U K into lemma C implies f i

firjI1 C A for all i G U which from ED implies i E for all i hence E 0
therefore unless U A 0 E 0 is implied then substituting U U for K of
lemma C similarly implies that if VPSisiljsjj C ay u for i EG U U then i f-e
thus if i EG E U it must be that VPStjpsjj auu&uau 0 which is denoted pi

then pi C ayau because VPSjfsllsilsajsjj C A au U ayu and let P be the union
of P for all i E E U thus P has the requisite properties and we are done

now let us prove theorem 2

if sjS 0 0 then by SB Fr C isiCS A 0 which by CJ and MS implies
person s will require fa firj C ajA unless psspssiassi C A since firj
C A i je E by SB then the definition ofofo0 implies yoiyol for all y E fpssiassisi

hence from the definition of niN we have siS A 0 psiasipssfsi C aj&jN which is
principle ED with psiasipssfsi substituted for PS ie s denotes to whom the pay-
ment appliesI similar substitution immediately implies that ED follows from SB

finally the corollary immediately follows from theorems 1 and 2 since SB CJ
MS imply PJ ED and PJ ED SE SR imply the conclusions to theorem 1 the
only difference is one of the meaning of the hypothesis that a sinless atonement is
necessary to prevent s from requiring a j firj C A for any i EE U U
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lonaonclothedloahed upon A unique aspect
of christian antiquity

blake ostler

ancient texts such as the dead sea scrolls the nag hammadihammada
codices the pseudepigrapha and rabbinic and early christian litera-
ture have much to say about the ritual significance of sacred vest-
ments the symbolism of donning sacred vestments of putting on a
garment inin a ritual context assumes a plan of salvation that acknowl-
edges certain conditions necessary to obtain certain blessings

the ritual action of putting on a sacred garment is properly
termed an endowment the word garment is in fact represen-
tative of ordinances found in ancient texts the greek word zvettaevovfiazvhtta
that means garment or wojdatwojtatv8vopai to clothe upon was used to
represent sacramental baptismal and sealing ordinances in the
clementine recognitions an extremely important and ancient chris-
tian ebionite work I11 the latin induereindurreinduere meaning I1 to clothe and
ineucereinducerenducereinducezecere to lead or initiate are the roots for ourourenglishEnglish word
endowment all connote temple ordinances 2

the endowment the complex of ordinances associated with the
donning of sacred vestments contained in ancient judeofudeo christian
texts provides a framework for symbolic interpretation the doctrine
of the preexistencepreexistence for example appears frequently in the dead sea
scrolls the pseudepigrapha and the nag hammadihammada texts 3 the soul

blake ostler isis a graduate from brigham young university inin philosophy and psychology inin april he will be
entering the university of utah law school inin the fall

iindueremusindueremusIndueremus puram vestemrestem nuptialemnuptialem kadapovkaoapbv zv6vyaifsvfia y&juovyafiov 7rcpiaciv7tpt axctv 677epovfp
quae est baptismabaptisiabap tisma quod inin remissionremissionernremissionemremissionemern fit pec- ott baptiauap&pttarliaBapTi ouaaua 60 itsets &qeglvaweaiv yivcraiyipeYiVEyivetatTattaorao TZJV wettetre
catorum vestrorumvest rorum si vultiscultis itaqueisaque ut fintisfiatis kak&v7tpanpayiuevvyt&&vvjxtvvavvmv kctkuv
vestimenturnvestimentvestimentumvestimentumurn divinidavini spiritus A r n i i

civbvfta8v8vpa odpedpevvovv itet pouaeacefloxeooe yevcaoaiyeviaoat oeiovodou
rlvdpatosylveviwirosV

clementine homiliushomiliesHomilies 8 22 23 injhinjin J P migne patrologiaepafroogiae cursus complexuscompletuscompletus senesseriesserier graecaeGrae cae 161 vols paris
J P migne 1857 1868 223922592 239259 40 hereafter cited as PG cf clementine recognitions 4 36 migne PG
1 1331113311531 and apostolic constitutions 8 6 migne PG 1 1073

2seeaseeee oxford english dictionary svs v clothe and endowment cf hugh nibley the message of
the joseph papyri salt lake city deseret book 1976 p 282811

knotenote3note the following two examples of the notion of the preexistencepreexistence inin the dead sea scrolls before
things came into existenceexistence he determined the plan of them the manual of ofdisciplinediscipline IQSI 3 15 17 as
quoted inin theodore H gaster ed and trans the dead sea scriptures gurdengardengardengulden city NYN Y doubleday
1976 p 48 and by wisdom of thy knowledge thou didst establish their destiny before they came into ex-
istenceistenceistance thanksgiving hymnshymns1qh1qh inin herbert G may cosmological reference inin qumranquaran and the old
testament journal ofbiblicalof biblical literature 82 196311963 p 32n for similar references inin the pseudepigrapha
see2enoch234see 2 enoch 23 4 5 all the souls of mankind however many of them are born and the places prepared for
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must journey to the earth in order to prove itself as part of god s plan
set down before the foundation of the world 4 in order for the soul to
return to the presence of god certain ordinances are necessary
among these ordinances are baptism washings anointingsanoint ings special
garments and signs as seals and passwords to pass by the angels who
guard the gate to gods kingdom 5 in some accounts one must be
married in the holy of holies of the temple in order to obtain the
highest of three degrees of glory 6 thus the plurality of the heavens
is among the most universal of ancient doctrines with special glories
represented by the moon stars and sun 7 those who could not
receive all the necessary ordinances regarding the yvuaisyp&at3 or required
knowledge in this life could receive them beyond the grave 8 the ac-
count of christs descensusdescensus ad infernos or his journey to the spirit
world after his death to preach the gospel is another doctrine

them from eternity for all souls are prepared from eternity before the foundation of the world as translated
inmrR H charles the apocrypha and the pseudepigraphapseudeptgraphaoftheodthe old testament 12 vols london oxford
1913 22444444 and the testament of Naphtali 2 2 4 the abode for preexistent souls isis the promptuariapromptuanapromptpromp tunnatuanauaria
animarumanianimarumanimarum according to 2 baruch 2233 5 the preexistencepre existence of moses isis indicated inin the assumption ofmosesof moses
1 13 14 abraham saw the divine world counsel wherein whatever I1 had determined to be was
already planned beforehand inin this picture and itit stood before me ere itit was created he also saw they
whom I1 god have ordained to be born of thee and to be called my people as quoted inin G H box ed
and trans the apocalypse ofabrahamof abraham london SPCK 1919 ppap 68 69 the idea isis found inin the dead
sea scrolls viavlavlavia the espenesessenesEssenes according to marc philonenkoPhilon enko inin les interpolations Chretienchretiennesnes des testaments
des douze patriarchedpatnarchespatriarchesPatriarches paris presses universitairesumversitairesUniversitaires de france 1960 p 39 for references inin rabbinical
literature see tenchumaTenchuma pikkude 3 chanigachagiga 12b bereshithbereshitBereshit dabbahrabbah 100 8 3 enoch 43 3 and wisdom
8 19 20 for examples inin gnostic literature see the gospelofthomasgospel of thomas logia 49 blessed are the lonely and
the elect for you will find the kingdom it isis from there that you have come and there you will return
again logia 84 when you see your images eikoveikwvEIKOV that came intointo existenceexistence before you which neither
die nor are manifested how much you then will bear 1 and the gospel of truth 18 all located inin mario
erbetta gliapocrifigli apocnfi delnuovodetdel nuovo testamentstestamentoTestamento torino italy marietti Ediedleditontoritorl 1976 ppap 271 278 and 526

angeloangeio rappoport myth and legend ofancientof ancient israel 8 vols london GresGreshelmesheimheirn pub co 1928
8218 21 ben sirach 16 26 29 1 enoch 23 11 apocryphon ofabrahamof abraham inin box apocalypse ofabrahamof abraham
p 68 odes ofofsolomonsolomon 7 7 10 and gospel ofphilipof phllipphilip 114 7 20 inin R M wilson ed and trans the
gospel ofphilipof paleitphilip new york harper & row 1962 p 125

stevensteveneE robinson the apocalypse ofadamof adam byustudiesBYU studies 17 winter 1977 132 33 A complete
list of seals and passwords isis included inin erbetta gli apocrifiapocnfi ppap 318ff and inin E testa 11II simbolismoSimbolismo deldeider
gudeofudeo cristianicnstiamcritiani jerusalem apnpn p 1962 ppap 115ff

gericnc segelberg the coptic gnostic gospel according to philip and its sacramental system numen 7
1960 198 99 the holy of holy ones Is the bridal chamber gospel ofphilipof philip 117 24 25 the

woman isis united to her husband inin the bridal chamber but those who have united inin the bridal chamber
will no longer be separated gospel ofofphilipphilip 118 17 29 cf gospel qfphdipof philip 134 4 8 and 124 6ffaff

7charlescharlesacharles pseudepigrapha ppap 530ff cf 3 baruch ascension ofisaiahof isaiah chagigahChagigah 121221 enoch 2 enoch
testament of abraham apocalypse of abraham and testament of levlevileor see also K kohler the
apocalypse of abraham and its kindred jewish quarterly review 1895 p 597 who maintainsmaintains that the
exegetesexegeses fail to understand the words of the apostle paul inin 1 corinthians 15401540ff15 40ffff where paul speaks of

ofcojuatoazjuata ettovpavia70vp&vta inin contrast to aczataoxbpfftqachata tiyeiatiyeeieele yetaia and who says different isis the gaa of the sun
from that ot the moon and that of the stars the apostle alludes to the different classes of the just inin
paradise ranking inm degrees of light the origin of the sun moon stars symbolism isis common to ardai
veraViraFirazinazrnaverevirafandfirafandfand other zoroastrian sources the early christian emphasis was on three heavens see dejonge the
testament odtheoftheof the xiipatriarchspatriarchsXII assen netherlands apnpn p 1953 p 46 and A T lincoln paul the vi-
sionarysionary new testament studies 12 1979 212 18

those who did not know the ordinances will be placed with another still inin the body who will
accomplish the ordinances for them see apocryphon ofjohnof hohnjohn 2 1 inin james robinson the nag hammadahammadi
library new york harper & row 1977 ppap 113 14 pistis sophia 98 43 9393108108 ifflff 128 iff and 147
39ff in erbetta grigligliapocrifiapocnfi ppap 468 479 494 95 and 514 wd2jeuand kjeu2jeu 42 inmErerbettabettaberta gaapocrifigliapocnfi p 336
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common to many manuscripts 9 christ does not go to the wicked
however he goes to his former prophets to organize an ecclesia after
which they all receive the appay&acppayis or seal that represents baptism
for the dead and they mount up to heaven together as resurrected
beings 10 the preaching in the spirit world is left up to the apostles
who also administer a vicarious baptism for the dead I1nI1 although cer-
tain of these doctrines are specific to gnostic christianity or specific
sects of the jews around the first century CE the salvific framework
presupposed in these texts is found in both

the idea of the garment is completely at home throughout the
ancient world always in connection with ordinances of initiation
related to the endowment the garment is usually mentioned in rela-
tion with other ordinances especially the anointing in the slavonic
enoch for example the lord tells michael go and take enoch
from out of his earthly garments and anoint him with my sweet oint-
ment and put him into the garments of my glory 12 the testament
oflevi a work closely related to the dead sea scrolls tells us that in a
dream levi

saw seven men inin white raimentraiment saying unto me- arise put on the
robe of the priesthood and the crown of righteousness and the breast-
plate of understanding and the garment of truth and the plate of
faith and the turban of the head and the ephod of prophecy then
each of them brought forward a thing and put it on me and said unto
me from henceforth become a priest of the lord and thou and thy
seed forever and the first man anointed me with holy oil and gave
me a staff of judgementjudgement the second washed me with pure water fed
me with bread and holy wine and clad me with a glorious robe the
third clothed me with a linen vestment like an ephod the fourth put
round me a girdle like unto purple 13

9gospel ofleterofpeterof peter 10 41 42 justin martyr dialogsdialogusDialogus cum trephonetryphoneTrytryphonejudeophone buddo 82 4 irenaeus predicationspredicatione
apost 78 adversesadversusAdversus haeresesHaereses 4 22223225 3 20 4 odes ofsolomonof Solomon 17 22 1 12124242 11 20 ascension qf1saiahofisaiahof Isaiah
9 13 181844 21 222112 11 191910iglo10 8 16 and pastor of hermasheimas similitudessimiitues 9 4 6616gig16 1 7 cf jean DanidanldameloudanieloudamelosDamelouelou
dictionaireDictionaire de la bible supplement tome 6 paris apnpn p ndn d ppap 680ff68off and W bieder die vorstellung
von derhollenfahrtjesuderhollenfahrtesu christi zurich apnpn p 1949 p 179 see also apocryphon ofjohnofjohn CJ 3 and 4 epis
rietietle odtheoftheof the apostles 26 27 testament oflevi 4 1 and acts of thomas 10

dhethe ecclesia isis indicated inm erbetta gliapocrifigli apocnfi p 658 odes ofsolomonof solomon 42 17 and cazellescanellesCazelles
descente du christ aux enters inm dictionaireDictionaire de la bible paris apnpn p 1960 cols 395 430 baptism for

the dead isis indicated inin ode 42 18 pastor ofofhermashermas similitudes 9 apocryphon ofjohnof lohnjohn inm robinson nag
hammadahammadi library p 116 jean danieloujanielouDanielou the doctrine oflewishofof lewisajewishlewishdewish christianity london darton longman
and todd 1958 p 248 and epistle ofodtheroetherom apostles 27 inm erbetta gliapocriftgli apocnfi p 658 in the apocryphon
ofjohnof john the seal ctpayictvoifpaytuv isis on the five senses recalling the anointing

I1 pastor ofofhermashermas similitude 9 16 inm migne PG 2 995 they therefore being dead were never-
theless sealedscaled with the seal of the son ofgod and so entered intointo the kingdom of god now the seal isis
the water of baptism these apostles and teachers who preached the name of the son of god dying
after they had received his faith and power preached to them who were dead before and they gave this seal
to them they went down therefore intointo the water with them and again came up but these went down
whilst they were alive and came up again alive whereas those were before dead went down dead but came
up alive cf gospel ofofnicodemusnicodemus 15 20 and clement of alexandria stromata 2 4

2 enoch 22 8
13 testament oflevi 8 14 22
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the scene portrayed in the testament of levi recalls the in-
vestiture of the king and high priests at the temple on the occasion of
year rites which rites take us back to the earliest records of history 14

the anointing was not always the simple anointing of the head but
often refers to a more complete anointing of all the various parts of
the body cyril of jerusalem who initiated a revival of temple
ordinances albeit a specious and short lived revival told the newly
initiated neophytes of the fourth century

you have received the first anointing on your brow to deliver you from
the shame of the first man for having transgressed the law and that you
may reflect on the glory of christ the second on the ears that you
might hear and properly understand the divine mysteries the
third anointing on the nostrils that by so receiving the holy or-
dinancesdinances you say we are the sweet odor of christ to the saved of
god after that you were anointed on the breast and clothed with a
breastplate of righteousness 15

cyril mentioned an anointing of the five senses ie eyes
ears nose mouth and brow while theodore of mopsuestiaMopsuestia men-
tioned an anointing of the whole body that is the sign that you will
be clothed on with a garment of immortality 16 this ordinance of
anointing bears a certain affinity with the egyptian ceremony of the
opening of the mouth 17

the reception of the garment became an ordinance perpersese closely
associated with baptismal washings 18 like baptism putting on a
new garment represented putting off the old man and being clothed
in christ and putting on a resurrected body after symbolic death
the early christian or late jewish odes of solomon abound in the
symbolism of baptism and tie the garment to the baptismal ritual 1 I
stripped off sin and cast it from me and the lord renewed me in his
raiment ode 11 9 10 1 I1 put off darkness and clothed myself
with light ode 2121.2212212 2 1 I1 have put on incorruption through his
name I1 have put off corruption by his grace ode 15 6 and I1

was clothed with the covering of thy spirit and thou didst remove
from me my raiment of skin ode 2582525825.88 ambrose ofofmilanomilano states

11hH ludin jansen the consecration of testamentum levi inm E J brill ed la regalityregalitaRegalita sacra
leiden netherlands EEJJ brill 1955 ppap 3563566565 see also georg widergrenwidengrenWidengren royal ideology and the

testament odtheofthe twelve patriarchs inin F F bruce ed essays inm honor ots H hooke the fulfillment
edinburgh T T clarke 1963 ppap 202 12

A tl&mmanliniftaftonhamman linitiation chretienne paris bernard grasset editeurEditeur 1963 ppap 46 477 also inin migne
PG 33 1092 the anointing isis studied at length by leonel L mitchell inin baptismal anointing nouenotrenone dame
ind university ofofnotrenotre dame press 1966

16hahammanmmanaman linitiationllmtiation chretienne p 126
nibleynibleyjosephjosepfjoseph smith papyri ppap 106ff according to the clementine recognitions all prophets must

be anointed see A C coxe anteanre nicene fathers 8 90
I danieloudwieloujanielouDwielou jewish christianity p 327
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you have received white garments as evidence that you have been
clothed again of the chaste veil of innocence after being
redressed in these garments by the bath of regeneration 19 theodore
of mopsuestiaMopsuestia adds

when you advance to the holy baptism you take off your clothes adam
was born in the beginning without any reason to be ashamed but after
having transgressed the commandments and becoming mortal he
needed a garment just as you received the gift of the holy baptism to
be born again to grace through him and to become immortal as a
figure it is required to take off your clothes the sign of mortality and
evidence of the sentence that submits man to the need of the garment

but at the time you come up out of the water you will recover
yourself with a shining garment that is the sign of the radiant and
glorious world when you resurrect you will recover yourself with
immortality and incorruptibility that garment will then be
necessary for you 20

in the pistis sophia a gnostic text of great importance the gar-
ment is marked with the sacred name and with five mysteries 2171 one
symbolically puts on christ in gnostic speculation through receiv-
ing basptism and the garment 22

the ancient garment was adorned with other marks besides the
name E goodenough in his study ofjewishofjewish symbolism discovered
that in christian art the garment and robe were marked with signs at
right angles the gamma or square or simply with a straight bar with
prongs he concluded that the marks had some religious significance
or symbolic force 23 it should be noted that the ancient garment bore
the same tokens as the veil of the temple at atjerusalemjerusalem in the testa-
ment oflevi for example the veil is the zv8vttacoujliacoujLia of the angel or the
personified temple 24 many ancient texts confuse the garment with
the veil of the temple such as ambrose of milanos tractate of the
mysteries or the hebrew book of enoch where garment and

veil are used interchangeably 25 enoch is clothed with the veil in
the hebrew book of enoch

9harnmanhamman traite des mysteresmysteriesMysteres inm linitiation chretienne p 74

ibid201bid p 125 cf catechesis Mystagogica inin migne PG 33 1080 81

bernErnervettaerbenanerbettabetta gliapocrigizgit apocnfi ppap 400 01 pistis sophia 8 10
22 gilles quispel qumranjohnQumranJohnjohn and jewish christianity inin james H charlesworth and raymond E

brown eds john and quaranqumranqmmran london geoffrey chapman publisher 1972 ppap 152 54 cf J mac-

donald ed memarbemarmemarmarqahmareahmarqah berlin apnpn p 1963 ppap 4 32 80 139 158 and 194

eram23erwinerwm R goodenough jewish symbols inin the greco bomanromanbowan period 13 vols new york pantheon
books 1953 91649 164

24 marinus24marinus dejonge the testament ofodthefhethe XIIxiipatriarchspatriarchs p 124 consider also M philonenkoPhilon enko les in
terpolationsterpolations Chretienchretiennesnes p 18 le temple est iciici considereconsideneconsidere comme une personne et iele voile du temple
comme le vehementvetementvetement du sanctuaire personniflepersonnifiepersonnificnifle tbip8vpaTO evsvpx tooTODtouTOV saovvaovdaodpaod

25nibleyjosephaihleynihleyNibleyhley joseph smith papyri p 246
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the holy one made me a throne similar to the throne of glory
and he spread over me a curtain veil of splendour and brilliant ap-
pearancepearance of beauty grace and mercy similar to the curtain veil of the
throne of glory and on it were fixed all kinds of lights in the universe 26

according to hugo odebergadebergOdeberg who translated the hebrew enoch
the veil was marked with the secrets of the worlds creation and
sustenance in short the innermost divine secrets 27 the pur-
pose of the marks on the garment and the veil was to initiate the
recipient into the divine secrets of the universe enoch also received a
garment that was marked with divine secrets the holy one
made me a garment of glory on which were fixed all kinds of lights
and he clad me in it and he made a robe of honour on which were
fixed all kinds of beauty 28

each step of progress in initiation was marked by some change of
the garment or robes and so the symbolism of the garment implied
increased glory moving from one existence to another in the
dialogue of the savior judas and matthew ask christ we wish to
know with what kind of garments we will be clothed when we come
forth from the corruption of this world the lord replies since
you are sons of truth it is not with these temporary garments that you
will clothe yourselves 29 in the gospel ofphilipof philip the lord adds that

it is necessary to rise in the flesh since everything exists in it in this
world those who put on garments are better than the garments in
the kingdom of heaven the garments are better than those who put
them on 30

the garment also represented the preexistent purity of the ini-
tiate and as such it represented blessings stored up in heaven to
which the soul returns in the pearl that all important early chris-
tian work the soul is reared in its preexistent palace of glory but it
must leave behind this glory in order to sojourn on the earth for a
period of probation upon his leaving the preexistent palace says the
poet they removed from me the garment of light which they had
made for me in love they also removed my purple robe made exactly
to fit me 31 the noted scholar hoffman comments that the

hugo16hugo odebergadebergOdeberg 3 enoch or the hebrew book ofenlochofenochof enoch 1928 reprint ed new york ktavkeav publica-
tionstionseions 1973 p 32 bracketed words added by author as another possible translation of the word

ibid p 28
28ibldibid p 32

dialogue odtheoftheof taethe savior 143 inin robinson nag hammadilibraryhammadahammadi library p 235 the lord said you
will clothe yourselves with the light and enter intointo the bridal chamber judas said how will our garments
be brought to vsus methe lord said some will bring them to you and others will receivereceive them for they are
the ones who bring you your garments who can reach that place which isis the reward but they gave the

garments of life to the man for he knows the way on which he will go
30gospel30gospel ofofphilipofphtlipPhiliP 5577 inin robinson nag hammadahammadi library p 131351555

albenus F J klijn the acts of thomas leiden E J brill 1962 ppap 120 25 lines 9 10
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garment represents the preexistentpre existent glory of the candidate while the
robe is the priesthood that is later addedtoadded to it 32 in order to return
to the kingdom of god represented in the poem by the palace of
glory the soul must be clothed in the garment the peanpearlPearpedrpearcontinuescontinues

and I1 saw the garment made like unto me and adorned myself
with it and in my royal robe excelling in beauty I1 arrayed myself
wholly and when I1 had put it on I1 was lifted up unto the placeplatepladepiade of
peace salutation and homage and I1 bowed my head and worshippedworshipped
the brightness of the father which had sent it to me for I1 had
performed his commandments and he likewise that which he had
promised and at the doors of his palace which was from the beginning I1
mingled among his nobles and he rejoiced over me and received me
with him into his palace 33

A F J klijn states that the idea of preexistencepreexistence comes from
judaism where the idea of the heavenly robe may be taken from
the description of adam and eve in paradise 34 of course he refers
to the tradition that adams nature was like bright light before the
fall even as the garment is a garment of light but after the fall
adam lost his preexistent glory 3355 J rendel harris points out that the
odes ofsolomonof solomon also contain the ideas of the preexistentpre existent soul that
has to leave heaven for earth and that of the unfallen creation of
god whose environment is changed from a coat of light to a coat of
skins the garment of skins became the garment of light
possibly because the hebrew ar1r afomfo coat of skins so closely
resembles lintintl15n ahrohro11nlnhrcnrc meaning coat of light 36 even so the
apocryphon ofjamesof james tells us that when the spirit returns to its
heavenly treasure itit will become as you were first having clothed
yourself you become the first who will strip himself and you shall
become as you were before removing the garment 37

the garment also represents the treasure laid up in heaven
awaiting the souls return and in this context the glory of the resur-
rected body 38 an ancient christian writing known as the ascension
of isaiah states the saints will come with the lord with their
garments which are now stored up in the seventh heaven with the
lord will come those whose spirits are clothed upon 39 the book of

316326G hoffman zeltZeitzeirzeitschriftzeitschnftschrift der neutestamentlischen wissenschaftwtssenschaftbissenWissenschadtschaft 4 1903 278 83
khankhjn33yjijn acts of thomas lines 98 102

ibid341bid p 278
louis ginzbergGmzberg the legends ofthejewsof the hewsjewsbews 7 vols philadelphia jewish publishing society 1909 1938

1791 79 135 139 and 51035 103
36jJ rendel harris odes and psalms ofsolomonof solomon cambridge university press 1909 ppap 67 68
37apocapocryphondyphonyphon ofofjamesjumesjames inin robinson nag hammadahammadi library p 2532552 5 3

31rR H charles the ascension of1saiahof isaiah oxford oxford university press 1913 p 34 cf 4 ezra 2

39 45 and pastor ofofhermashermas similitudes 8 2
39 39ascensionascension of1saiahof isaiah 4 6 cf 8 26 9 13 and 9 24 25
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enoch is replete with references to garments in connection with the
resurrection the book of enoch says and the righteous and elect
shall have risen from the earth and ceased to be downcast in counte-
nance and they shall be clothed with garments of glory and they
shall be the garments of life from the lord of spirits 40 the manual
of discipline found among the dead sea scrolls contains a concept
very similar to that of the book of enoch

and as for the visitation of all who walk inm this spirit of truth it shall be
healing great peace inm a long life and fruitfulness together with every
everlasting blessing and eternal joy in life without end a crown of glory
and a garment of majesty in unending light 41

evidently the qumranquaran covenantorscovenantersCovenantorsers believed that the righteous
become priests and kings together with everlasting progeny or eternal
families E goodenough states that the essenesespenes gave a white robe
of holiness to each new member to mark his entry into the order
that is upon his initiation and thereafter he wore white always 42

the throne and crown are often mentioned in relation to garments
because the rites involved are properly a type of coronation where
every initiate is anointed and blessed to become a priest and king to
the most high god 43 the concept of a garment received in the
resurrection is found in the book of mormon the spirit and the
body shall be restored to itself again and the righteous shall
have a perfect knowledge of their enjoyment and their righteous-
ness being clothed with purity even with a robe of righteousness 44

the idea of the garment is very ancient indeed ancient texts
place it in the context of the pre earth council where god the father
commanded all creatures to recognize adams glory because he was
created in the image and likeness of god adam was placed on a
throne and given a crown of glory and a sceptresceptryscep tre satan refused to
acknowledge adam saying it is he who should worship me I1 ex-
isted before he existed 45 satan claimed to be the first born and for

401407 enoch 62 14 16 min R H charles the book ofenlochofenochof enoch london SPCK 1917 p 83
4gezageza vermes ed and trans the deadseadeadreadeafdead sea scrolls inin english baltimore md penguin books 1962

p 76
42goodenough42goodenough jewish symbols 91689 168 69
43 ascension of1saiahof isaiah 7 22 explains that each recipient of the garment also receivesreceives a crown and a throne

for above all the heavens and their angels has thy throne been placed and thy garments and thy crown
which thou shaltshallshailshait see again inin 8 14 when from the body by the will of god thou hast ascended hither
then thou wilt receivereceive the garment which thou seest and likewise other numbered garments laid up there
thou wilt see and then thou wilt become equal to the angels of the seventh heaven finally inin 9 12 13

how isis itit that they have received the garments but have not the thrones and crowns and he said unto
me crowns and thrones of glory they do not receivereceive till the beloved will descend inin the form inin which you
will see him descend see also testament oflevi 8 5 9 pastoiofheimassimifitutesspastor of hermas similitudes 8 ii11 1 4 odes of
solomon 1 1 2 and 1qs 4 7 8

4422 nephi 9139 13 14
45 45rappoportrappoport myth and legend inin ancient israel 81658 165 discourse on the abartonabatton inin erbetta linlm

vestituravestiturevestiturevestituravest ituraitura di sabbatonabbatonAbbaton 14751 475 vita abkeadaeedaeedzeasae et evae inin charles pseudepigrapha 213721572 137157 and genesis rabba 8
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such arrogance god commanded the angels of the council in heaven
to take the writings from his hand remove his kingly garments and
armour andind cast him to earth 46 when adam sinned he too lost his
garment of light but god gave solace to adam saying of my
mercy I1 did not turn thee into darkness i but I1 made for thee thy body
of flesh over which I1 spread this skin for thy protection 47 protec-
tion from the elements is one of the main purposes of clothing but
this garment represented the armor of protection against satan 48 in
the paraphrase of shem after shems stay on earth he received
honour from his amazing garments which provided both protection
and glory 49

the saga of the stolen garment is an indication of the importance
attributed to the garment in ancient thought upon leaving the
garden adam was given a garment of the skins of animals that repre-
sented his mortality but was a reminder also ofhis preexistent glory 50

satan wanting his preexistent glory back continually tried to deceive
others by appearing as an angel of light thus while adam was pray-
ing to heaven one day for extended light and knowledge satan ap-
peared as an angel of light so that adam would think within himself
that it was a heavenly light and that satansgatans hosts were angels 51 in
the apocalypse ofadamof Adam the evil god appears to adam claiming to
be the only god the god who created adam himself 52 in the later
account when satan appears adam prays 0 lord is there another
god beside thee in the world53world 53 upon his inquiry three angels
appear in order to teach him of the holy baptism 54 the angels cast

46 discourse on the sabbatonabbatonAbbaton p 476 see also vita aakeadaeadze et evae 15 1 16 1 genesis rabba 8 inm ginz-
berg legends ofofthejewsfhethe jews 1 165 the real problem was over the plan to create man in the genesis rabba
god consults with the heavenly council about his plan of creationcreatloncreationcreatlon they divide intointo two camps and those
against gods plan to create man are cast out in the discourse on the sabbatonabbatonAbbaton when god tells the heavenly
council of his plans they are unsure therefore adams body lay without a spirit of life for forty days at
that point christ inteinterecededmterecededmtereceded father give him the spirit I1 will be his advocate after this the father
said if I1 givegive him the spirit my beloved son you will be constrained to descend intointo the world and suffer
great pains for his sake inin order to redeem him and bring him back to his original state one more timetime the
son then replied give him the spirit I1 will be his advocate I1 will descend to the world to fulfill your will
erbetta gliapocrifigh apocnfi 14751 475 my translation

47thethe combat ofaaamof adam and eve 13 1 772727 12 14 inin J P migne encyclopedic theologiqueTheolog ique diodiedicdro
tionairetionaire des apocryphaapocryphe 22volskvolsvolsvois paris barriereBarnere 1856 130215021 302502 and 307 cf rapporportrapporponrapperport myth ansleandLeandlegendinundand legendgendinin
ancient israel 81658 165

wayne meeks the prophet king new testament supplement studies a serlesseriesserlesseries of two books
ppap 276 77 cf goodenough jewish symbols 91439 143145 44

robinson nag hammadahammadi library p 312 1 I1 put on my garment which isis the garment of the light of
hethe majesty which I1 am

goodenough5ogoodenough jewish symbols p 169 genesis 3213 21 combat ofaaamof adumadam ansedeundand edeeveedm 23 775050 5 6 and
51 3 7

5 combat ofadamofaaam andaveandeve 27227.227227 2 4 10 cf 60 1 3 mmigmdictionairein migne dictionaireDictionalteaireairm des apocryphaapocrypheapoctyphe 1 177 satan
samecamecame to the cave clad inin a garment of light and gingirtgln about him a bright girdle he transformed himself
in order to deceive adam

52 52apocalypseapocalypse ofofaaamadam 4 inin erbetta gliapocrifigaigli apocnfipp 208 cf robinson nag hammadilibraryhammadahammadi library p 135
53 53combatcombat ofofaaamadam and eve 24 10 inin migne dictionaireDiction aire des apocryphaapocryphe 1 305
54 54apocalypseapocalypse ofadamof adam 3 5 inin erbetta gliapocrvigeigliger apocnfi p 135
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satan out informing adam adam fear not this is satan and his
host he wishes to deceive you as he deceived you at first the first
time he was hidden in the serpent this time he has transformed
himself into an angel of light 5555 the messengers tell adam further

adam he wished to take from you this earthly garment of sheep-
skin to destroy it and not let you be covered with it 56 in the
manual of ofdisciplinediscipline the instructor 7 71 01913digilD Q tells the story of the
creation and fall to teach the new initiates to distinguish between
the evil spirit of darkness and the good spirit of light by their
different signs of differentiating tokens 5577

the story of the stolen garment is recapitulated many times in
ancient literature according to ginzberg adams garment was
given to enoch 58 from enoch the garment went to methuselah and
then to noah ham stole noahsmoahs garment from him while noah was
sleeping upon awaking noah blessed his two sons but cursed ham
because ham had stolen the garment 59 abraham also had to deal
with garment robbers in the apocalypse of abraham when satan
appears to abraham god tells the angel jaoeljabel go jaoeljabel and
strengthen him jaoeljabel greets abraham 1 I have been sent to thee to
strengthen thee and bless thee in the name of god abraham asks
about the presence of satan what is this my lord and the angel
replies I1 this is ungodliness this is azazelazarel and the angelangefangea says to
it depart from this man the angel casts satan out saying the
vesture which in heaven was formerly thine hath been set aside for
abraham 60 according to the rabbis abraham received the

priesthood after the order of adam and along with it a garment of
skin which god gave adam this same skin had been handed
down as the high priestly robe directly from seth to methuselah
from noah tojapethjapethto and shem and from them to abraham 61

in the pistis sophia the glorious garment of christ is given totheto the
twelve apostles who are said to have been preexistent on the gar-
ment which christ received from his father the name of the myste-
ries was written the scene is evidently that of christ giving the
mysteries of the kingdom to his disciples immediately before his

5 combat ofadamof adam and eve 27 12 in migne dictionaireDictionaire des apocrypha 1 307
561bid561ibidbid 51 8 in migne dictionatredictionaireDictionsireairesifeatre des apocrapocryphaapocrypheophe1phezahe 1 319
57Alfredaifred robert C leaney the rule of quaranqumran and its meaning london SCM press 1966

ppap 14343 145 and 147
ginzberg legends ofthejewsof the jews 179 135 and 139
hugh nibley the worldonworldofWorlworlddotdofvotofthejareditesrhetherge jareditesJarediteriteslter salt lake city deseret book 1952 p 162

6oboxpoboxbox apocalypse ofabrahamof abraham ppap 45 53 asazelasabel had thus lost his garment of immortality and
become mortal while abraham gained it

robert graves and raphael patai hebrew myths garden city NY doubleday 1963 ppap 70 and
78
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ascension into heaven 62 after having taught all the necessary
mysteries christ put on his garment and arose on high to the door
of the firmament the doors melted and opened before him
simultaneously when the ixpxcovtqpcjnq arcontsarconti and powers and angels
saw the light of the garment they were overcome they saw my shin-
ing and resplendent garment that I1 had put on they saw the mystery
on which was written their name and they were much disturbed 63

the garment here is a means to pass by the angels stationed to block
the way to the gate of heaven

the necessity of royal garments to pass through the gates and
into the presence of god is another very ancient concept hugo
odebergadeberg has characterized the garment of glory as

the light substance in which the inhabitants of heaven appear the
11 glory is light splendour probably conceived of as a reflection
outflow of the divine glory the splendour of the shekina the putting
on the raiment of glory is a necessary condition of entering the
highest heavens gods abode of light hence the garment is also a
mark of the holy celestial nature of its bearer 64

in egypt the changing of robes had long been a very significant
concept for example in the very old pyramid texts the garment was
given to those entering the presence of the gods 0 TV take thy
garment of light take the veil upon thee that it might gain
respect among the gods 65 in the sumerian myth of inannadinanna the
goddess is arrayed in seven ordinances she covers her body with the

pala garment the garment ofofqueenshipqueenship she then descends to
the gate of the netherworld where she is met by the typical question
response of the gatekeeper who art thou why hast thou
come the gatekeeper checks her for each ofotherher seven ordinances
separately inannadinanna enters the netherworld to be judged and then to
be confined for three days and three nights after receiving the
food of life and the water of life she is sprinkled with water and
ascends from the netherworld in a manner reminiscent of the early
christian accounts of christs descensusdescensus ad infernos and his subse-
quent ascension 66

in the much later egyptian book of the dead the garment is a
protection against evil 67 the rubric accompanying chapter 125
reports that this chapter is said by the deceased when he is cleansed

62 62pistispistis sophia 1 1 and 8 1 2 inin erbetta gli apocnfiapocrifi p 396
631651gyi631bidibidbid 11 1 10 inin erbetta gliapocrifigirgil apocnfi p 402
640610Odebergdeberg hebrew book ofenlochofenochof enoch p 32
65 Goodenough jewish symbols 91439 143 44

pritchard ancient near eastern texts princeton NJ princeton university press 1955 ppap 53 55
67eE A W budge the book odtheof fhethefae deaddwnewdenewnew york apnpn p 1913 p 586
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and purified and is arrayed in linen garments and shod with sandals
of white and his eyes are anointed with antimony and his body
anointed with oil the candidate announces 1 I am pure my
breast is purified by libations my hind parts have been dipped in the
lake of truth I1 have washed myself the initiate is then
introduced at the door let thyself advance again the typical
question response occurs as the gatekeepersgatekeepers ask who art thou
they say to me what is your name the reply is a code name
the gatekeepersgatekeepers reply we will not allow thee to enter unless thou
tellestbellest us our names when the initiate announces the names of the
seven gates they reply thou knowest us pass therefore by us at
the seventh and last gate the ordinance is a bit more elaborate the
doorkeeper announces thou shalt be announced to the god of the
gate the initiate is asked for what purpose hast thou come
to this he replies 1 I have come and journeyed hither that my name
may be announced to the god the guide psychopomp asks in
what condition art thou 1 I am purified from evil defects and
wholly free from the curses thoth replies therefore thy name
shall be announced to the god the keeper asks what is that
the initiate replies he is osiris the great egyptian god thoth
says that is correct advance now 68

the ancient texts make it perfectly clear that the candidate must
be properly clothed and possess the ypatgyvuais or the name of god in
order to pass through the last barrier to the presence of god in many
documents the prophet passes through seven heavens and must
receive a garment of glory to enter into the highest heaven where god
dwells the garment becomes brighter as the prophet passes through
each successive heaven the prophet must also possess the proper
identification or sign in order to enter each heaven 69 in the
apocalypse of paul for instance paul passes through seven heavens
and comes to the gate guarded by principalities and authorities
the spirit his guide tells paul give him the sign that you have
and he will open to you and I1 gave him the sign and the seventh
heaven opened 70 the quasi canonical pastor of hermas is a good
illustration of the necessity of both the garment and the name

no man shall enter into the kingdom of heaven except he shall take
upon him the name of the son of god the gate is the son of
god who is the only way of coming to god no man can enter

6 ibid ppap 589ff
69goodenoughjewirhgoodenough jewish symbols 99145145 cf ascension ofof1saiahisaiah 7 25 1 enoch 2 enoch 3 enoch testa-

ment oflevi apocalypse ofabrahamof abraham ascension ofmosesof moses jmbileesjubileesjukelJubildeseesdef testament ofabrahamof abraham and 4 ezra
70apocalypse ofpaul 2233 in robinson nag hammadahammadi library p 242411
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into the kingdom of god except these virgins clothe him with their
garment it availethavaileth nothing to take up the name of the son of god
unless thou shalt receive the garment A man shall in vain bear
his name unless he is endowed with his powers 71

christ is also represented as the door to the kingdom of heaven in
the odes of solomon he gave me the way of his precepts and I1

opened the doors that were closed nothing appeared closed to
me because I1 am the door of everything ode 17 8 10 since the
gate is chiistchrist the scene at the gate is often one of intimate union
with christ as in the apocryphon ofjamesofjames after the spirit is clothed
again with its garment christ tells the apostle

behold I1 shall reveal everything to you my beloved know that you
come forth just as I1 am behold I1 shall reveal to you him who is hid-
den now stretch out your hand now take hold of me those
who wish to enter and seek to walk in the way that is before the door
open the door through you 72

the book of mormon also refers to the straight way before the
gate and identifies the holy one of israel with the gatekeeper

the way for man is narrow but it lieth in a straight course before
him and the keeper of the gate is the holy one of israel and he
employethemployeth no servant there and there is no way save it be by the gate
for he cannot be deceived for the lord god is his name 73717 1

the doctrine of the name of god as a key word runs like red rib-
bon through the history of revealed religion thus if the pistis
sophia proclaims thou art the key 0 savior which opens the door
of all things and shuts the door of all 74 the author is merely citing
isaiah 22 1 I1 will clothe him with thy robe and strengthen him with
thy girdle and the key of the house of david will I1 lay upon
his shoulders so he shall open and none shall shut and none shall
open and I1 will fasten him as a nail in a sure place 75 one is im-
mediately reminded of the pistis sophia where one communicates
knowledge to god through certain passwords and signs

and they shall test the soul to find their signs in it as well as their seals
and their baptisms and their anointingsanointings xpiupapiaiia I1 and the virgin of
light will seal that soul and the assistant napaximfs7tapax&tte3 will baptize
that soul and give it a spiritual anointing then the assistant send the
soul to the glorious saboathsabouth the good the gnostic god who is at the

7 pastor of hermashennas similitude 9 113 117 121 22
72thethe second apocryphon ofjamesof james 55 and 57 in robinson nag hammadahammadi library ppap 252 53 A

similarsimisiml ar ordinance is found in odes 37 1 3 42 1 4 and in the pearl lines 98 101
752732sas2 nephi 941
71 erbetta geiglighapocrapocrifii p 492
75 75isaiahisaiah 2221 23
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gate of life who is called father and who gives his seals to the soul at
the gate the soul cries father and the soul gives his seals and
responses with the seal of each degree tatsfazfar tt in the right hand and
the soul communicates knowledge with the right hand of every order

TOTTOSr677o3 with hymns of glory and melchizedek will seal that
soul and lead it to the treasury of light that is within the veil 76

the seal here is a sign of recognition the odes of solomon tell
us that gods seal is known and thy creatures know it and the
heavenly angels possess it and the elect archangels are clothed with
it 77 in 2 jeu christ tells the apostles this is the name
aae4aeaagaeloeldecocac4 pronounce it once holding in your hand the seal then

the guards of the gate and the veil will withdraw and you may reach
the place of their father who will give you his name and his seal
and then you will pass the door inside to his treasure 78 one impor-
tant point is stressed in kjeu2jeu and indeed by several of the texts deal-
ing with these sacred ordinances the name and ordinances are of the
upmost secreysacrey 79

conclusion

documents cited from all over the near east and ranging from
2000 BCB C to AD 400 all tell a story pregnant with meaning to latter
day saints the story is an organic unity that can be traced back to the

71authors71authors translation from erbetta gliaprocifzgirgit aprocifi p 484 for another translation see carl schmidt ed
pestipistispestl sophia leiden E J brill 1978 p 291

and the virgin of the light and the seven other virgins of the light all examineexamine that soul and
they all find their signs within itit and their seals and their baptisms and their inunctionsinjunctionsinunctinunctionsinjunctionsinunctionslonsionslons
iei e anointingsanoint ings and the virgin of the light seals that soul and the paralemptai iei e

assistantassistant of the light baptise that soul and give itit the spiritual inunctioninunction and each of the
virgins of the light seals itit with their seals and also the paralemptai of the light give itit intointo
the hands of the great sabaoth the good who isis above the gate of life inin the place of the
right who isis called father and that soul gives him the glory of his songs of praise and his
seals and his defences and sabaoth the great and good seals itit with his seals and the soul
gives itsits knowledge and the glory of the songs of praise and the seals of the whole place of
those of the right they all seal itit with their seals and melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek the great paralemptes of
the light who isis inin the place of the right seals the soul and the paralemptores of
melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek seal that soul and take itit to the treasury of the light the place of
inheritance

nodes ofsolomonof solomon 4 8
78authors78authors translation from erbetta gizgitgligly aprocifi p 33515515 1 for a different translation of2jeuofkjeu2jeu 3333 see carl

schmidt ed and violet macdermot trans the books ofjeu and the untitledunfilled text inin the bruce codex
leiden EJE J brill 1978 p 83

when you come to this place seal yourselves with this seal this isis itsits name
siemslemzzkictdyazvaz&z while the cipher isis inin your hand furthermore say this name

akhoeiniakz three timestimes and the watchers and the veils are drawn back until you go
to the place of their father and he gives you his seal and his name and you cross over
the gate intointo his treasury this now isis the placing of this treasury

7979erbettaerbetta gli aprocifi p 334 behold I1 have told you the name that I1 promised from the first to
reveal to you so that the places of the treasure withdraw and you could come to the place of the true god

thus I1 have told itit to you preserve and hide itit don t repeat itit now I1 have told you the name
thatthai you asked me to hide itit inin your heart cf testament oflevi 3 30 and the apocalypse ofjohnof john 31
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oldest rites known to man all of which cluster around the idea of the
temple the ancient symbolic meaning of the garment itself outlines
a rather familiar story 1 the ancient garment represented the
preexistent glory that was laid aside while 2 we put on another gar-
ment that represented our mortality as a consequence of the fall

3 the ancient garment was not only a reminder but also a protection
against the evil one as we sojournedsojournsojourneyed here in the lonely world 4 it
also represented the glory of the resurrected body and 35 an added
robe represented the added righteousness procured for entrance into
the kingdom of god and for passing by the angels posted there 6

when one donned the garment one also took upon himself a name
for passing through the gate the name of jesus christ with whom
ultimate unity became possible through these ancient ordinances
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accountable emily

helen walker jones

A muggy sunday windows opened onto the pine grove
the congregation awaits soothing winds to wring moisture
from their locks accountable emily age eight
dreams of gothic spires and silver domes
disregards the glossy white tiles with chipped corners
she has learned of manna passover the plates golden
in black earth mysterious elevator shafts sabbath
A hebrew word emily presses the embossed organ pipes
on a navy blue hymnbook wonders
if the water will be warm imagines
drowning buried in white baptismal clothes
her feet fading purple pain earned ringlets smashed
in wet strands against her neck
then remembrance of the gift
the comforter the holy ghost
will I1 be a saint she whispers
her mother nods emily sighs her name is called

helen walker jones is a poet living in salt lakelike city
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william law nauvoo dissenter

lyndon W cook

dissent is not a novel topic in mormon history nor is it the most
urgent issue confronting the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints today nonetheless for the student of latter day saint history
the disaffection of its members and especially its leaders has a
peculiar interest and significance indeed the pages of early mormon
history are filled with undulations of dissent and apostasy the
tragedies at kirtland and far west are vividly remembered when a
conflict of position occurs it is often accompanied by a clash of pas-
sion in such circumstances it is not always easy to discern who is at
fault william law a member of the first presidency of the LDS
church in nauvoo illinois became an apostate in 1844 shortly be-
fore joseph smith was murdered at carthage according to his own
statements and actions william law had developed a genuine com-
mitment to mormonism before becoming a schismatic however by
the spring of 1843 his commitment began to waver and by early 1844
he had concluded that the mormon leaderjosephleadeleader rjosephjoseph smith was a fallen
prophet because many of william law s statements are vindictive
and self serving they must be weighed accordingly some crucial
comments regarding his apostasy were made in moments of tremen-
dous fear and anger others were offered after many years of reflec-
tion this paper will attempt to identify the fundamental causes of
william law s apostasy

born in 1809 william law was a native of northern ireland the
laws william was the youngest of five brothers immigrated to
america about 1819 1820 finally settling in western pennsylvania
easily obtained land and the opportunity for financial improvement
lured young william to upper canada ontario at churchvillechurchville
located twentyfivetwenty five miles northwest of toronto william acquired

farming ground operated a mill along the credit river and served as
local postmaster here in upper canada at the age of twenty four
william married his only wife nineteen year old jane silverthorn

lyndon W cook teaches church history at brigham young university
this article is partpan of a chapter in a forthcoming volume of biographical essays entitled the gospel

according to william the paper was presented at the twenty fifth annual upper missouri history con-
ference omaha nebraska 13 march 1982
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the attractive canadian born daughter of thomas silverthorn would
be married to william law for nearly half a century and would give
birth to at least eight children I11

A spinoffspin off from parley P pratts missionary success in toronto
churchville was a temporary stronghold of mormonism 2 william
andjaneanajaneand jane law were converted to the mormon church in 1836 through
the efforts of john taylor and almon W babbitt in april of the
following year william was ordained to the melchizedek priesthood
by elder pratt and assumed the leadership of the branch in church-
ville joseph homehorne who first became acquainted with william law
while accompanying the prophet joseph smith on a visit to church-
ville in 1837 remembered the irish convert as a very good man 3

the prophets visit to the toronto area in 1837 coincided with a
period of unrest in ontario and quebec revolts broke out in both
upper and lower canada with the rebels demanding responsible gov-
ernment from the british one source reported that during joseph
smiths 1837 visit to ontario he told his canadian brethren
to sell while they could get out of the place or blood would be upon
their heels 4 the faithful few who did not leave canada for
missouri in 1837 1838 were detained only because of extenuating cir-
cumstancescumstances william and jane left ontario in 1838 and located tem-
porarilyporarily in mercer county pennsylvania where they waited for the
silverthorn estate to be divided and their share to be sold william
remarked at the time that he was anxious to be gathered with the
people of god and informed his friend james mulholland that as
soon as the exiled missouri saints fixed a place of resting he
would endeavour to move there 5

jane law s interest in the silverthorn estate was secured on
4 september 1839 but the laws may have departed for nauvoo

biographical material isis cited from lyndon W cook brotherBrothebrotherjosephrjosephjoseph Is truly a wonderful man he
Is all we could wish a prophet to be pre 1844 letters of william law brigham youngvoting university
studies 20 winter 1980 207 18 two items of biography cited inin the above source need correcting 1 the
best evidence now available identifies william law s mother as ann hunter law mary wilson appears to be
his paternal grandmother and 2 williams death date should be 19 january 1892 jane silverthorn
william s wife was born about 1814 and died 8 september 1882 the names and birthdatesbinhdatesbirthratesbirthbinhdates of william and
janes eight children are richard b 28 february 1834 rebecca b 30 march 1836 thomasjthomas J b 4 march
1837 helen b 17 march 1839 william b 31 january31january 1841john1841184 ijohnjohn b 14june14 punejune 1844 wilson b 1 september
1846 and cys b 29 may 1848

athetfje2the christian examiner was published monthly inin toronto by the presbyterian church one of their
ministersministers had preached inin churchville inin late 1838 and noted that this village was for a timetime the stronghold
of mormonism there they had frequent meetings both on sabbath and week days and a considerable
number were baptized by their preacher christian examiner 11 december 1838

3diarydiary and reminiscences of joseph hornehome ppap 1 2 library archives historical department of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives

4correspondencecorrespondence of Hepzibah richards kinlandkirtland ohio 28 january 1838 church archives
william5williamawilliam law to tojamesjames mulholland 27 march 1839 church archives cited inin cook pre 1844 letters

of william law p 216
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before the final papers were signed 6 the prophets history indicates
that william led a seven wagon caravan of canadian saints to the
new gathering place arriving the first week of november 1839 7 A
complete list of names of those traveling under his direction has not
survived but it is known that in addition to his own immediate
family william s non mormon brother wilson was among the
group 8 the aggressive law brothers would play an active role in the
mormon community until the summer of 1844

williamwilliams s abilities as a committed follower and leader as well as
his improved financial status made him a natural choice for church
service at nauvoo in 1841 with divine confirmation the prophet
joseph smith selected him as a counselor in the first presidency 9

shortly after this calling one observer noted that no man could be
better fitted to his station in the presidency william law was con-
sidered to be a man having great suavity of manners and amiability
of character correct business habits and great devotion to the
service of god 10 at the time of his call as josephasjosephaljoseph smiths counselor
the blue eyed irishman was thirty one years old five feet eight and
one half inches tall and one hundred and seventy five pounds he
would serve in the presidency until the first week of january 1844
when his disgruntlement resulted in his being released

who would have guessed in january 1841 when he was called to
the presidency that within three years william law would be a bitter
enemy of joseph smith certainly there is nothing in his earlier
writings that suggests any tentativeness in his commitment to the res-
torationto it is perhaps significant that the reasons law offered for his
disaffection and schismatic behavior are remarkably similar to those
given by other prominent mormon dissenters of the same general
period these reasons essentially related to a growing concentration
of authority in the hands of the president of the church and the ex-
tension of that authority into the areas of politics and economics 11

the thomas Silveslivesilverthornnhorn estate papers are located at the land registry office brampton ontario
canada

joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt
lake city deseret news 1932 1951 4204 20 hereafter cited as history odtheof fhethefae church

contrary to some reports williams brother wilson was baptized and ordained an elder inin nauvoo
wilson law came to nauvoo a single man and left a widower his marriage to nauvoo schoolteacher
elizabeth F sikes on 25 december 1842 ended abruptly when she died 31 march 1844 see lyndon W
cocookok comp civil marriages inin nauvoo and some outlying areas 183918451839 1845 provo utah liberty
publishing co 1980 p 19

see doctrine and covenants 12491124 91 the times and seasons 1 1 february 1841 331051010 included the
following statement william law has recently by revelation been appointed one of the first presidency inin
the place of hyrum smith

ionewnewionea york herald 19 february 1842

tseeiseesee marvin S hill cultural crisis inin the mormon kingdom A reconsideration of the causes of
Vartlandkirtland dissent church history 49 september 1980 286 97
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the opposition manifested by mormon dissenters during the late
1830s and early 1840s was actually consistent with the political and
religious milieu of the day the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day
saints was organized at a time when much of american thought was
pervaded by a democratic spirit that challenged authoritarianism and
autocracy in government as well as in religion one authority of the
period has written that the democratic revolution was at its height
in 1830 12 although the book of mormon and the written revelations
gave the fledgling church an unmatched popular authoritative ap-
peal its first decade nevertheless was characterized by a certain
democratic spirit and lack of defined theology 13

it is true that the high priests and more particularly their
presidency the presidency of the high priesthood had assumed
supremacy as a presiding elite in the church during 1831 1834 but
an organizational change occurred in 1835 that equally dispersed
presiding priesthood authority among five quorums of church
government and essentially abandoned the title presidency of the
high priesthood in favor of first presidency 14 this decentraliz-
ing action was apparently effected to calm the vocal opposition to
alleged elitism and authoritarianism in the priesthood government 15

beginning in 1837 1838 control of power again began to gravitate
toward a single quorum the first presidency As a result the earlier
democratic elements of the society gave way to a much more central-
ized church government during the remainder of joseph smiths
leadership events which served as prelude to this consolidation of
power were undoubtedly related to the widespread apostasy in ohio
and missouri in 1837 1838 the prophets missouri incarceration in
1838 1839 the founding of nauvoo as a city state and joseph
smiths frustrating trip to washington DC in 1839 1840 this
administrative metamorphosis in church government actually thrust
the mormon community towards a closed theocratic society and away

gordon S wood evangelical america and early mormonism new york history 61 october
1980 381

the conversion of the early mormon was obtained as much by a reliance on authority ie written
revelations and witnesses of angelic appappearanceslancesmances as through personal experience with the supernatural

14seesee lyndon W cook the revelations oftleoftbeof the prophetjosephprophet josepgjosephjoseth smith A historical and biographical
commentary odtheof rhethe doctrine and covenants provo seventy s mission bookstore 1981 ppap 136 and 216

dac 107 received 28 march 1835 confirmed this decentralization of authority
see orson hyde and hyrum smith to the bishop his council and the inhabitants in zion

14 january 1833 cited in history odraeof rhetherge church 113181518318518 19 the missouri saints had charged joseph with
seeking monarchial power and authority p 318 david Whitwhitmerswhkmerswhittersmers an address to allbelieversaltall believers in christ
richmond mo npap 1887 details his objections to the office of high priest appp 62 67 see also william

E mclellan to joseph smith III111 10 january 1861 and july 1872 both letters located at library
archives the auditorium reorganized church ofofiesusjesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
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from the more popular elements of democracy that were then finding
expression in america some converts like william law were un-
comfortable submitting to this kind of ecclesiastical control

it is not altogether clear why william law was attracted to mor-
monism his former religious affiliation has not been ascertained 16

but it does seem evident that he saw himself as a religious man he
believed that his own salvation required he live a moral life and assist
in saving others through preaching the gospel each conversion to
mormonism contained common elements but also differences while
it may be difficult to establish a rigid continuity in the process of con-
version to mormonism the announcement of the appearances of
moroni the reception and translation of the gold plates and the
unique LDS claim to authority figured prominently william law
certainly was captivated by these component parts of the latter day
message 17 A letter written in 18183718573 7 one year after law s conversion
gives insight into his feelings at that time corresponding with his
friend and onetimeone time idol isaac russell the twenty eight year old
convert witnessed a maturing commitment to mormonism

although trials persecutions privations and sorrows await the saints
yet god will not forsake them yea in the hour of their greatest need
he will stand by them to deliver brojosephbro joseph is truly a wonderful
man he is all we could wish a prophet to be and bro sidney what elo-
quence is his and think how he has sacrificed for the truth I1lamiamam
aware we must endure affliction but I1 wont shrink from my calling
though I1 should have to sacraficesacrificesacrafice sic all things 18

persecution and suffering normally recognized as negative
feelings often create a sense of mutuality among members of a
religious society by giving focus to group sentiment like any
emergency persecution tends to make people more aware of their
common interests and to draw attention to those values which make
up the collective conscience of the society 19 for william law
religious persecution resulted in a stronger commitment to mormon-
ism because he regarded such persecution as gods test of his worthi-
ness in march 1839 william wrote to a fellow saint it was wisdom

like his older brother james law william may have been a presbyterian before joining the mormon
church see history ofofmercermerrermercer county pennsylvania chicago ill111lillii brown runk and co publishers 1888
p 1157

methewhe importance ofmodern revelation and proper priesthood authority to act inin gods name are notions
which consistently find expression in william law s writings

william law to isaac russell 10 november 1837 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters of
william law ppap 211 12

kaltkaitT erikson wayward puritans A study in the sociology ofdevianceof deviance new york john wiley &
sons 1966 p 4
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in the almighty the saints had been exiled from missouri through
it all he said the church would be purged and made clean 20

although american society was very fluid during this period
converting to mormonism and gathering to zion often upset
religious tradition and broke up families williams writings after his
conversion reflect the new emphasis of this period on the value of
the individual and a faith in the ability of the common person 21

he informed an esteemed fellow convert in 1839 that his family s an-
tagonism to his new religious interests had not dissuaded him my
father is much opposed to mormonism from evil reports &cac which
he has heard wrote william but this does not discourage us as
we know in whom we trust we are determined to hold out to the end
though we may have to suffer all things 22

william law wasted little time putting down roots at nauvoo
with his brother wilson as partner he purchased properties
opened a store and proceeded to build a much needed steammillammillste A
man of enterprise william was dedicated to self improvement
through shrewd investment and hard work he saw in the large in-
flux of mormonscormons to nauvoo an opportunity personally to take advan-
tage of the economic growth of the community though he was not
wealthy the native irishman was a man of means and his influence
among the canadian saints now began to expand churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide as he
assumed his new calling in the presidency

evidence that william law had unreservedly thrown his lot with
the saints can be demonstrated by itemizing even a few of his church
related activities after arriving in nauvoo in early 1840 he appar-
ently becamejosephbecambecame josephejoseph smiths creditor when he promised the mormon
prophet one hundred dollars to defray traveling expenses to
washington DC 23 this was only the beginning of an extensive

20william law to tojamesjames mulholland 27 march 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters
of william law p 215

caricarl N degler et al the democratic experience an american history 12 vols glenviewGlenview ill111ililii scott
foresman and co 1981 1179

william law to isaac russell 17 january 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters of
william law p 214

2323historyhistory odtheof fhethe church 451451 in the spring and summer of 1840 william and jane law extended an af-
fectionate hand to edward partridges family during the bishop s final illness emily partridge remembered
the kindness of the laws during her family s distressed condition at nauvoo while my father lay sick my
sister eliza and I1 and some of the other children were sick also and it was very unpleasant for so many sick to
be in one small room brother and sister law took eliza and I1 home with them and showed us every kindness
I1 felt as though I1 had almost got to heaven after all the years of suffering that we had endured and now to be
in such a good house and to have a comfortable bed to lay upon with nourishing and palatable food I1

almost thought that it was too pleasant to be true
after fathers death brother law took our whole family home and administered to our wants and with

such good and kind care we began to improve in health and when we had sufficiently regained our health we
went back into our little hut once more autobiography ofemily D P young comanswomans exponent 14

15july15 july 1885 26.26
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credit debit relationship which would continue between the two men
for the next four years 24 in january 1841 william accepted a call to
serve in the first presidency and in june through august of that year
he took a mission to philadelphia with hyrum smith 25 from 1840
through 1843 william made his home available for church meetings
of all kinds and during approximately the same time period he filled
regular preaching assignments at nauvoo and in lee county iowa
territory 2621 the first presidency counselor defended joseph smiths
character in 1842 by issuing public statements condemning john C
bennetts licentious conduct at nauvoo and later that same year
september november william made a second mission to the

eastern states to preach the gospel regulate church affairs and
counter bennett s allegations of immoral conduct on the part of the
prophet 27 with eight others law received the ancient endowment
from joseph smith in may 1842 and continued to meet in private
councils with the prophet untiljanuaryuntil january 1844 28 william28william aidedjosephaided joseph
smith immeasurably during the lattersbatterslatters hiding from law enforcement
officers during august through december 1842 and both law
brothers extended moral and financial support to the prophet during
his trial in springfield illinois in january 1843 29 finally when
joseph was arrested in dixon illinois in june 1843 for treason
william and wilson law were again numbered among those who
rendered valuable assistance in his rescue 30

these activities of faith and friendship brought william law
closer to joseph smith resulting in an increased identification with

24seesee nauvoo day book ofwilliamofwilliam law 27 april 1841 9 july 1842 beinecke rare book and manuscript
library yale university and nauvoo day book ofofjosephjoseph smith 1 july 1842 24 july 1843 cedar rapids
iowa masonic lodge microfilm copy inin church archives

25histolyhistory of the church 42844 284 86 and 5375575 37 journal of george A smith 21 june 1841 church
archives

the nauvoo high council minutes church archives show that the high council often met at law s

house see also history ofodthefhethe church 434045404 340540 and 583 journal of Wilford woodruff 10 april 1842 church
archives and manchester mormonscormons the journal of william clayton 1840 1842 ed james B allenalienailen and
thomas G alexander santa barbara calif peregrine smith 1974 p 212

27timestimes and seasons 3 1 august 1842 872872738727573 and history odtheof rhethe church 51465 146 160 and 183 see
also affidavits andcertificatesantcertificatesuntant disapproving the statements andaffidavitsand affidavits containedinjohncontained in john C bennetts
letters nauvoo 31 august 1842

hoberheber C kimballjournalkimball journal 1840 1845 strange events church archives on 4 may 1842 1I was
aniciaaniciatedamciatedted intointo the ancientancient order was washed and annointedannomted and sealledscalled and ordained a preast and soforthgoforth inin
company with ninenine others vizjosephViz joseph smith hiram smith wmwin law wm law marksjudgemarks pudgejudgefudge jlmesjames adams
brigham young willard richards george miller N K whitney in december 1845 heber C kimball
rcalledrecalled the inauguration of the temple endowment about 4 years ago next may ninenine persons were admit-
ted intointo the holy order 5 are now living B young willard richards george miller N K whitney &
H C kimball two are dead jamesjlmes adams and hyrum smith and two are worse than dead william law
and william marks heber C kimball journal 1845 1846 21 december 1845 inm the handwriting of
william clayton church archives

secsee history odtheoftheof raetherke church 51035 103 and 119 see also wilson law s bill of expenses against the estate of
joseph smith decd 23 may 1845 original inm possession ofofstevensteven G barnett salt lake city

31seesee william patterson mcintire report ofofjosephjoseph s arrest at dixon as near as he can remember
dated 3 october 1843 church archives
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the saints and a deepening feeling of commitment to mormonism
in november 1840 william confidently informed a temporary con-
vert that the mormon church was the only organisedorganizedorganised church on the
earth that god now acknowledges after living in close proximity
to the prophet for a year in nauvoo william penned his appraisal of
the mormon leader

I1 have carefully watched his movements since I1 have been here and I1

assure you I1 have found him honest and honourablehonourable in all our transac-
tions which have been very considerable I1 believe he is an honest
upright man and as to his follies let who ever is guiltless throw the first
stone at him I1 shant do it 31

all this clearly suggests that before his apostasy william law had
achieved a high level of commitment to mormonism especially to
joseph smith yet for all his apparent willingness to take greater
risks and to tolerate suffering for his new religion william s loyalty
to the mormon prophet was critically and decisively tested in
1843 1844 william must have imagined that the place of a living
prophet was only to restore a new testament church with proper
authority to perform essential ordinances and promulgate christian
teachings however joseph smiths mission was to restore a dispensa-
tion of the fulnessfalness of ancient times with plenary power to institute
ancient practices and ordinances and to speak authoritatively on all
issues including political economic and social matters As a result
william law was constrained to question the validity of his religious
experience as a latter day saint for some like heber C kimball
and brigham young the truth of mormonism existed in such a
magnified form that they were willing to pursue it despite increased
suffering each commitment or new encounter became both more
bitter and more sweet to these men the essential proof of their
commitment was total submission to the leader however william
law s democratic spirit evidently would never allow him to reach that
transcendent level of commitment the native irishmansIrishmans faith in the
restoration and the latter day prophet turned out to be the mortal
ignisfatuusignis fatrusfatuus of his religious career

william law perceived joseph smith s religious views to be anti-
thetical to good law and order not unlike that of oliver cowdery
david whitmer thomas B marsh and others william s disaffec-
tion coincided with a spiritual departure from the essential purposes
of the kingdom law opposed a growing ecclesiastical control over

william31wlliarn law to isaac russell 29 november 1840 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters of
william law p 218
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his economic political and social life according to his own
statements made just prior to and after his excommunication
william law turned against the mormon prophet because of
williams perception that ljosephajoseph1 joseph1joseph was totally ungovernable and
defiant and was determined to obey or disobey the law of the land at
his convenience ie a claim to higher law 2 joseph united church
and state both as mayor ofofnauvoonauvoo in the passage of city ordinances
and the use of police power and as an influential religious leader by
manipulating or seeking to manipulate politicians for private pur-
poses ie breakdown of the rule of law 3 joseph had allowed the
established judicial order of church government to be trampled under
foot ajoseph4 joseph4joseph had attempted to control the temporal financial in-
terests of the mormon people by ecclesiastical authority and 5 more
importantly joseph had corrupted the church by introducing false
and damnable doctrines such as a plurality of gods a plurality of
wives and the doctrine of unconditional sealing up unto eternal life
ie joseph smith was a fallen prophet

despite a growing antagonism william had restrained his feel-
ings and dissembled his opposition as best he could he was hoping
things would change for the better although at first law found
himself occupying a middle ground between rational conviction and
emotional uncertainty he became progressively more confident that
joseph smith was in transgression it was not until perhaps april or
may 1844 that he organized his thinking in such a way as to systemati-
cally attack his enemy even then he was not assailing the validity of
the restoration the vehemence with which william law denounced
the prophet in 1844 was not due to disbelief in mormon polity but to
his conviction that the mormon leader had plunged into apostate
practices it was joseph smiths influence that law sought to destroy

william law s justification for his position of dissent was based
on at least five points of contention first he alleged that joseph
smith was defiant of state laws his particular reference was to
the 1842 and 1843 attempts by the state of missouri to extradite
the mormon prophet on charges of 1 being an accessory to an at-
tempted murder in 1842 and of 2 committing treason in 1843
although he initially assisted joseph smith in avoiding imprisonment
and extradition during this period william later believed that this
was wrong 32 law s changing attitude on this matter betrays an essen-
tial loss of commitment in 1842 1843 he recognized joseph

32seesee history of the church 589 97 103 19 144 and 209 48 see also the law interview
dr W wyl interview with william law in shullsburgShulls burg wis 30 march 1887 published in the salt lake

daily tribune 31 july 1887 p 6 hereafter cited as law interview 30 march 1887
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smith as the lords prophet and as innocent of any wrongdoing
while in 1844 after his disaffection his anger and disillusionment led
him to believe otherwise

specifically william accused joseph of uniting church and state
in the 1842 extradition attempt for example a provision of the
nauvoo charter gave the nauvoo municipal court power to grant
writs of habeas corpus in all cases arising under the ordinances of the
city council 33 A broad interpretation of this provision would have
given the court power to investigate within the city of nauvoo any
confinement state or local that was in violation of the provisions of a
valid city ordinance 34 the state officers who arrested joseph smith
on 8 august 1842 held that the city court did not have authority to
investigate the arrest and were chagrined when the nauvoo court
granted the prophet a writ of habeas corpus 35 after the departure of
the state officers the nauvoo city council responding to an uncer-
tainty of their own jurisdiction in the mormon leaders case passed
an ordinance that authorized the city court to investigate not only
local arrests but the case of any person who might be under arrest at
nauvoo 36 while the municipal court was clearly attempting to keep
joseph from extradition and inhumane treatment from his missouri
enemies governor thomas carlin viewed the city courts actions in
releasing the prophet as most absurd and ridiculous and a gross
usurpation of power that cannot be tolerated 37 it is not known
whether william law had any reservations at the time concerning the
doings of the city council but by 1844 he was interpreting this or-
dinance as an action of expediency and as wholly illegal 38

another piece of evidence which law used to show that the
prophet had united church and state was the lattersbatterslatters release by the
nauvoo municipal court in another missouri extradition attempt on

33seesee an act to incorporate the city of nauvoo section 17 the charter isis cited inin full inin history of
the church 423942594 239259 45

31seesee dallin H oaks the suppression oftheodtheof the nauvoo expositor utah lawreviewlaw review 9 winter 1965

878 and 880
35 35georgegeorge miller writing on this matter inin september 1842 said the officers that apprehended them

smith & rockwell premitorallypremitorally refused to acknowledge the validity of any city ordinance inin the case
george miller to governor thomas reynolds 4 september 1842 cited inin lyndon W cook A more

virtuous man never existed on the footstool of the great jehovah george miller on joseph smith BYU
studies 19 spring 1979 406

36seesee history odtheoftheof fhethe church 5875 87
511311571ibidbid 51545 154

3seeaseesee nauvoo expositor 7 june 1844 p 2 william law to the upper mississippian august 1844 cited
inin nauvoo neighbor 25 september 1844 law interview 30 march 1887 p 616 and william law aff-
idavitfi 17 july 18818855 cited inin charles augustus shook the true origin ofmormonof mormonkormon polygamy 2dad ed cin-
cinnaticinnaticinnoticinnati the standard publishing co 1914 ppap 124 28 hereafter cited as 1885 affidavit of william
law although inin later life william law freely confessedjosephconfessed joseph smiths guilt inin the 1842 missouri charges
he never admitted his own complicity inin the matter these accusationsaccusations were clearly selfselgseig serving because itit isis
known that he greatly assisted the prophet during his 1842 hiding and ifjoseph smith committed any crime
william law was certainly an accessory
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charges of treason injuneinjure july 1843 in december 1843 five months
after the nauvoo court had discharged the mormon leader the city
council approved an ordinance that sought to protect joseph smith
from further missouri harrassmentharrassment the purpose of the law was to
subject any officer of the law to a mandatory life sentence for
attempting to arrest the prophet on the old missouri charges the
city ordinance stipulated that such an offending person if con-
victed could be pardoned only by the governor of the state with the
I1 4consentconsent of the mayor of nauvoo 39 again the city council com-
posed predominantly of mormonscormonsMormons sought to bar by city ordinance
josephs extradition william characterized this action as illegal and
declared the prophets unfriendly attitude toward the state of
missouri as contrary to true christian principles

the hostile spirit and conduct manifested by joseph smith and many
of his associates towards missouri are decidedly at variance with
the true spirit of christianity and should not be encouraged by any
people much less by those professing to be the ministers of the gospel
of peace 40

A second allegation by william law was that joseph smith
sought to manipulate politicians for his own purpose when the
mormon prophet was arrested in dixon illinois 23 june 1843 he
was successful in acquiring the talented legal services of lawyer cyrus
walker ofofmcdonoughmcdonough county illinois A whig candidate for the
united states house of representatives walker effectively pledged
his influence in securing josephs release in exchange for the
prophets support in the august election 41 the irishman was pres-
ent in july 1843 when in law s words joseph promised walker
that he should have nine out of every ten mormon votes 42 within
thirty days however church leaders had decided that it would be in
their interest politically to vote for walkers opponent joseph P
hoge william law violently disagreed with this so called trickery

on saturday 5 august 1843 two days before the election
hyrum smith addressed the citizens of nauvoo advising them to vote

39 history of the church 6105 106 henry brown in his history ofillinoisftomof illinois maomfrom its first discovery and
settlement to the present time new york J winchester new world press 1844 p 398 characterized
the 8 december 1843 nauvoo ordinance as a direct attempt to set the laws of the state and of the nation at
defiance and an attempt to legislate without authority

40 40nauvoonauvoo Fxpositorexpositor 7 june 1844 resolution 4 p 2
411bethe quincy herald 28 february 1845 reminded its readers of a prominent whig who procured the

release ofofjosephjoseph smith from the custody of the messenger of the state of missouri by pleading the validity of
a section of the nauvoo chartercharier giving the right to the mayor to issue writs of habeas corpus in certain cases

knowing the while as he certainly did that the section had no reference to cases arising without the limits of
the city thisibis prominent whig wanted the mormonscormons to send him to congress

law interview 30 march 1887 p 661
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for hoge 43 william had earlier warned hyrum that because of
josephs promise he would not tolerate such an action after the
patriarchs talk law spoke and showed the people how shamefully
they had treated the politician 1 I made such an impression
remembered william that they began to shout for mr walker 44

hyrum then took the stand and declared that he had a revelation
from the lord that the people should vote for mr hoge 45 on
sunday morning 6 august the day before the election william in-
formed joseph of what had occurred we went over to the
meeting continued law and joseph told hyrum what I1 had said
hyrum insisted that he had had a revelation oh said joseph if this
is a revelation then it is all right and he went on the stand and told
the saints to vote for hoge 46 the prophets diary account of this oc-
casion confirms some of the details provided by law bro hiram
tells me this morning that he has had a testimony that it will be better
for this people to vote for hoge & I1 never knew hiram say he had a
revelation & it failed 1I never told bro law to tell my private feel-
ings let god speak and all man hold their peace47peace 47

third the first presidency counselor charged thatjosephthat joseph smith
had allowed the established order of the church to be ignoignoredignoredinredinin the
excommunication trial beginning in 1831 rules were laid down
which governed trials involving members of the presidency of the
high priesthood 48 A revelation published in 1835 stipulated that if
a member of the presidency of the high priesthood later known as
the first presidency were found in transgression his case must go
before the common council of the church ie a bishop with
counselors assisted by twelve high priests 49 in injanuaryjanuary 1838 a newly
established procedure governing trials made it much more difficult to
remove a member of the first presidency the new law given by
revelation stated that three separate witnesses of long and faithful
standing whose testimonies were unimpeachable must bring
evidence of wrongdoing against a member of the presidency this
accomplished the common council could hear the case and if

43seesee diary of william clayton 6 august 1843 cited in andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook the
words ofjosephof joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph
provo religious studies center 1980 p 237 dosephUojosephseph stated that hyrum had had a manifestation that

it was for our interest to vote for hoge
441herhethe election returns show that not all nauvooansNauvooans voted foriosephforigorfor josephoseph P hoge of 1773 votes cast hoge

received 1083 and walker received go90 see chicago democrat 25 january 18431843.1845 joseph smith probably
voted for cyrus walker as he had promised

41lawlaw interview 30 march 1887 p 616
461bidibid

diary47diary ofjosephofjoseph smith kept by willard richards 6 august 1843 church archives
dacd&c 10759 100 with some exceptions was received in november 1831 in cuyahogaCuyahoga county ohio

see kinlandkirtland revelation book ppap 85 86 church archives
dac49d&cd&c 10776 and 82
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the person involved were convicted the verdict had to be approved
by a majority of stakes of the church 50 in july 1840 one additional
piece of protocol relating to church courts was fixed by the prophet

no case shall be tried without both parties being present or hav-
ing had an opportunity to be present neither should they hear one par-
ties complaint before his case is brought up for trial neither should they
suffer the character of any one to be exposed before the council without
the person being present and ready to defend him or herself that the
minds of the councellorscouncillorscouncel lors be not prejudiced for or against any one whose
case they may possibly have to act upon 551

sufficiently aware of the essential requirements needed to remove a
counselor in the first presidency from office and from membership in
the church william law reeled under the apparent abuses of these
procedures in his own removal from the presidency on 8 january
1844 when joseph smith informed his second counselor that he had
been dropped from the first presidency the latter exasperatedly
declared 1 I confess I1 feel ennoyedenjoyed very much by such un-
precedented treatment for it is illegal inasmuch as I1 was appointed
by revelation so called first and was sustained twice after by
unanimous voice of dwthe general conferences 52

william law requested his case be heard at the april 1844
general conference but was denied because of the explosive nature of
things at nauvoo resulting from the mounting opposition of the
dissenters 53 because church leaders knew that the detractors could
not be contained they felt their only recourse was excommunication

the trial of excommunication 18 april 1844 involved thirty two
male members 54 joseph smith hyrum smith and sidney rigdon
were conspicuously absent and while church bishop newel K
whitney did participate in the trial it was brigham young president
of the twelve apostles who presided 55 because william law had
been dropped from the first presidency by the prophet in early

5qbethe unpublished revelation dated 12 january 1838 is located in the scriptory book of joseph
smith ppap 51 53 church archives

I1 I1 nauvoo high council minutes 11 july 1840 church archives
william law record of doings at nauvoo in 1844 8 january8january 1844 in private custody hereafter

cited as diary of william law
53joseph smith was reported as saying to the conference that it had been expected by some that the little

petty difficulties which have existed would be brought up and investigated before this conference but it will
not be the case these things are of too trivial a nature to occupy the attention of so large a body cited in
ehat and cook words of josepgjosephofjoseph smith p 339 wilford woodruff recorded the prophet as saying he
should not occupy time in speaking of any difficulties that might have occuredoccurred in our midst said he was not
a fallen prophet journal of wilford woodruff 6 april 1844 cited in ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph
smith p 340

14mention14mention of the trial and the names of the men present is found in the diary ofofjosephjoseph smith kept by
willard richards 18 april 1844 church archives

51aA very abbreviated almost cryptic account of the trial in the hand of willard richards is located in
the brigham young papers under date church archives
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january 1844 the court handled the case as if william were a private
member law argued that such was not the case he insisted that
without being convicted of wrongdoing he was still a member of the
presidency and he protested that he could not be summarily exclud-
ed from the church in absentia 56

william law learned of his excommunication from william
marks the day after the trial 57 law s democratic individualism and
irish passion were registering high marks as he recorded his sen-
timents in his diary we consider this cutting off as illegal and
therefore corrupt 58 nettled that he had been excluded from the
church without being officially charged or notified william
demanded in writing the names of his accusers the nature of the in-
dictment who the witnesses were and what they proved 59 the
following day william law asked willard richards the prophets
clerk for a transcript of the minutes of the trial but was informed that
I1 there was no record an entry in law s diary summarizes his
evaluation of these actions by the above the church has as a body
transgressed the laws of the church and of god & every principle of
justice and are under deep transgression 60

fourth william law alleged that joseph smith had sought to
control by ecclesiastical authority the financial affairs of the saints
immediately after their arrival in nauvoo william and wilson law
set out to make money williams desire to find financial success
among the saints had prompted him to inquire concerning the com-
mercial aspects of illinois and the upper mississippi valley before
joining the saints in march 1839 law had written to robert B
thompson an old friend and fellow convert from upper canada

As to the Merchanmerchantiletile business I1 wish you would give me all the in-
formation you can on that subject as early as possible as my brother
wishes to go to the west this season let me know how the people pay
what kind of goods is most suitable how much capital would be needed
whether there are many stores there and where the best situation would
be for doing business in that line give me a description of the country

william5williamawilliam law conversant with the rules of church courts wrote that the trial was illegal and that
B young had no right to preside diary of william law 21 april 1844 see also nauvoo expositor

7 june 1844 p 2 the court however was a tribunal possessing no power to try wm law who was
called by special revelation to stand as counsellor to the president of the church joseph which was twicetwice
ratified by general conferences assembled at nauvoo for brigham young one of the twelve presided
whose duty itit was not the expositor stated that william marks nauvoo stake president should have
directed the proceeding

57 notice of the excommunicationexcommunication was printed inin times and seasons 5 15 april 1844 5yli51111 nauvoo
april 18 1844 robert D foster wilson law william law and jane law ofnauvoo for unchristian-
like conduct were cut off from the church by the authorities of said church and ordered to be
published min the times and seasons W richards church recorder

5 diary of william law 19 april 1844
591bidibid 21 april 1844
601goi601bidibidbid 22 april 1844
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climate &cac &cac and tell me where the saints are going to settle if you
know would a first rate new horsepower for grinding and sawing be
useful there is a new invention come out that isis excellent 61

since by the time the laws arrived in nauvoo building lots in the
lower part of the town were available for purchase from only joseph
smith william and his brother invested in the upper part of nauvoo
and on the outskirts of the new city 62 while the financial interests of
the laws and the prophet were in competition in 1842 joseph en-
couragedcouraged them to become prosperous in ways not prejudicial to the
church 63 moreover both parties maintained tolerably good rela-
tions because joseph and william were in the presidency however
by 1843 the fundamental economic interests of the native irishmen
and the mormon leader were in definite conflict brisk competition
caused the prophet to insist that the saints purchase building lots
from only the church 64 although most recognized this as a sacrifice
which would assist in liquidating church debts to william law it
sounded too much like totalitarianism in 1844 the laws publicized
their opposition to this injunction requiring the saints to purchase
from the trustee in trust 65 and in later life william testily
remembered that after their alienation he and his brother were effec-
tively unable to sell their property 66

finally william law charged that joseph smith had introduced
into the church false doctrines publicly and corrupt practices
secretly thereby perverting his priestly authority and forfeiting

the holy priesthood 67 specifically the irish convert manifested his
repugnance to 1 a plurality of gods ie other gods as far
above our god as he is above us and that he wrought out his salva-
tion in the flesh with fear and trembling the same as we do 68

61 william law to robert B thompson 27 29 march 1839 church archives cited inin cook pre 1844
letters of william law p 217

thethe law brothers did own a few lots inin the lower part of town where their residences were located
blocks 139 and 148 these lots together with fractional block 152 where the steammillsteammill was situated had

been purchased from joseph smith however the great majority of their real property was farm ground
located east ofnauvoo 5805 80 acres as well as a dozen fullfuli sized building lots near the temple nauvoonauvoonauvocNauvoc trustees
land book B church archives

soon after william s arrival inin nauvoo joseph advised him to buy lands build mills and keep a store
tojo keep you running law interview 30 march 1887 p 6 william mcintire recordsjosephrecords joseph as saying

the lord had told him the prophet that bro law would do well financially if he would go & preach
the gospel william P mcintire minute book cited inin ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph smith p 61

the nauvoo neighbor 20 december 1843 requested all the brethren when they move intointo
nauvoo to consult presidentjosephpresident joseph smith the trustee inin trust and purchase their lands of him extreme
financial difficulties undoubtedly prompted the prophet to say privately that those who come here having
money and purchased without the church & without council must be cut oqfloff diary ofofjosephjoseph smith kept
by willard richards 13 february 1843 church archives

nauvoo fxexpositorpositor 7 7junejunebjune 1844 resolution 10 p 2
116lawdawlaw interview 30 march 1887 p 616
67nauvoo expositor 7 7junejunebjune 1844 resolution 2 p 2

diary ofwilliam law 15 april 1844 the prophets teaching on the plurality of gods isis best evidenced
inin his 16 june 1844 nauvoo discourse see ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph smith ppap 378 83
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2 unconditional sealing up to eternal life69bylife69 by the power of the
priesthood and 3 a plurality of wives

the prophet began to take additional wives in nauvoo in april
1841 byjunebajuneby june 1844 when the mormon leader was killed as many as
150 men and women had received temple related ordinances in-
cluding the sanctioned though secret practice of plural marriage 70

williams unwillingness in 1843 to accept the sub rosa practice of
plural marriage especially worked a hardship on him 71 As a member
of the first presidency of the church william law had been selected
by joseph smith to receive the ancient order of the priesthood
4 may 1842 the sacred nature of this order the group was known

by its members as the quorum was explicitly detailed upon recep-
tion and the specially chosen initiates were placed under covenants of
strict 6bediencebbedienceobedience to receive the fulnessfalness of the ancient order was to
be married eternally to one or more women and eventually be sealed
up unto eternal life by the power of the priesthood 72 the full im-
plications of the order were not explained all at once and plural mar-
riage aspects do not appear to have been discussed in the meetings of
the quorum 73

william law s initiation into the ancient order in 1842 did not
coincide with his awareness of polygamy 74 yet by the spring of
1843 the connection between the doctrine of sealing and a plurality
of wives was becoming clearly evident to him the first presidency
counselor came to know that his file leader was involved in some kind
of polygamous relationship moreover based on their then limited
knowledge of the prophets practice of plurality of wives william
law nauvoo stake president william marks and patriarch hyrum

69 69nauvoonauvoo Fxexpositorpositor 7 june 1844 resolution 2 p 2
phebe7hebeheber C kimball journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot

1854 1886 10166 and erastus snow st george stake general meeting minutes 17june17 june 1883 church
archives both indicate that as many as 130 men and women had received priesthood marriage blessings dur-
ing the prophets lifetime however andrew F ehat who shared these sources with me has specifically
identified 150 individuals who received these ordinances it is possible however that not all of these were
practicing plural marriage since only the theory of polygamy not the actual practice needed to be accepted

other personal matters which undoubtedly troubled william and had a negative effect on him were the
deaths of his father and daughter helen after the quorum had prayed for their recovery and the fact that he
was denied the blessings of the fulnessfalness of the priesthood diary of joseph smith 27 august and
11 september 1843

72williams72williams wife jane had been admitted to the endowment quorum by I11 october 1843 ibid
1 october 1843

73 mayor dosephjoseph smith said he had never preached the revelation in private as he had in public had
not taught it to the anointed quorum in the church in private which many confirmed nauvoo city coun-
cil minutes 10 june 1844 church archives cited and discussed in andrew F ehat an overview of the
introduction of eternal marriage in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 privately
distributed p 27 hereafter cited as ehat eternal marriage 1979

74forfor example sometime early in 1843 joseph broached the subject of plural marriage in a private
meeting william law was present and passionately declared if an angel from heaven was to reveal to me
that a man should have more than one wife if it were inin my power I1 would kill him brigham young
address 8 october 1866 brigham young papers church archives
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smith had decided to bring the matter before the mormon populace
so joseph smith would make a full disclosure of his private teachings
and practices 75 however it was about this time 26 may 1843 that
hyrum smith with the assistance of brigham young became con-
vinced that plural marriage had been divinely revealed to the
prophet 76 this unexpected turn of events estranged william from
hyrum as well as from joseph 77

william claimed he was shocked when the particulars of the law
of plurality were explained to him the marriage practice was
especially embarrassing to him as he had publicly ridiculed such fears
a year before he had spoken against john C bennett s licen-
tiousness in 1842 assuring the nauvoo populace that neither
I1 I1 spiritual wiferylifery nor anything like it was condoned by church
leaders 78 law s official introduction to plural marriage came from
the church patriarch july august 1843 hyrum gave it the
revelation to me in his office told me to take it home and read it
and then be careful with it and bring it back again oaneuaneandljaneUaneandiandland I1
were just turned upside down by it related william we did not
know what to do 79

notwithstanding his public statements opposing plural marriage
and his shock upon learning that the secret priesthood order was
sanctioned by revelation william law s own diary for this period

75 william75william clayton recorded that on 23 may 1843 he had a conversationconversation with heber C kimball concern-
inging a plot that isis being laid to entrap the brethren involved inin plural marriage by bro hyrum and
others diary of william clayton under date in 1866 brigham young recounted the difficulties the
prophet experienced inin introducing the practice ofpluralof plural marriage he confirmed that william law william
marks and hyrum smith were operating against the prophetjosephprophet joseph address 8 october 1866 brigham
young papers church archives hyrum smith publicly preached against a plurality of wiveswives inin nauvoo on
14 may 1843 AM hyrum smith addressed the people subjects from the book mormon 2dad chap
jacob said there were many that had a great deal to say about the ancientancient order of things as solomon &
david having many wifescifes & concubines but its an abomination inin the sight of god diary of levi
richards under date church archives I1 am indebted to andrew F ehat for my understanding of hyrum
smith s opposition to the prophet regarding plural marriage ehat an overview of the introduction of
eternal marriage inin the church ofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 1840 1843 november 1980 private-
ly distributed hereafter cited as ehat eternal marriage 1980

ehat eternal marriage 1980
77 77sometimesometime after williams official introduction to plural marriage july august 1843 he found a sym

pathetic ear inin emma smith the deep sentimentsentiment of opposition to polygamy that each possessed singly was
effectively multiplied as they mutually vented their feelings min private law s negative influence on emma
must have been significant becausejosephbecause joseph later stated that all the sorrow he ever had inm his family had arisenarisen
through the influence ofofwmofomwm law nauvoo neighbor extra 17 june 1844 their conniving was vividly
remembered by newel K whitney inin july 1844 when he reminded william clayton that law & emma
had been inin opposition to joseph & the quorum diary of william clayton 12 july 1844 law s suasesubse

quent derogation of emma smith derived not from her general opposition to and sporadic denunciation of
plural marriage but her irrational ambivalence regarding the practice

sec78seesee times and seasons 3 1 august 1842 872 73 and wasp 27 july 1842
19lawlaw interview 30 march 1887 p 616 on another occasionoccasion william law reported 1 I took itit home

and after reading itit I1 went directly to tojosephjoseph smith and showed him the document he looked at it
and said itit was all right I1 remarked that itit was inin contradiction to the doctrine and covenants and
he seemed much disappointed inin my not receiving the revelation he was very anxiousanxious that I1 would accept
the doctrine and sustainsustain him inin itit he used many arguments at various timestunes afterward inin itsits favor 1885
affidavit of william law cited inin shook true origin ofmormonof mormon polygamy p 126
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this denial of eternal marriage deeply wounded the laws and embar-
rassed the first presidency counselor by casting a shadow of doubt on
his integrity as a church leader

by january 1844 williams anger together with his distaste for
secret polygamous relationships brought him to a crucial point in his
religious experience as a latter day saint however much he desired
the sealing ordinance and notwithstanding his alleged commitment
to the latter day prophet william claimed he could not assent to the
implications of plural marriage he did not insist on an infallible
prophet but hisfaithmisfaithhis faithgaith unequivocally required that the prophet admit
error and be willing to change he said if he joseph sins is there
no room for repentance can not god forgive him and can not we
forgive him very often in a day 83

in his last encounter with joseph smith on 8 january 1844 84

william boldly declared that polygamy was of the devil and that
josephdoseph should put it down 85 but when the prophet insisted that

his practice of the ancient order of marriage was by revelation any re-
maining hope for a reconciliation was destroyed richard S law
williams son said his father with his arms around the neck of the
prophet was pleading with him to withdraw the doctrine of plural
marriage william pleaded for this with joseph with tears
streaming from his eyes the prophet was also in tears but he in-
formed william that he could not withdraw the doctrine for god
had commanded him to teach it and condemnation would come
upon him if he was not obedient to the commandment 86

william was further informed on 8 january 1844 that his
rebellion had resulted in his being excluded from the anointed
quorum and dropped from the first presidency 87 while william

secasee3seesee william law to isaac russell 29 november 1840 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 let-
ters of william law p 218 A similar statement was advanced in the nauvoo expositor 7 7junejunebjune 1844 p 1

mtheathethe diary ofjosephofjoseph smith kept by willard richards 8 8januaryjanuary 1844 briefly notes thatjosephthat joseph had
an interview with wrnwmarn law in the street in front of william W phelphsphelpssphelpsPhelpsss house but gives no particulars of
what transpired

diary of william law 8 january 1844 at a special meeting of the nauvoo city council 3 january
1844 bishop daniel camcarn stated that he and william law had had a conversation about stories afloat on
spiritual cifeswifes he law thought it was from the devil and we must put it down that he knew such a thing
was in existence original nauvoo city council minutes 3 january 1844 church archives

ganaan6anan interesting testimony the improvement era may 1903 ppap 507 10

william and jane law last attended a meeting of the quorum on 23 december 1843 scesecsecsee diary of
joseph smith under dates 30 december 1843 and 7 january 1844 bathsheba W smith wife of george A
smith recalled being present on 7 january 1844 when william law joseph smiths counselor was
dropped from the quorum by each one present voting yes or no in his turn he was the first member that
was dropped who had receive his endowments one member hesitated to vote which called forth earnest
remarks from the prophet joseph he showed clearly that it would be doing a serious wrong to retain him
longer after his explanation the vote was unanimous recollections of the prophet joseph smith
juvenile instructor 27 1 june 189211892 345345.
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indicates that he later seriously entertained thoughts of entering into
the practice 80 this intention may well have been related to his desire
to be eternally sealed to jane since joseph had used the acceptance of
plural marriage in theory or in practice as a test for eternal marriage
sealingsdealingssealings 81 at any rate hyrum smith claimed thatiosephsthat josephs refusal to
administer the sealing blessing to the laws had initiated the rupture
between the two men law wanted to be sealed to his wife &

joseph told him he was forbid which begun the hard feeling 82

diarysodiary of william law I11 january 1844 fearful and terrible yea most distressing have been the scenes
through which we have past during the last few months through our religious zeal we harkenedbarkenedhearkenedharkbarkened to
the teachings of man more than to the writtenwritten word of god yea for a short moment even inin contradiction
to the commandments of the most high but his spirit prevailed and before the fearful step was
taken we saw and learned that justice and truth virtuevirtue and holiness could alone bring us intointo the
presence of god

ehatiehatdehat eternal marriage 1979 although williams official introduction to plural marriage was from
hyrum smith itit isis clear that the prophet also taught him the particulars of the ancient practice in 1845 inin
the kirtlandrutland temple joseph smith and others had attempted to get him william law intointo itit plurality
and inin order to do so had made him acquainted with many things about itit sidney rigdon to the editor
february march 1845 latter day saints messenger and advocate 1 15 march 1845 145

diary of william clayton 12 june 1844 it isis not clear whether or not william and jane were ever
sealed alexander neibaur a close friend of the prophet said that mr wm law wisht to be married to his
wife for eternity mr josephdoseph smith said would inquire of the lord answered no because law was a
adultereousAdultereous person mrs law wandetwander to know why she could not be married to mr law mr S said would not
wound her feeling by telling her some days after mr smith going toward his office mrs law stood inin the door
beckoned to him more the once did not know whetercheter she bekonedbeckoned to him went across to inquire yes please to
walk inin no one but herself inin the house she drawing her arms around him if you wont seal me to my hus-
band seal myself unto you he said stand away & pushing her gently aside giving her a denial & going out
when mr law came home he inquired who had been inin his absence she said no one but br brjosephjosephsrjoseph he then
demanded what had passed mrs L then told joseph wandetwander her to be married to him journalofalexjournal of alex-
ander neibaur 24 may 1844 church archives see also hyrum smiths statement inin nauvoo neighbor
extra 17 june 1844 regarding law s adulterous conduct yet at lawuw s trial ofexcommunicationexcommunication jack john
scott a canadian convert testified that to ameliorate conditions between william and joseph possibly
because oftheodtheof the accusations that the prophet had made advances tojanejojaneto jane lawjosephlaw joseph smith had sealed william
law and his wife minutes of meeting 18 april 1844 brigham young papers church archives

some early accounts allege that a permanent rupture between joseph and william resulted when the
prophet attempted to take jane law as a spiritual wife sesee eJosephjoseph H jackson A narrative odtheoftheof tlethe advenadaven
tures andexperienceand Experience ofjoseph H jackson inin nauvoo warsaw 111illililii npap 184411844pp 2 1lthomasthomas ford history
ofillinoisof illinois chicago S C griggs & co 1854 p 322 and edward bonney the banditti odtheof fhethe Prabiesprairies A
tale odtheof taethefae mississippi valley chicago belford clarke & co 188111881 p 18 regardless itit isis known that
joseph smith did ask for other mens wiveswives as part of an abrahamic test and while he did not want
every manmanss wife he asked for nevertheless he was sealed for eternity to a few of them jedediah M grant
discourse 19 february 1854 journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscoursesofDiscourses 121321513 14 thoughjosephthough joseph as reported inm neibaursNeibaurs jour-
nal denied that he asked forjaneforjoneforgor jane as a plural wife william law believed otherwise Uojosephseph has lately
endeavored to seduce my wife and has found her a virtuousvirtuous woman law diary 13 may 1844

A possible explanation for this discrepancy isis that neibaursNei baurs account cited above though reasonably ac-

curate isis simply incomplete obviously jane law s frustration over not being permitted to be eternally
sealed to her husband might have prompted her to request eternal marriage to the mormon leader say inm
late 1843 and as per neibaur she was rebuffed subsequently possibly to gratify and assuage the laws
joseph might have finally agreed to seal the couple near christmas 1843 as perjohnpersohnper john scott then later just
before or soon after the laws excommunicationexcommunication joseph smith might have sought to have jane law sealed to
him inin an attempt to keep her from following her apostate husband as per law s diary and other published
sources noted above bathsheba W smith one of the anointed quorum who was conversant with all the
ramifications of plural marriage inin nauvoo believed that jane law may well have been sealed to the prophet
bathsheba W smith deposition eighth circuit court 1892 temple lot case carbon copy of original

church archives however if this were the case itit was short lived becausejanebecause jane who was expecting her sixth
child did remainremain with her husband william law in july 1867 john hawley reported that wilford
woodruff had said when brigham young got the records of the church inm his hands after the death of
joseph smith he found by examinationexamination that william laws wife and francis higbys wife and
lymani4yman wights wife and robert D fosters wife had all been sealed to tojosephjoseph as their husbands could not
save them lohnjohn hawley autobiography january 1885 p 97 RLDSRIDS library archives
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considered these actions as unjust and dishonourable he believed
that his dismissal had released him from a compromising position 1 I

feel relieved from a most embarrassing situation I1 cannot fellowship
the abominations which I1 verily know are practiced by this man con-
sequently I1 am glad to be free from him 88

william seemed willing to be freed from the incubus of
polygamy but it would take time for him to abandon mormonism
altogether 89 the next few days and weeks provided an opportunity
for deep reflection his diary reveals that he was racked with self
doubt and he realized that the cardinal underpinnings of his faith in
mormonism were being wrecked on 1513 january 1844 he bewailed
his awful condition what my feelings have been I1 cannot relate
various and painful at times almost beyond endurance a thousand
recollections burst upon my burning brain the past the present and
the future disappointed hopes injured feelings where they should
have been held sacred these things are as poisondpoisonspoisond arrows in
my bleeding heart 90

william was contacted by hyrum smith in march 1844 and by
almon W babbitt in april 1844 requesting a reconciliation but
the wounds could not be mended williams terms were simple a
discontinuance of the practice of plural marriage but neither man
was able to meet this demand 91 finally on monday 13 may 1844
nearly a month after law s excommunication sidney rigdon went to
william s house fully authorized to negotiate terms ofpeace the
visit was probably a response to the publication of the prospectus

88diarydiary of william law 8 january 1844
19fewfew prominent dissenters from mormonism were ready to dispense altogether with the theology and

polity of the church many who organized splinter groups often demonstrated a penchant for a theocentric
rather than a democratic administrative structure for more than a year after leaving nauvoo william law
doggedly held on to the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants as necessary taproots to any
reorganization of the church A contemplated coalition with sidney rigdon inin 1845 failed inin part because

law & rigdon differed inin fifteen points of doctrine diary of william claytonCIayton 3 may 1845 regarding
this proposed reorganization sidney rigdon wrote we had a conversationconversation last winterwinter inin ohio with
mr william law whom we unexpectedly met on the way to visitvisit his brothers inin mercer co inin this state the
conversationconversation was a friendly one but terminated inin convincing both parties that our religious viewsviews were so
widely different that no unionunion could existexist and so we parted agreeing to disagree messenger and ad
vocatevacate odtheof teethe church ofchristof christ pittsburgh 15 july 1845 william E mclellan figured most conspicuously inin
this matchmaking attempt see for example william E mclellanMclellanLelIan to sidney rigdon 23 december 1844

hampton illinois cited inin latter day saints messenger and advocate 15 january 1845 soon thereafter
however law divorced himself completely from mormonism he affirmed inin 1885 that he was thoroughly
convinced that itit never was a church of christ but a most wicked blasphemous humbug gotten up for the
purpose of making money 1885 affidavit of william law cited inin shook true origin of mormon
polygamy p 127

9 diary of william law 13 january 1844

9ibidbibidibid under dates 29 march and 15 april 1844 after his excommunicationexcommunication william contemptuously
reported that he had left the church because he had only one wife and could obtain no more but yet to
gain eternal life one must have half a score affidavit of ofjosephjoseph A kneltingknellingknealingKneltingellingeiting 11 september 1903 aff-
idavitsfi on plural marriage church archives
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of the nauvoo expositor released the previous Fridayfriday9292 see reproduc-
tion of broadside on p 69 but the irishman remained adamant

I1 told him that if they wanted peace they could have it on the
following conditions that joseph smith would acknowledge publicly
that he had taught and practisedpracticed the doctrine of plurality of wives that
he brought a revelation supporting the doctrine and that he should
own the whole system revelation and all to be from hell 93

sidney rigdon admitted that he was not authorized to go so far
and could only promise the laws a restoration of their membership

the question that had plagued william law was how far to push
his denunciation of polygamy seeing no hope of a reconciliation
william resolved to save the church from error by exposing the
leviathan to the nauvoo populace 94 he seized upon his damning
evidence and in late may and early june 1844 he legally charged
joseph smith with adultery and publicized the nature of the
prophets polygamous teachings and practices in the pages of the
nauvoo expositor 995 but william law badly misjudged the mentality
of the mormon people he had not recognized their corporate
solidarity or the tremendous love and support extended to joseph
smith as the lords mouthpiece 96 much to his dismay his open at-
tack on the church leader further alienated him and labeled him as a
bitter enemy of the restoration

the destruction of the nauvoo expositor provided the
malcontents their first hard evidence with which to condemn joseph
smith for illegal acts it was during his detention at carthage on a

91thethe prospectus of the nauvoo expositor informed itsits readers that the forthcoming weekly would ad-
vocate the repeal of the nauvoo chartercharier seek the separation of church and state champion pure principles of
morality and decry political revelation and unitunit power in summary the columns of the new paper would

give a full candid and succinctsuccinct statement of FACTS AS THEY REALLY EXIST IN THE CITY OF
NAUVOONALJVOO fearless of whose particular case the facts may apply

diary of william law 13 may 1844
94tbethe nauvoo expositor 7 bjunejune7june 1844 p 1 claimed that many of us have sought a reformation inin the

church but our petitions were treated with contempt As early as 3 april 1844 the pursawwarsawiylTyliblarsaw signal an-
nounced the rupture between joseph smith and william law it isis said that a difficulty originated
some timetime sincesince between the prophet and some of his most conspicuous followers inin relation to the doctrine
of spiritual wiveswives under date given

95 95despitedespite his position of power and prestige william law and his cohorts failed to exert a significant
force against joseph smith among the masses at nauvoo it was with the non mormon community that the
malcontents found a listening ear As the prophet said on 10 june 1844 this isis a paper nauvoo ex-
positor that isis exciting our enemiesenemies abroad nauvoo neigbborneighbor extra 17 june 1844 the indictment
mentioned above was based on the sworn testimony of william and wilson law and was filed inin hancock

county circuit court on 23 may 1844 it chargedjosephcharged joseph smith with having lived with maria lawrence inin an
open state of adultery from 12 october 1843 to 23 may 1844 the single issueissue of the obnoxious nauvoo ex
positorposi fortor was dated 7 june 1844 william law claimed that inin addition to the copies of the expositor that were
distributed inin nauvoo as many as five hundred copies were mailed out of the city this day the nauvoo ex-
positor goes forth to the world rich with facts such expositions as make the guilty tremble and rage
1000 sheets were struck and five hundred mailed forthwith diary of william law 7 june 1844

960non this point seesec david brion davis antebellum american culture an interpretive anthology
lexmgtonlexington mass D C heath and co 1979 ppap 222 24
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charge of riot in the expositor matter that the prophet was killed
although william law insisted on payment for damages of his
wrecked press97 and actively sought to have the mormon leader
punished by the civil law he denied complicity in any plot to have
joseph smith assassinated 98

law s private diary shows that he was not at carthage when the
smiths were murdered but while he characterized the murders as an
4 1

outrage yet he believed the horrid deaths were actually the result
of a blasphemed god who had taken vengeance william wrote
in july 1844 that the murders were very shocking to his feelings

yet as they dosephjoseph and hyrum brought it upon themselves and I1 used
my influence to prevent any outrage even from the commencement of
the excitement believing that the civil law had power to expose iniq-
uity and punish the wicked I1 say consequently I1 look on calmly and
while the wicked slay the wicked I1 believe I1 can see the hand of a
blasphemed god stretched out in judgementjudgement the cries of innocence
and virtue have ascended up before the throne of god and he has
taken sudden vengeance 99

in the final analysis william law s strong feelings for mor-
monism were not enduring his rejection ofofjosephjoseph as a true prophet
was not just a rational decision based on any one thing it was a com-
plex transferral of loyalty the decision to break with the mormon
leader seems to have been only the final stage of a psychological
reorientation that had begun early in 18431845 even before william first
suspected the prophet was involved in polygamy in order for ones
loyalty to be irreversible it must seize his feelings and thoughts to
the exclusion of almost all else 100 law s commitment to in-
dividualism and democracy precluded this the irishmansIrishmans motives
for apostasy appear to have stemmed from a perception real or im-
agined that his civil and religious liberties were being threatened
within the mormon community 101 by 1838 the administrative power

97the91the laws claimed that their loss inm the destruction of the expositor press and equipment amounted to
about 1000 and while edward hunter did give a note to the laws fosters and higbees inin the amount of

500 to assist inin cancelling the claim itit isis uncertainuncertain if the proprietors actually collected on the note see
william and wilson law to edward hunter 1844 1845 typescript and edward hunter bond 2 may 1846
J willard marriott library university of utah

9 aftergafter the martyrdom warrants were issued for the arrest of william and wilson law as accessories to
the murders on 29 september 1844 william was taken into custody at hampton illinois but mysteriously
released by the officers the following day some believed that the arrest was actually a farce see the upper
mississippian 5 october 1844

99william law to isaacisaa hill 2020julyjuly 1844 church archives
Islivansilvan S tomkins the psychology of commitment the constructive role of violence and suffer-

ing for the individual and for his society the antislavery vanguard new ersaessaessayss on the abolitionists ed
martin duberman princeton NJ princeton university press 1965 p 273

lolinin 1885 fortytonyfony one years after he left nauvoo william law claimed that joseph smith required every
man and woman to believe inin him believe inin all his revelations believe inin all his teachings and uphold and
sustain him inin every thing 1885 affidavit of william law p 126
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of the church had concentrated into the hands of one man the
prophet joseph smith some notable converts were not willing to
allow this ecclesiastical domination in their economic and political af-
fairs nor would they condone what they considered to be defiance
of the law of the land william law believed that new doctrines had
corrupted the church not unlike oliver cowdery david whitmer
and lyman johnson he believed that the established laws of the
church and the revelations had been trampled underfoot for expe-
dience in order to remove undesirables indeed he maintained that
the written revelations the scriptures were superior to the living
prophet 102 these men were more comfortable with the then popular
values of evangelical protestantism

A widely known scholar of religious dissent in america has
argued that the pervasive democratic spirit of this period did not en-
courage institutional good order but tended rather to foster a deter-
minationmination to hold fast to civil and religious liberties in religious
communities self reliant frontier life was often expressed in dif-
ferencesferences over pure doctrine novel practices and the use of authority
not infrequently the western settler was intolerant of externally im-
posed authority and schism would occur when doctrines or practices
seemed too intricately reasoned or too farfetchedfar fetched 103 thus it would
appear that william law s case of religious dissent in mormon
nauvoo was not unique but instead uniquely american

in the end william law s disillusionment with mormonism re-
sulted in a complete rejection of institutionalized religion william
spent the remainder of his life seeking to implement christian prin-
ciples in his own way

after he left nauvoo he continued another decade as a mer-
chant in northern illinois hampton and later galena but eventually
turned his attention to medicine regionally acknowledged as a com-
petent physician and surgeon dr law practiced nearly forty years
near apple river illinois and at shullsburgShullsburg wisconsin he died of
pneumonia at the age of eighty two 104 by design william law s

102aA comparison of proof texts cited by william law reveals a basic inconsistency in 1638 1839 he cited
passages of the doctrine and covenants in support of the mormon prophet in 1844 he cited scripture

dacd&c 10101loi1 185518318355 ed and jacob 2 in the book of mormon in justification of his complete rejection ofjoseph
smith an infallible scripture was quoted as authority in both cases and yet in 1844 it was made to prove ex-
actly the reverse of what it was made to prove in 1839 this doctrine of an absolutely infallible scripture once
entertained by hyrum smith also actually resulted in law s self stultification

edwin10edwin scott gaustad dissent in american religion chicago university of chicago press 1973
ppap 13 22

williamimwilliarn and jane law moved to shullsburgShullsburg wisconsin in early 1866 where they remained until their
deaths william died 12 january 1892 and jane died 8 september 1882 although inclined to remain
withdrawn from public life william law nevertheless was a prominent and respected citizen in his
community in later years he served as one of five directors of the shullsburgShulls burg bank
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post nauvoo years were quiet and reserved any publicity naturally
would have resurrected a past that he wished not to remember
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A strange encounter
the english courts

and mormon polygamy

kenneth L cannon 11II

in 1866 english courts for the first time encountered a mor-
mon ie polygamous marriage on 22 march of that year the
london times related

it is a strange fact that no case should have arisen on the validity of
mormon marriages before that of hyde v hyde which came before
the divorce court in january last so many young women hovehive been
tempted or entrapped into abandoning english homes for the half or
third part of a husband at the salt lake city and have since found
reason to rue their infatuation that we can only explain the entire
absence of precedents on the subject by supposing that few are happy
enough to retrace their steps across the wastes that divide the mormon
paradise from christendom 1

actually it is not surprising that the courts of great britain had not
had an opportunity to rule upon the validity of a mormon mar-
riage before 1866 when it is realized that the leading american case of
rereynoldsynolds v united states was still thirteen years away what is sur-
prising however is the nature chydeqhydeofhyde v hyde and woodmansee it
involved a once married former mormon bitterly opposed to the
practice of plural marriage who was attempting to divorce his one
wife still living in utah

hyde v hyde as the case is generally referred to would have
been relegated to obscurity had it not been for the influx of people
from polygamous societies to great britain in the last hundred years
the hyde case was the first encounter of the english courts with a
marriage that was potentially polygamous because it had been

kenneth L cannon II11 receiving a law degree and a masters degree in history in april from brigham young
university at which time he has been an editorial intern for brigham young university studies has been
hired by a law firm in salt lake city

the times 22 march 1866 p 9
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performed in a society that countenancedcountenancer polygamy 2 the rule that
emerged from hyde v hyde on marriage in general and polygamous
marriage in particular was followed by english courts in determining
the validity of polygamous marriages until parliament changed the
rule by statute in 1972 3 because thousands of moslems and hindus
from asia and africa migrated to england in the twentieth century
the courts increasingly had to decide whether or not to recognize mar-
riages solemnizedsolemnizer in polygamous societies 4 the precedent set by
hyde thus remained important throughout the first six decades of the
twentieth century and prompted considerable scholarly inquiry 5 the
story of how the divorce suit of a monogamous mormon apostate
became the precedent setting case on polygamy in england is a
fascinating one

THE backgroundthebackground

john hydehydejunjun according to his own story joined the mormon
faith in 1848 at the age of fifteen because he had an ideal of what
religion and the worship of god might be I1 imagined that this
system the mormon church as I1 then heard it expounded realized
the ideal and in the love of that ideal I1 embraced it and was accord-
ingly baptized he preached in england and in 1851 was called

bigamy was a crimecrime inin england itit was made a felony there inin 1861 and people had been prosecuted for
itit but the english courts had never seen a case inin which a potential or actual polygamous marriage had been
performed inin a society which countenancedcountenancer such marriages

the3theathe rule from the hyde case isis discussed below the statute which overturned the hyde rule was the
matrimonial proceedings polygamous marriages act 1972 c 38 although english courts felt con-

strained to follow the hyde precedent when facts inin a case were similar to those inin hyde they developed a
number of methods to at least partially circumvent itit see ege g sebastian poulter hyde v hyde A
reappraisal international and comparative law quarterly 2255 julydulybuly 197619761 491 92 494 550303 D tolstoy
the conversion of a polygamous marriage intointo a monogamous marriage international and comparative

law quarterly 17 julyduly 1968 721 29 and my polygamy and the law inin england unpublished paper
1981 ppap 15 25

it was estimated that inin the mid 1960s there were 120000 pakistanis and over 300000 moslems inin
england T C hartley polygamy and social policy modemmodern law review 32 march 1969 155n ianlan
saunders andjerryand jerry walter the matrimonial proceedings polygamous marriages act 1972 interna-
tionaltz and comparative law quarterly 21 october 197211972 781 783n

the case isis discussed inin all the major british treatisestreatises on family private international and conflicts law
see S M cretney principles of family law 3dad ed london sweet & maxwell 1979 ppap 48 72

P M bromley family law 2dad ed london butterworthsButterworths 1962 ppap 3 6 11 G C cheshire private in
ternationallawtemationallaw 6thath ed oxford clarendon press 1960 ppap 303 305 06 308 312 andjandaand J H C morris
cases on private internationalinternationallawlaw 3dad ed oxford clarendon press 1960 ppap 66669292 9797103103 04 some
of the more important articles on the case are S G vesey fitzgerald nachimsonsNachim sons and hydes cases the
law quarterly review 47 april 1931 225325553 70 W E beckett the recognition of polygamous marriages
under english law the law quarterly review 48 july 1932 341 68j68 J H C momsmorris the recognition of
polygamous marriages inin english law harvardharvardlawluwlaw review 66 april 1953 961 1012 and poulter hyde
v hyde A reappraisal ppap 475 508 the hyde rule was also applied inin british colonies and has a long
and illustrious history inin these areas for australia canada scotland and south africa see lennart palsson

marriage and divorce inin kurt lipsteinLipstem ed private international law vol 3 inin international en-
cyclopedia of Comparative law 17 vols 11tubmgen11bingenbingen west germany J C B mahr ndn d ppap 12 21 for
the sudan and nigeria see shirley crabb zabel hyde v hyde inin africa A comparative study of the law
of marriage inm the sudan and nigeria part I1 utah law review 1969 january 1969 22 53
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to the recently created french mission he spent much of the next
two years as a missionary in the channel islands and according to
james H hart a contemporary missionary was not entirely successful
in that capacity 6 he was less than honorably released from his mis-
sion in 18185318555 3 and traveled to utah the same year 7 in november 18185318555 3

with brigham young performing the ceremony he married lavinia
hawkins to whom he had been betrothed while they both lived in
england 8

three months later hyde was initiated into the mysteries of
the mormon endowment shortly thereafter by his own nar-
rative he decided he wanted to leave utah apparently because of
his disillusionment with the church and travel to california he
informed elder orson pratt of his loss of faith and perhaps in an at-
tempt to rekindle his faith church leaders responded by publicly
appointing him to go on a mission to the sandwich islands he ac-
cepted the call because he believed that his waning faith was the
result of inaction that to be actively employed in the ministry might
waken up my old confidence that in the effort to convince others I1

might succeed in reconvincingconvincingre myself 9 this belief proved short
lived however on the ship taking him to the sandwich islands his
mind was filled with darkness and indecision finally while at
sea in communion with god and my own soul the darkness of
doubt that had blinded my eyes and the mists of indecision that had
paralyzed my energies left me and I1 resolved not only to renounce
mormonism but also to tell the world freely fully and fearlessly as

well my reasons as my experience 10

rather than engaging in missionary work for the church when he
reached hawaii john hyde immediately began preaching against
mormonism he remained in honolulu for some time and then went
to california where he continued his crusade against the church I1 I1 in

john hydehydejunjun mormonism its leaders anddesignsundand designs new york W P fetridge 1857 ppap 17171818

edward hart john hydejuniordeJuniorHyhyde junior an earlier view brigham young university studies 16 winter 1976
306 12

7curtisscurtisurns E bolton to john hyde 2 january 1818535 3 as quoted inin hart john hyde junior ppap 33111231111 12

8computercomputer file index genealogical society of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hyde v hyde and woodmansee 186611866 LRL R 1 P &dad 131311 there are several case reporting servicesservices inin
england and at least three reports of the case were made by different servicesservices all references to the case will be

to this semiofficialsemisemi official 1866 law reports probate and divorce division versionversion of the case unless otherwise
specified the judge inin the case made much of the fact that brigham young had performed the marriage
ceremony

9hydechydeyde mormonism its leaders andanddesignsdesigns ppap 21 22

ibid ppap 22 23
A renegade mormon harpers weeklylrelVejreekly 10 10januaryjanuary 1857 p 22 hyde mormonism its leaders

anddesignsand designs p 23
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1857 he published mormonism its leaders and designs a vitriolic
attack on the church which contains an early expose of the
4 1 mysteries of the endowment and a bitter denunciation of the prac-
tice of plural marriage 12

hyde s activities did not go unnoticed in salt lake city in a ser-
mon delivered on 11 january 1818575 7 heber C kimball publicly moved
that the errant elder be cut off root and branch from the church
and delivered over to satan to be buffeted in the flesh because

there is no sympathy to be shown unto such a man thernotionTherthe motionnotionmotlon
carried unanimously elder kimball went on to state that hydes
wife was not cut off from this church but she is free from him she
is just as free from him as though she never had belonged to him
the limb she was connected to is cut off and she must again be
grafted into the tree if she wishes to be saved 13 forty two years
later the utah supreme court would decide that such extrajudicial
divorces were not valid and thus did not legally dissolve marriages 14

apparently hyde wrote his wife asking her to join him that
together they might renounce the evils of mormonism she replied
that she still loved him but that her faith in the church was greater
than it had ever been and she refused to join him 15 taking heber
C 1imballskimbalfsimballiKimbimbalisbailsballsalFsairs divorce decree at face value she was married in 1859
to joseph woodmansee thus grafting herself back into the mor-
mon tree 16

john hyde returned to his native england after failing to per-
suade his wife to join him and after publication of his book there he
became a swedenborgian minister and country newspaper editor in
derby he utilized his literary talents to write a number of books on

12hishis exposeexpostexport of the mormon temple ceremony is one of the earliest dating from the utah period of the
church

ideseretdeseret news 21 january 1857 p 364 A more readily available copy of the sermon is in journaljournalofJourmalofnalofof
discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 4165 it should be pointed out
that the sermon was given during the reformation period of mormon history when emotions were high
john hyde later described heber C kimball in very derogatory terms although the sketch he drew of
brigham young was quite positive salt lake and its rulers harpers weekly 11 july 1857 ppap 441 42

J H C morris had spencer L kimball then dean of the university ofutah school of law conduct a search
of the utah divorce records to determine whether or not mrs hyde ever secured a legal divorce no record of
any legal divorce proceedings was found morris the recognition of polygamous marriages in english
law p 1007n

norton v tufts 19 utah 470 57 pac 409 1899 the question of extrajudicial divorces in the case of
polygamous marriages was moot because the marriages were not legally recognized and thus did not have to
be legally dissolved the marriage ofjohnofjohn hyde and lavinia hawkins was not polygamous and was thus legal
under american law

15theteetedthe times 22 january 1866 p 11

16 family group records computer file index genealogical society of the church hyde v hyde
p 131311
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the swedenborgian movement and gained some recognition for his
writings 17 in 1866 his former adherence to mormonism rose as a
specter to haunt him when he decided to sue lavinia hawkins hyde
woodmansee for divorce

THE CASE

in january 1866 john hyde brought suit for divorce against his
wife on the grounds of adultery the former mrs hydes present
husband joseph woodmansee was joined as a respondentcorespondentco to the
suit because of his complicity in her adultery hence the full title
of the case hyde v hyde and woodmansee 18 it is not entirely
clear however why john hyde brought the suit he obviously did
not believe that the divorce decreed from the pulpit by heber C
kimball was binding a belief that is difficult to dispute from a legal
point of view instead he evidently hoped that a divorce in england
would remove any question about the dissolution of the marriage
hyde probably could have relied on the divorce decreed by elder
kimball without going to the english courts but he chose not to do
so

in testimony before the court hyde reviewed his life story
relating his conversion to mormonism and his subsequent disillusion-
ment with it he discussed his marriage and his attempts to get his
wife to join him after he had renounced the mormon church he
related that he had not returned to salt lake city to try to persuade
his wife to leave with him as his life would have been in danger 19

hyde had married only this once which witnesses substantiated
one witness frederick piercy an artist who had married lavinia
hawkins s sister and had spent time in utah before abandoning mor-
monism told the court that he was sure that john hyde was a

17 leonard17leonard J arrington centrifugal tendencies inin mormon history inin truman G madsen and
charles D taictaietate jr eds to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues salt lake city deseret
book co 1972 ppap 171 72 hyde began publishing books inm england shortly after his return there some
of his works are emanuel swedenborg A lecture philadelphia new church tract and publication society
ndn d will the natural body rise from the gruvegrave7gravegraved 3dad ed rev london F pitman ndn d bible
photographs a contrast between the righteousandtherighteous and teethefee wickedwlickedasdescribedinas described in the wordofgodlondonpordwordmord of gougod london
F pitman 1865 the glory andanddivinitydivinity ofodtheofthetaethe holy bible andandeitsanditsirsits spiiitualspiritual sense london F pitman
ndn d doctrine of ofredemptionredemption deliverance notfromnot hromfrombrom the wrath or orjusticejustice ofgodof god buttrombutfrombut hromfrombrom the powers of
hell manchester new church printing and tract society 1876 our eternal homes ath4th ed london F
pitman 1865 the doctrine ofsubstitutionof substitution impartially examinedlonclonexamined london james spiers 1875 and inter-
national arbitration its diffydiffwdifficultiesuntiesulties and advantages manchester the lancashire and cheshire interna-
tional arbitration association 1873

hyde v hyde p 131
hydewhydewayde v hyde 1861 1873 all ERE R rep 176 the quoted words were reported inm the law reports

versionversion as he could not have done so returned after he had left the mormon church without danger to his
life p 131
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monogamist 20 silas M fisher who had been a counselor of the
united states supreme court told the judge that hydes marriage
would have been recognized by americas highest court because it
was hydes first marriage and thus was legal under american law 21

dr spinks hydes barrister argued that because the marriage
was legal in the place where it had been performed not only under
mormon authority but also under the laws of utah and the united
states the english court should recognize the marriage and also
dissolve it formally by granting a divorce decree spinks attested that
if the court determined that the marriage was invalid it would in ef-
fect be saying that there was no marriage in utah and thus no legal
right of succession there 22

THE DECISION

the judge in the case sir james 0 wilde a prominent english
jurist and soon to become lord penzance23 accepted wholesale the
testimony ofofhydehyde and piercy but found the arguments of hydeshyde s ad-
vocate unconvincing he understood that hyde was a monogamist
but this fact made little difference in the judges view wilde ruled
that it made no difference that the supreme court of the united
states would uphold the marriage as legal because marriage in
america was ruled by local law the marriage might have been legal
where it was celebrated but it would not be upheld as valid in
england at least as far as the divorce laws of that country were con-
cerned 24 wilde decided that the central question of the case was not
whether hyde was in fact a polygamist rather it was whether

mohydehyde2ohyde v hyde 14 LLTRT R nnss 189 D 1866 frederick piercy was an early friend ofhydeof hyde who had
much inin common with him A talented artist piercy illustrated and provided the text for routeroutefiromfromtromerom liver
pool to great salt lake valley london latter day saints book depot 1818555 5 a classic work on the route
british mormonscormons took inin moving to utah A more accessible edition isis one edited by fawn M brodie and
published by harvard university press inm 1962 frederick piercy was excommunicated from the mormon
church inm the same year that hyde was 1857 thus hyde and piercy both joined the LDSIDSins church inin their
teens produced books on the mormonscormons that have become classics married sisterssisters and left the mormon
church unlike her sistersister piercyspiercyePiercys wife angelina hawkins remained with her husband and was excom-
municatedmunica ted with him inm 1857 see wilford hill lecheminant entitled to be called an artist land-
scape and portrait painter frederick piercy utah historical quarterly 48 winter 1980 49 65

21hydehyde v hyde p 176 all england reports reprint versionversion the mormon experience with american
courts was such that the first wife of a polygamist was considered a legal wife and thus was entitled to all the
rights of a legal wife

hyde22hyde v hyde p 189 law times reports versionversion
230non the contributions of lord penzancepennancePen zance to english jurisprudence see sir william holdsworth A history

ofenglishof english law 17 vols london methuen & co 1966 1615516 15556155 56
wilde assumed inin the case that polygamy was legal inin utah this isis disputed by G W bartholomew

who argues persuasively that the common law was adopted inin utah inin 1850 with the territorial organic act
the common law clearly did not countenance polygamous marriages and thus polygamy would have been
unlawful inin utah when hyde married inin 1853 his marriage would therefore have been no more legally
potentially polygamous inin utah than inin england at the timetime G W bartholomew recognitionRecognit on of
polygamous marriages inin america international and comparative law quarterly 13 julybulyduly 1964 1024 33
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polygamy was recognized in utah where the marriage had taken
place he laid down the rule that marriage in england was the
14 voluntary14voluntary union for life of one man and one woman to the exclu-
sion 6gfallallailali others 25 because polygamous marriages were allowed in
utah a marriage there was not necessarily to the exclusion of all
others and hydes marriage was thus potentially polygamous
the judge discoursed at length on the differences between what he
called christian marriage which he believed was the only type of
marriage which would be recognized in england under the divorce
act and polygamous marriage as practiced by the mormonscormonsMormons 26

wilde described situations in polygamous societies in which

men take to themselves several women whom they jealously guard from
the rest of the world and whose number is limited only by considera-
tions of material means but the status of these women in no way
resembles that of the christian wife in some parts they are slaves in
others perhaps not in none do they stand as in christendom upon the
same level with the man under whose protection they live 27

although polygamous unions were called marriages in those
societies and the participants in the unions were referred to as

husbands and wives wilde found

there is no magic in a name and if the relation there existing between
men and women is not the same relation which in christendom we
recognize and intend but another and altogether different rela-
tion the use of a common term to express these two separate relations
will not make them one and the same though it may tend to confuse
them to a superficial observer 28

important rights attended christian marriages which were ap-
parentlyparently not a part of polygamous marriages in the judge s view

thus conjugal treatment may be enforced by a decree for restitution of
conjugal rights adultery by either party gives a right to the other of
judicial separation that of the wife gives a right of divorce and that of
the husband if coupled with bigamy is followed by the same penalty
personal violence open concubinage or debauchery in face of the wife
her degradation in her home from social equality with the husband and
her displacement as the head of the household are with us matrimonial

hyde21hyde v hyde p 133 this is the rulemieruie that played havoc with the treatment of marriages performed in
polygamous societies for over a hundred years under the rule anyone marrying in a country allowing
polygamy entered into a potentially polygamous marriage if the couple then moved to england their
marriage was not recognized at least for purposes of the divorce court regardless of whether or not the hus-
band had actually taken subsequent wives it is ironic that a divorce court would define marriage in such a

way
ibid ppap 133 35
ibid ppap 133 34
ibid p 134
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offences for they violate the vows of wedlock A wife thus injured may
claim a judicial separation from the husband under the name of
alimony at the rate of about one third of his income 29

if the court were to apply these rights to polygamous marriages it
would in effect be creating conjugal duties not enforcing them
because polygamy was not recognized under english law 30

sirSi jamesrJames wilde gave little space in the decision to the difference
between potentially polygamous marriages and actually polygamous
marriages to him they amounted to the same thing and neither
could be countenancedcountenancer because hydes marriage was potentially
polygamous his petition for divorce was dismissed despite his
strong language however wilde equivocated on the question of the
validity of polygamous marriages whether potential or actual in con-
texts other than divorce such as succession and legitimacy 31

the times reported that the court had ruled that hyde was still
a bachelor in the eye of the law 32 A closer reading of wildes opin-
ion casts doubt on this however wilde at the outset had limited the
issue of the case to whether persons so united in potentially
polygamous marriages could be considered husband and wife in
the sense in which these words must be interpreted in the divorce
act 33 he stated in his closing paragraph that the decision was con-
fined solely to the petition for divorce and he expressly refused
to decide upon the rights of succession or legitimacy which it might
be proper to accord to the issue of polygamous unions nor upon
the rights or obligations in relation to third persons which people liv-
ing under the sanction of such unions may have created for them-
selves 34 hyde thus remained potentially married in the eyes of the
english courts in some respects as in relation to the issue of his mar-
riage it was reported in the case that he and his wife had had
children the divorce in utah was extrajudicial and thus probably
ineffective also hyde was not in utah at the time of the divorce
and because of a technicality in english law would probably not

291bid291ibidbid p 135 wilde glosses over the differences between the grounds for divorce available to men and
women A man could divorce his wife for adultery simplicitersimpli citer a woman could not divorce her husband for
adultery unless it was accompanied by bigamy extreme cruelty or unexcused desertion for two years As

wilde states personal violence concubinage or debauchery did not give a woman a right to divorce her hus-
band these offenses only gave rise to a suit for judicial separation wives were also discriminated against in
that after marriage virtually all of the womanscomans possessions became her husbands poulter hyde v

hyde A reappraisal ppap 483 84 and divorce and matrimonial causes act 1857 20 & 21 victoria
c 85 p 642

30hydehyde v hyde p 135
31 ibid31ibid p 138

the times 22 march 1866 p 11

33hydehyde v hyde p 133
31Ibidwid p 138
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have been subject to the divorce if it had been valid 35 one observer
sebastian poulter has described the situation in the following man-
ner it seems probable therefore that the result of the courts re-
jection ofofhydehyde s divorce petition

4

was that he remained married to his
wife in the eyes of the english law hence the finaloutcomefinalfinai outcome
was that he hyde found himself a party to a limping marriage
hardly a satisfactory state of affairs poulter further states that
hyde s lawyers no doubt advised him to wait patiently for his wife
to die before feeling certain that the marriage was entirely
dissolved 36

THE IRONY OF IT ALLAU

it is difficult to imagine a more ironic situation than the one in
whichjohnwhich john hyde found himself in 1866 he had once been a believ-
ing practicing mormon he had emigrated to utah and there had
married his sweetheart he then became disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis with mor-
monism largely because of his dislike of the practice of polygamy
john hyde had been both publicly excommunicated from the mor-
mon church and divorced from his wife in the same sermon by
heber C kimball the efficaciousness of such a divorce was dubious I1

and hyde no doubt simply hoped to make sure that he was legally di-
vorced from his wife perhaps in order to marry someone else in
england despite his opposition to polygamy his renunciation of
mormonism his wifescifes second marriage and the fact that he had
been married only once hyde was denied matrimonial relief by the
english court

this irony is heightened by the apparent result of the case
because the marriage was possibly still valid except for purposes of the
divorce laws hyde was left in a kind of marital limbo the marriage
could not be dissolved in england and had probably not been legally
dissolved in utah nor had hyde been subject to a utah divorce when
he was no longer domiciled there he was married technically yet
could not get a divorce in england despite his wifescifes second marriage

british legal scholars have in the years since 1866 sensed the
irony in hyde v hyde but the contemporary press did not the
decision in the case met with unqualified approval from the times

3513yby a decision of the house of lords if an english citizen abandoned a domicile outside of england his
english domicile of origin revived by operation of law thus when hyde left utah without intention of
returning his domicile once again became england placing him beyond the jurisdiction of the utah courts
and certainly beyond the legal jurisdiction of heber C kimball poulter hyde v hyde A reappraisal
p 490n

361bidslbidslbil ppap 489 90 morris expresses the same idea in the recognition of polygamous marriages in
engenglishlish law ppap 1007 08
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not only did the times not see the irony in the situation it
editorialized that any other result in the case would have caused

absurd consequences as the whole principle and practice of our
marriage law would have been turned upside down 37

SOME PASSING observations

john hydes experience with divorce in both mormon utah and
in england provides some insights into mormon society and into per-
ceptions of that society the fact that heber C kimball felt free to
decree divorce from the pulpit reinforces the view of some historians
that formal adherence to established rules and procedures governing
nineteenth century mormon marriages was not always essential 38

elder kimball and other church leaders during this period evidently
believed they held power to dissolve marriages just as they had
authority to bind couples together it is doubtful that any court
in the united states other than perhaps a church dominated local
probate court in utah would have upheld heber C kimballskimballKimballsbailsbaliss dec-
larationla of divorce but lavinia hawkins relied on elder kimballsKimballs
pronouncement and remarried in 1859 mrs hydes action was not
unique formal divorces from gentile or apostate spouses were at
times not required in mid nineteenth century mormondom for ex-
ample eleanor mclean was sealed to parley P pratt without going
through the formality of a divorce from her gentile husband hector
mclean 39 there is isapparentlyapparentlyinapparently no indication that the mormon public
disapproved of mrs hydes or mrs mcleans second marriages
despite the absence of a formal intervening divorce in either case

hydes allegation that he was unable to return to salt lake
city as his life would have been in danger was not questioned by
the english court in 1866 nor for that matter by sebastian poulter
writing in 1976 40 this indicates that many among the educated
classes in england believed the stories circulated of violent retribution
by the mormonscormons against those who crossed them especially apostates
from among their own numbers 41

37thethe times 22 march 1866 p 11

31aA good example of this is eugene and bruce campbells idea that mormon polygamy was subject to
anomie a state of normlessnessformlessnessnorm lessness eugene E campbell and bruce L campbell divorce among mormon

polygamists extent and explanations utah historical quarterly 46 winter 1978 15 23
39 Steven pratt eleanor mclean and the murder of parley P pratt BYU studies 15 winter 1975

23323525523334253342535434
40 PoulterPouheruker hyde v hyde A reappraisal ppap 489 90
41anan excellent example in the popular english press of mormonscormons depicted as vengeful is arthur conan

doyles first sherlock holmes story study in scarlet the complete sherlockholmes garden city NY
doubleday and co nd ppap 15158686
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the finding of the court that hydes marriage was potentially
polygamous indicates another questionable perception of the
mormonscormons that all mormon men were either polygamists or simply
waiting for the opportunity to become polygamists the judges
discourse distinguishing between christian marriage and polygamous
mormon marriage reveals his belief that there were fundamental dif-
ferencesferences between the places of men and women in monogamous and
polygamous societies sirjamesSisir jamesrJames wilde and many of his countrymen
may have experienced even more distaste for the polygamy of the
mormonscormons than they would have felt for the polygamy of moslems or
others mormonscormons shared common cultural and religious backgrounds
with englishmen and their unusual marriage practice might thus
have been even more shocking to the english mentality than eastern
polygamy would have been

hyde v hyde and woodmansee was apparently the only
9 potentially4potentially polygamous mormon marriage that the english courts
ever encountered the questionable result in the case established a
precedent that english courts reluctantly invoked for over a hundred
years left john hyde without marital remedy and provided insights
into nineteenth century mormon marriage practices and english
perceptions of the mormonscormonsMormons
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in st pauls cathedral

robert A rees

at the annual service of the
most distinguished order of
st michael and st george

the choir came in
followed by the college of
minor canons
the prebendariesprebendaries and
the bishop of london who
as the official program notes
was supported by the
dean and chapter
the dean is dean of the order

next came the companion
of the order followed by
the knights commanders
with squires carrying banners
the knights grand cross
the deputy secretary
the gentleman usher of
the blue rod
the king of arms
and a host of regal dignitaries
including
the chancellor
preceded by a squire carrying his banner

the prelate
preceded by his chaplain

robert A rees is the director of the department of artsam university extension UCLA
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the deans verger
the succentor
the bishops chaplain bearing the crozier
the bishop of london
supported by the dean and chapter
the grand masters banner
the lord mayor locum tenensgenens
bearing the pearl sword
H R H the duke of kent
grand master of the order

H M the queen
sovereign of the order

H R H the duchess of kent and
finally the queens bodyguard of
the yeomen of the guard

As the procession moved down the nave
the choir on reaching wrens great dome sang
all creatures of our god and king
after the lesson
read from philippians by the grand master
the choir again sang
lift up your voice and

with us sing
blessed are the pure in heart
after which all knelt in prayer
lord have mercy upon us

christ have mercy upon us
lord have mercy upon us

across the street in the small park
reflected in black mirrors
a mother dressed in simple blue
nurses her newborn child

beneath an ancient mulberry
the chauffeurs stain the pavement
mauve and purple
where they stand

alleluia alleluia alleluia
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

in this issue of the historians corner we are delighted to pre-
sent two short and important essays

the first is concerned with how one separates fact from fiction in
attempting to verify a legendary account in a way it sheds light on
the fact that there is little light on one ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms most persis-
tent legends the tale of emma smiths pushing eliza R snow down
the stairs has become almost commonplace yet the historical
evidence is not only inadequate but whatever there is raises questions
as to whether it happened at all the essay brings together in a
unique collaboration the three women who know most about the lives
of emma smith and eliza R snow maureen beecher is preparing a
biography of eliza and linda newell and valeen avery have a biog-
raphy of emma in process of publication items such as this em-
phasize the continuing need for writers and tellers of history to verify
their facts before they present them with too much finality perhaps
the better course with regard to such tales is to withhold judgment as
our authors do at the end

the second essay by donald Q cannon is of a different sort
for it sheds well documented light on a very specific practice in the
early history of the church the licensing of priesthood officers and
missionaries began early and dr cannon has outlined in detail its
significance in that period we are particularly pleased to present his
essay here for as far as we can tell this is the first time anyone has
provided much insight into this important aspect of early church
history
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EMMA AND ELIZAellza AND THETHI STAIRS

maureen ursenbach beecher linda king newell
and valeen tippetts avery

several elements in various combinations comprise one of the
most oft told tales of mormon biographybiographyhistoryhistory the characters in-
volved are joseph smith his wife emma hale smith and a plural
wife usually eliza roxcy snow the place is invariably nauvoo the
scene either the homestead residence of the smiths or the later
roomier mansion house the time if specified is either very early
morning or night in 1843 april or may or in 1844 the action in-
volves two women in or coming out of separate bedrooms emma dis-
covers the other woman in the embrace of or being kissed by joseph
A tussle follows in which emma pulls the womanscomans hair or hits her
with a broom or pushes her down stairs causing either bruises or a
persistent limp or in the extreme versions a miscarriage there may
or may not be a witness or witnesses I11

the anecdote is told orally more often than it is written with
details of time scene costume one account has eliza in her
nightclothesnightclothes action motivation and results being adjusted accord-
ing to the attitudes of the teller As generally related it takes the
form of a short story with setting plot and characters and it
displays the characteristics of easily defined formula fiction the
characters are good or bad their motives oversimplified the
action predictable the results inevitable it is the stuff of legend a
folk tradition perpetuated orally and likely to continue

for the student of mormon culture the prevailing questions
about this story are why was it told and why is it still told what
does the telling say about the tellers what truths of the human
heart their own human hearts do people reinforce through the
telling but for the biographers of joseph smith or emma hale
smith or eliza roxcy snow there is a more awkward problem how
did the story get its start and which details if any are based on fact

the earliest known published version of the story appears in the
1886 anti mormon polemic joseph smith the prophet his family

maureen ursenbach beecher senior research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute of church
history brigham young university is writing a biography of eliza R snow
linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery willwiliwiil soon publish a biography of emma hale smith

the present study is an extended investigation into a question raised by the newsletter of the association
for mormon letters the response became too lengthy for that format and so was released for publication
here the authors acknowledge lavina fielding anderson and james B alienallenailen for their interest in the ques-
tiontion and their encouragement in the search for its resolution
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anahisandhisand his friends by wilhelm wyl implying as his source the univer-
sal they say wyl writes

there is scarcely a mormon unacquainted with the fact that sister emma
soon found out the little compromise plural marriage arranged

between joseph and eliza feeling outraged as a wife and betrayed as a
friend emma is currently reported as having had recourse to a vulgar
broomstick as an instrument of revenge and the harsh treatment re-
ceived at emma s hands is said to have destroyed elizasalizas hopes of
becoming the mother of a prophets son 2

0
from this account the implication of miscarriage the suggestion of
the broom as instrument and emma s motive remain in the story
today the veiled suggestion of a forced abortion was not included by
early tellers of the oral tale even emmas detractors could not believe
that of her the detail of the stairs the most persistent element of
the story as it is now told is missing here

there is however an interesting juxtaposition in the wyl book
the page immediately before the eliza snow account just cited tells
this story of another eliza eliza partridge one of the many girls
sealed to the prophet used to sew in emmas room once while
joseph was absent emma got to fighting with eliza and threw her
down the stairs 3

that the two stories and the two elizasalizas later became merged in
the popular mind is possible but obviously impossible to prove an
account recorded by a diarist at the time of the alleged incident
however may in a similar manner have promoted the replacement
in the story of the relatively obscure eliza partridge with the more
public eliza snow in may 1843 william clayton clerk and in-
timate friend of the prophet wrote

prest smith stated to me that he had had a little trouble with sis
emma he was asking eliza partridge concerning jackson conduct
during prest absence & emma came up stairs he shut to the door not
knowing who it was and held it she came to the door & called eliza
4 times & tried to force open the door prest opened it & told her the
cause etc she seemed much irritated 4

in this case the possibility of the reader s interchanging eliza
snow for eliza partridge is as feasible as in the earlier juxtaposition
more to the point however is the likelihood in this case of that error
creeping into the realm of folk history in the 1850s the william

wilhelm wyl wilhelm ritter von wymetafljosephwymetal josfphjoseph smith the prophet his family andhisanahisand hiihis friends
salt lake city tribune printing and publishing company 1886 p 58

31bidbid p 57

notes on the diary of william clayton 23 may 1843 in the files of and by courtesy of james B allenalienailen
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clayton diary was being used as a source in compiling the official
history of the church at which time not only george A smith
under whose direction the work was carried on but also his colleagues
and office staff would have had access to the diary from any of them
the story could have been told or mistoldmistold in an environment which
either ignored emma smith or denigrated her brigham youngs
own antipathy towards the prophet s widow would be reason enough
consciously admitted or otherwise to read into neutral documents
evidence against her whether or not the incident as william
clayton wrote it has any bearing on the story as it developed the
clayton account remains the only known contemporary version of any
such event involving emma and an eliza

recently there was discovered one other contemporary record
which could have solved the whole issue eliza snow s own journal
and notebook containing sporadic entries dated between 29 june
1842 and 14 april 1844 however there is no mention of any such
event as that described in the lore remembering that no evidence is

not evidence the reader cannot conclude that the event did not take
place A woman as aware as eliza snow was of the victorian pro
prietiesprintiesprie ties would hardly have described such an event even in her diary
so careful was she in her journal keeping lest the volume fall into
enemy hands that she did not even mention in so many words the
event with which her diary began her marriage to joseph smith 5

eliza s nauvoo journal having surfaced just a few years ago was
not available to most writers of this century s histories and
biographies the most direct connection scholars have had with eliza
snow s nauvoo years has been through one ofotherher nephews the last
of lorenzo snow s sons leroi C snow who in his mature years
researched materials for biographies of his illustrious aunt and father
considering his sources he had as one judges from his notes a
remarkably accurate picture of the snow family at the time in ques-
tion from several reports eagerly shared with fellow researchers in
the church historians office where he worked from 1926 to his
retirement in 1950 it is apparent that the supposed incident of the
stairs loomed large in his mind A search through his papers in-
cluding his notes for the planned but never written biographies
reveals one account written around the time he told the story to such
people as fawn brodie details of that account and indications from

elizaellza R snow journal and notebook 1842 ff photocopy of holograph library archives historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as

church archives the journal partspans are published as eliza R snow s nauvoo journal ed maureen
ursenbach BYU studies 15 summer 1975 391416391591 416
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his outline that it was the version he intended using suggest he gave it
more credence than his own verbally transmitted version he wrote

charles C rich called at the mansion house nauvoo to go with the
prophet on some appointment they had together As he waited in the
main lobby or parlor he saw the prophet and emma come out of a room
upstairs and walk together toward the stairway which apparently came
down center almost at the same time a door opposite opened and
dainty little dark haired eliza R snow she was heavy with child
came out and walked toward the center stairway when joseph saw her
he turned and kissed emma goodbye and she remained standing at the
bannister joseph then walked on to the stairway where he tenderly
kissed eliza and then came on down stairs toward brother rich just as
he reached the bottom step there was a commotion on the stairway
and both joseph and brother rich turned quickly to see eliza come
tumbling down the stairs emma had pushed her in a fit of rage and
jealousy she stood at the top of the stairs glowering her countenance a
picture of hell joseph quickly picked up the little lady and with her in
his arms he turned and looked up at emma who then burst into tears
and ran to her room joseph carried the hurt and bruised eliza up the
stairs and to her room her hip was injured and that is why she always
afterward favored that leg said charles C rich she lost the unborn
babe 6

that charles C rich would be privy to the intimaciesintimacies suggested by
this account unless it occurred within a month of the prophets
death is unlikely by his own affidavit sworn in 1869 he was first in-
troducedtroduced to the principle of plural marriage in may 1844 just prior to
his leaving on a mission had he indeed witnessed such an incident
in the presence of joseph smith surely something of that principle
would have been explained to him then the possible times during
which the incident might have occurred will be dealt with later but
may 1844 is not a likely one 7

in his notes leroi snow attributes this account to charles C
rich giving as source a letter from W aird macdonald dated
11 august 1944 that letter has not yet been found but from
macdonaldsmacdonalddMacdonalds son we learn that his father who would not have known
apostle rich did serve a mission in 1906 1908 under the presidency
of ben E rich charles richs son if that is the connection the ac-
count is at best fourth hand in any case the event is separated from
the writing by a century

lerolleroi C snow notes in possession of cynthia snow banner whose cooperation is warmly appreciated
interesting here is the perpetuation of the stereotypical views of the two women granted eliza was shorter
than emma by about three inches still she was talltatailtaii for the times about five feet six inches and as
photographs present her hardly little or dainty then in later years at the time that leroi snow knew
her she had become smaller seeming in height and certainly lighter in weight the idea of the larger angry
woman attacking the smaller defenseless one persists in many of the accounts

joseph F smith affidavit book 1 p 54 church archives
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but leroi snow was telling the story before he received mac-
donald s letter and although family traditions are notoriously
unreliable lerois lifetime overlapped elizasalizas by eleven years and his
father lorenzo s by twentyfivetwenty five years however unlikely it may be
that the eighty year old aunt eliza would have told the story to her
eleven year old nephew it could be assumed that if the incident hap-
pened his father knew it considering the familial closeness of the
brother and sister then it would not be inconceivable that lorenzo
could have told his son when leroi was older if such be the case
unless lorenzo snow were guilty of covering up a family scandal with
an outright lie the miscarriage element of the story must be dis-
counted in may 1899 he addressed a group of saints in st george
utah assuring them that their eternal salvation was not lost if in this
life they failed to marry and have children my sister eliza R snow
I1 believe he said was just as good a woman as any latter day
saint woman that ever lived and she lived in an unmarried state until
she was beyond the condition of raising a family he then acknowl-
edged elizasalizas sealing to joseph smith an event which occurred when
she was thirty eight years old 8 had leroi snow learned even part of
the eliza emma story directly from his father he would himself have
been the historically better source leaving us to ponder why he would
have preferred a further removed version of the story to his own

about the time of the macdonald letter fawn brodiebrodle was
finishing her manuscript of no man knows my history first pub-
lished in november 1945 in documenting the story she says simply
that the tradition was stated to me as fact by eliza s nephew 9

she however mixes into her account other suggestions of violence
forcing all her details to fit into one coherent event she tells the
pushed downdow thent stairs with a broomstick story complete with
miscarriage and tacks onto that the scene related in 1931 byjohnby john R
young to vesta P crawford john young recounts having heard
solon foster once coachman to the prophet tell of a night when
emma turned eliza R snow outdoors in her night clothes and the
smith children stood out in the street crying youngs account
written first in his journal in 1928 then later in the letter to
crawford is difficult to date foster he said told the story in sacra-
ment meeting in st george at the time joseph smith III111ili and
alexander the prophets sons visited SL city 10 the diary of

IDS millennial star 61 31 august 1899 548 courtesy david J whittaker
fawn917awn M brodie no man knows my history the life ofjosephof joseph smith 2dad ed rev new york alfred

A knopf 1972 p 470
johnojohn ray young scrapbook 1928 1930 holograph andjohnandyjohnand john R young to vesta P crawford april

1931 holograph both in church archives
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charles L walker contemporary of john R young reveals that in
1876 solon foster did preach in st george where he reported his
visit with young joseph I1 I1 again a thirdhand telling separated from
the incident by nearly a century there is verification in injosephjoseph smith
illIII111liiili s biography that solon foster in his later years did have conversa-
tion with youngjosephyoung joseph on the subject of the possible plural marriage
of young josephs father the context in which john young said he
gave his witness of the eliza incident however the incident itself is

understandably not included there 12

in her creationrecreationre of the alleged nauvoo incident fawn brodie
dates it in the spring of 1844 we cannot of course fault brodie for
not having had access to a diary that had not as yet come to light but
we can now determine that such an episode if it indeed happened
had to have occurred at least a year earlier elizasalizas nauvoo diary
clearly spells out the period during which she lived with the smith
family an essential to the story in every version on 18 august 1842
she moved into either the homestead or the mansion house13 and
stayed there until 11 february 1843 14 leroi snow in his notes gives
the probable time of the incident as may 1843 but her own journal
shows that eliza was living with other friends by then however
leroi snow did not have elizasalizas journal either

the journal itself gives not a hint of either a pregnancy unless
delicate constitution be construed to mean delicate condition

a nineteenth century euphemism for pregnancy or an altercation
with emma at any time during that six month stay one cannot read
anything into eliza s terse note ofotherher departure took board and
had my lodging removed to the residence of br jonathanljonathanjonathansJonathanlhani holmes
the next entry dated 17 march 1843 shows eliza ceremonially clos-
ing the school she had taught since 12 december 1842 having the
pleasure of the presence ofofprestjprest J smith and his lady 15 during
the period of victorian prudery no woman would have ventured
forth unnecessarily much less have taught school once her pregnancy

charles L walker diary 17 december 1876 holograph church archives
mary12mary audentiaAudendiaria smith anderson ed joseph smith III111711 and the restoration independence mo

herald house 1952 ppap 360 61
eilzaeliza R snowjournalsnow journal and notebook under date ursenbach ed eliza R snows nauvoojournalnauvoojournal

p 397 the date of the move of the smith family from the homestead where they had lived since 1839 to
the newly constructed mansion house across the street is uncertain there is evidence thatjosephthat joseph moved his
office into the new quarters in november 1842 and that the family was well settled there by september 1843
joseph smith jr history odtheof the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof larterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev

7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 5183 5556 and 633 other evidence suggests the
move may have been earlier

ellzaeilzaeliza R snowjournalsnow journal and notebook under date ursenbach ed eliza R snow s nauvoojournalnauvoojournal
pp402402

ibid111bid ppap 402 03
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was evident certainly the account attributed to charles rich does
not square with the dates in the journal either eliza would have to
have been pregnant when she moved in with the smiths allowing her
to have become big with child by the close ofotherher sojourn there so
that she could not have taught school or she would have to have con-
ceived afterward allowing her to teach school for the few early
months but not giving her time to become big with child before
she left the smiths in any case the report she kept ofotherher class
shows her own perfect attendance during her school a record she
could hardly have maintained had she miscarried during that time 16

and as has been noted her school continued a month after eliza
moved in with jonathan and elvira holmes

one other account of an altercation between emma and eliza
must be introduced mainly because it has as much or as little
claim to credibility as do the other documents here cited with the ex-
ceptionception of course of the eliza snow and william clayton diaries in
an undated entry in her husbands book of patriarchal blessings
mary ann barzee boice wrote her own witness to some events of the
church s past along with some accounts she had from other
members among these she gives one ofofaidahaidahaldah clements mother of
mary ann s soninlawson in law aidah she says was a member of the first
relief society in nauvoo the listing in the minutes of that society
does not include her name however and worked for the prophets
family mary ann tells that aidah said he dosephjoseph smith was
going from home one day when she saw emma go up to him and she
was in a passion jirkedjirred him by the collar and talked to him about go-
ing after other women continuing her report of aidahs story
mary ann writes that she says once when she was at her work emma
went up stairs pulled eliza R snow down stairs by the hair ofotherher head
as she was staying there at the bottom of the page containing the
above mary ann wrote this is the testimony ofofaidahaidahaldah clements
then crossed it out and wrote after it but this I1 give as a rumer
only 17

what of the two women themselves emma smith and eliza
snow in the view of those who have studied their lives could such
an event have occurred had there been opportunity eliza R snow
had known emma smith since kirtland days they may even have
met as early as 1831 in hiram ohio four years before eliza joijoljoinedned
the church when joseph and emma lived there as guests of the

eliza R snow school schedule nauvoo school records church archives
john boice blessing book 1884 1885 church archives
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johnsons and the snows lived in nearby mantua in 18361856183 6 1837 eliza
lived twice in the smith household in kirtland the second time as
governess for the smith children she remained with the smiths even
after she became owner of a two family dwelling in kirtland

eliza and emma had much in common they were the same age
both were articulate educated self confident and attractive by
1842 when eliza was married to joseph smith it was clear that they
also loved the same man fawn brodie goes so far as to say that emma

apparently trusted eliza above all other women 18 an
assumption for which she provides no evidence the eliza journal
refers to emma inin cordial though not in intimate terms not unusual
for a reserved new england lady in the 1840s three months before
the marriage of eliza to joseph eliza had been chosen emma s

secretary in the newly formed relief society in july they traveled
together to quincy to petition the governor in josephs behalf eliza
served as amanuensis to emma in her correspondence with carlin
because elizasalizas own arrangements required her to move by the end
of august 1842 emma had invited her to live in the smith home
the invitation was not unusual for the charitable emma the 1842
census shows eleven people besides the smiths living on their prop-
erty in or about the home but the spring of 1843 was a trying one
for emma her acceptance of plural marriage as much as she knew of
it was tenuous vergingmerging on rebellion eliza meanwhile convinced
though she was about polygamy was herself insecure afraid and for
most of the time bereft of family unaccustomed to facing conflict
eliza was more likely to go into a brown study silently sulking un-
til the sources of the conflict disappeared or to assume an attitude of
superiority that precluded possibilities of resolution 19 emma under
the stress of the time could have reacted with a physical outburst to a
threat as easily as the then less forward eliza could with her very
silence have presented that threat these responses are all possible
the question remains did they occur

brodie no afanmanalanmau knows my history p 470
angan entry inm the eliza snowjournalsnow journeljournal reads sister blank inin longinalonginaloriginaonginzlginalginat caladcalld to see me her appearance

very mainly manifested the perturbation of her mind how strangely isis the human countenance changed
when the powers of darkness reign over the empire of the heart scarcely if ever inin my life had I1 come inin con-
tact with such forbidding and angry looks yet I1 felt as calm as the summer eve and received her as smilingly
as the playful infant and my heart as sweetly reposed upon the bosom of consciousconscious innocenceinnocence as infancy
repreposesses inin the arms of paternal tenderness and love it isis better to suffer than do wrong and itit isis sometimessometimes
better to submit to injustice rather than contend itit isis certainly better to waitwaltwait the retribution ofofjehovahjehovah than
to contend where effort will be unavailable eliza R snow journal and notebook 20juiy20 julypuly 1843 ursen-
bach ed eliza R snow s nauvoojournalNauvoo journal ppap 408 409 some scholars would suggest that emma smith
must be the sister of the entry however there isis no evidence to support the supposition the
entry does however suggest elizasalizas pride inm her own selfseif control and her unwillingness to ascribe conflict as
being anything less thinthan the powers of darkness the visitorvisitor so received as eliza describes itit might
justifiably resent the patronizing superior attitude reflected here
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the utah years brought from eliza snow little recorded comment
about emma smith the continuing nauvoo years none from emma
about eliza brigham young to whom eliza was then married pub-
licly condemned josephs wife emma yet no word of agreement came
from the usually compliant eliza the same john young who re-
counted solon fosters talk wrote ofhis own experience as a boy living
for a year in uncle brigham s family every day I1 met with and
listened to the conversations ofofelizaofelitaelizaellzaeilza R snow zina D huntington
emily partridge precilla presendiapresentiaPresendia buel kimball the wives of the
prophet joseph smith and others women who had known emma
smith in nauvoo during that year john young concluded 1 I
never heard one of those noble women say an unkind word
against emma smith 20

during the defenses of plural marriage occasioned by the visits to
utah of the reorganized church ofjesus christ of latter day saints
representatives and later by the federal prosecutions eliza in her
public discourses never stated that emma knew of elizasalizas marriage to
joseph though she did say and that publicly that emma did know
of his sealingsdealingssealings to four women two of whom were still alive and able to
testify referring apparently to the partridge sisters eliza and emily 21

after his mothers death joseph smith 111IIIililii published her deathbed
denial ofotherher husbands polygamy to that statement eliza respond-
ed in part that

I1 once dearly loved sister emma and now for me to believe that
she once honored woman should have sunk so low even in her own
estimation as to deny what she knew to be true seemes sic a palpable
absurdity 22

she concluded by blaming emmas misguided son for fastening
onto his mothers character a stigma that can never be
erased but not until the 1880s and then in the characteristic
metaphor with which she sometimes veiled her answers do extant
documents reveal eliza as acknowledging that emma knew ofofelizaofelitaelizaellzaeilza s
own marriage to the prophet david mckay then a bishop in ogden
valley driving the presidentess eliza in his buggy from huntsville to
eden took the opportunity to ask her outright did emma hale
smith know that you were married to her husband joseph smith
he recorded her reply just as well as you know that you are sitting
by my side in this buggy he did not ask nor did she volunteer at

johnfohn R young to vesta crawford april 1931
21comanswomansWomans exponent 8 1 november 1879 85
221bidibid
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what point in time emma might have been told of the marriage but
we must remind ourselves that this document like so many others
we have used is imperfect a faded photocopy of a 19191616 letter reflect-
ing an elderly mans memory of a conversation that took place more
than thirty years earlier 23

so there we are but where are we faced with a folk legend
with genuine documents that tell no tales and dubious ones that
contradict themselves and the contemporary accounts perhaps it is

best for us to respond as we must to many paradoxes of our history
consider thoughtfully and then place all the evidence carefully on the
shelf awaiting further documentation or the millennium whichever
should come first

LICENSING IN THE EARLY CHURCH

donald Q cannon

even in its infant stages the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints instituted various procedures which would allow its members
to be organized and regulated more effectively one such procedure
was the practice of licensing church leaders issued licenses to all
men holding priesthood offices and also to all missionaries called to
preach the gospel

licenses provided a means of regulating the conduct of church
members only those with a bona fide license could serve in the
church or engage in missionary work this custom however served
another important purpose the license of an elder provided him
with appropriate credentials so that mormonscormons and non mormonscormons
could rest assured that he represented the church

at first the licenses consisted of a handwritten statement signed
by the appropriate church authority joseph smith sr s earliest
license serves as an appropriate example see joseph smith sr
license on page 97.97

later the church began to use a printed form which included a
space for the elder s name the date the place the clerks name etc
an example of the early form is the license of charles C rich see
charles C rich license on page 98.98

donald Q cannon is a professor of church history and doctrine religious instruction brigham young
university

david mckay to mrs james hood 16 march 1916 photocopy of holograph church archives david
mckay is the father of LDSIDSioslos church president david 0 mckay
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photocopy courtesy of archives and manuscripts

harold B lee library brigham young university

joseph smith sr license
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by the 1840s and 1850s the forms had become quite elaborate
including a decorative border design etc the elders license of
gibson smith serves as an example of the more sophisticated form
see gibson smith license p 100.100loo

although the terms license and certificate were often used inter-
changeably particularly in the early days there was actually a dif-
ference the certificate was used in very much the same manner that
membership records are used today that is as official evidence of
membership in the church the certificate was carried by the in-
dividual and presented to the presiding officer of the branch of which
he desired to become a member the license on the other hand was
issued to the priesthood bearer who carried it as identification both
for the benefit of members in other branches and for nonmembersmembersnon
whom he might encounter that both licenses and certificates were
issued can be seen in the case of gibson smith see gibson smith
license and certificate pages 100 and 101.101loilol

in addition to the certificate and licenses issued by the church
in some cases elders had to apply for licenses from the government of-
ficials in the area where these elders were laboring as missionaries
brigham young for example had a license to preach issued by of-
ficials in preston lancaster county england see brigham young
license p 102.102

that licensing was a common practice in the early days of the
church is attested to in the official history of the church journals
biographies and scholarly studies of the latter day saint missionary
system sources that provide useful insight into licensing practices
and procedures the history of the church makes several references
to licensing including cases of licenses being revoked 1 the revoking
of licenses was tantamount to being disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped in the twentieth
century in march 1836 the church leaders concluded that it was
necessary to issue a set of resolutions concerning licensing

resolutions on ordinations and licenses

whereas the records of the several conferences held by the elders
of the church and the ordination of many of the official members of
the same in many cases have been imperfectly kept since its organiza-
tion to avoid ever after any inconvenience difficulty or injury in conse-
quence of such neglect your committee recommend

first that all licenses hereafter granted by these autoritiesauthoritiesautori ties siosicsic
assembled as a quorum or by general conference held for the purpose
of transacting the business of the church be recorded at full length by a

joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof nesarjesusbesar christ oflatterof latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city desert news 1932 1951 1354 and 2241
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clerk appointed for that purpose in a book to be kept in this branch of
the church until it shall be thought advisable by the heads of the
church to order other books and appoint other clerks to record licenses
as above and that said recording clerk be required to indorse a cer-
tificate under his own hand and signature on the back of said licenses
specifying the time when and place where such license was recorded
and also a reference to the letter and page of the book containing the
same

second that this quorum appoint two persons to sign licenses
given as aforesaid one as chairman and the other as clerk of con-
ference and that it shall be the duty of said persons appointed to sign
licenses as clerk of conference immediately hereafter to deliver the same
into the hands of the recording clerk

third that all general conferences abroad give each individual
whom they ordain a certificate signed by the chairman and clerk of
said conference stating the time and place of such conference and the
office to which the individual has been ordained and that when such
certificate has been forwarded to the person hereafter authorized to sign
licenses as clerk of conference such person shall together with chairman
of conference immediately sign a license and said clerk of conference
shall after the same has been recorded forward to the proper person

fourth that all official members in good standing and fellowship
in the various branches of this church be requested to forward their
present licenses accompanied by a certificate of their virtuous and
faithful walk before the lord signed by the chairman and clerk of a
general conference or by the clerk of a branch of the church in which
such official member resides by the advice and direction of such
church to the clerk of conference whose duty it shall be to fill a new
license as directed in the third article and that all licenses signed
recorded and endorsed as specified in the first article shall be con-
sidered good and valid to all intents and purposes in the business and
spiritual affairs of this church as a religious society or before any court
of record of this or any other country wherein preachers of the gospel
are entitled to special privileges answering in all respects as an original
record without the necessity of referring to any other document

fifth that the recording clerk be required to publish quarterly inin
paper published by some member or members of this church a list of
the names of the several persons for whom he has recorded licenses
within the last quarter of a year

sixth that this quorum appoint two persons to sign licenses as
chairman and clerk of conference pro termterntemtemmrem for the standing chairman
and clerk who shall be appointed as named in the second article and
also to act in their absence in signing other licenses as specified in the
foregoing article

president joseph smith jun was nominated as chairman
frederick G wiliams as clerk and sidney rigdon as chairman pro temmterntemremmrem
and oliver cowdery as clerk pro remmterntem vote from the several quorums
called in their order and passed unanimously

president joseph smith jun made some remaremarksrks upon the res-
olution offered to the council on the 12th of february followed by
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president thomas B marsh who called a vote of his quorum to ascer-
tain whether they would repeal their amendment of the 13th of febru-
ary and nine of the twelve voted in the affirmative and three viz
john F boynton lyman E johnson and orson pratt in the negative
and the original resolution of the 12th of february was passed

dismissed by prayer half past nine 0 clock
OLIVER COWDERY clerk 2

from the foregoing resolutions it is apparent that
1 all licenses had to be recorded
2 all licenses had to be signed by the proper authorities
3 both licenses and certificates were issued
4 licenses were valid for all business of the church
35 a list of all licensed persons was published quarterly

indeed an intricate system of licensing had developed by 1836
licensing had an effect on the holders feelings as well as on

nonmembersnonmembers the prophets brother william smith expressed his
feelings about the impact of licensing upon his ministry when he
wrote this made me feel more and more the importance of my
mission 3

almost all of the scholarly studies of latter day saint missionary
work have come to grips with the practice of licensing in his pioneer
study george ellsworth sees the introduction of licensing as an in-
dicationdication of the transition from a freelancefreelance to an organized system 4

leonard arrington in his biography of charles C rich explains that
brother rich was authorized to act as an elder by virtue of the license
in his possession 5 barbara higdonshiggonsHigdons dissertation contains a section
entitled credentials of missionaries wherein she writes the lat-
ter day saint elder might feel that the lord had ordained and
directed his missionary activities but the non mormon needed tangi-
ble evidence that the poorly dressed man who stood before him was a
minister thus the idea of licensing occurred early in the
movement 6 in his study of the southern states mission lamar C
berrett indicates that each missionary had to have the necessary
credentials to verify his calling as a missionary 7

bidibid 2403 05 these resolutions were also published in the messenger and advocate 2266 77
3williamawilliamllliani smith william smith on mormonism lamoni iowa herald steam book and job office

1883 p 90
samuel george ellsworth A history of mormon missions in the united states and canada

1830 1860 phd dissertation university of california berkeley 1951 p 224
leonard5leonardbleonard J arrington charles C rich mormon general and western frontiersman provo utah

brigham young university press 1974 p 19
gil613arbarabarbara613arbara J M higdon the role of preaching in the early latter day saint church 1830 1846

phd dissertation university of missouri 1961 p 39
lamar C berrett history of the southern states mission 1831 1861 MS thesis brigham young

university i9601960 p 38
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As the system developed at each conference of the church a
clerk was appointed to record certificates and to issue licenses conse-
quentlyquent ly as an elder moved from branch to branch he could be prop-
erly identified and his license enabled non mormonscormons to determine
the validity of his calling thus the practice of issuing a license to
priesthood holders and missionaries enabled the early church to
regulate its internal affairs and control its proselyting system
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judah

patricia E gunter

these bargained years ive been in the fields
with you tending in my distraction ample yields

though when the wind pressed down the grain
there was nothing or when the sheep would flurry

and part as if a man were walking through
joseph it was never you

golden plaited stalks crowded down
and rose again in gusts

or caravans in their moving dreams of dust
diffused into white plains

once
while in the upward orchard

on a terrace with the newer fruits
driving away wiry goats

whose wild lips strayed too near the tenderer shoots
over yellow crop and sliding greens

the stripes of soil pale dust and the woad sky
I1 thought I1 saw your garment you bearing it
your breast a goats blood red and your eyes

turned from me
I1 shouted the land shifted

in some slight breeze the goats lifted
their nobbedbobbed heads

when we merchants
wandered home with sons trailing behind

like snagged threads
I1 watched our father become tethered

to the land and to benjamin by his understanding dreads
he ever mourned you benjamin led

patricia E gunter is an MA candidate in english at brigham young university judah comes from a col-
lection of poetry that won first place in BYUsBYLJs 1981 mayhew contest it was published in the fall 1981
inscapeInscape a brigham young university student journal
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him about as rachels scent was still in his hair
and on his smooth skin

and when tamar like a raven returned
my signet my bracelets my staff

and my seed to me and I1 mused upon the gold
watching it burn in her hand as she thrust it forth

A hunger stirred within
I1 longed to see all I1 had so lost again

in the year the bladed heat gouged
from the land its siltlikesilt like golden roe

we turned under thin waterless clouds to go
to egypt to the egyptian royal

over the flameless burning of land from his throne
I1 could not know

the treasurer of our bread was the grown
dreamer we lowered

not from the guttering in his face
not from the longing as protective lord

to view the remains of what bereaved jacob adored
rachels prince younger benjamin

I1 moved his son when jacob sent us up
and watched the old man fearfully die

his eyes
exhaustive in their lingering looks

when I1 nearly lost to a mad egyptian
the taste of silver gorged my mouth

I1 remembered throwing joseph in a pit
judah now came rising out of it

I1 could not have borne another hunger or
lead a riderless donkey back to jacobs door

and lower both of you once more

so we are brothers again
my bones once brittle stalks unbend

my eyes released upon the moon of your face
having moved so deeply against my blood

I1 envision why we so anxiously tend
our wild vine for redeemers

joseph who should never frighten me like that again
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fire in winter

randall L hall

being perhaps the first upon the town
this winter morning
I1 find the snow lies undisturbed in holiness

I1 watch the slow smoke
rising from the early morning fires
I1 see my breath
that drifts in disappearing clouds upon the air

soon the sun will kindle tiny fires in the frost
brilliant little prisms flaming in the light

the sun itself
will burn the sky around it
to a paler blue

and all day long
the patient fire of the rushes
rusting in the winter sun
will smolder in the snow

how richly umberedembered
all this fire on a winters day
that like the deep flamed fire of the holy ghost
burns warmly in the whiteness of this world

randall L hall is a curriculum writer for the LDSLIDS church education system church office building salt
lake city utah this poem was published in a volume of poems entitled mosaic for which he was named
poet of the year for utah in 1979 by the utah state poetry society
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book reviews

FOSTER LAWRENCE religion and sexuality three american
communalcommunalexperimentsexperiments of the nineteenth century new york ox-
ford university press 1981 363563363ppappp 191995199319.9395

KERN LOUIS an ordered love sex roles and sexuality in
victorian utopias the shakers the cormonsmormonsMormons and the oneida
community chapel hill university of north carolina press 19811981

430450430ppappp 240024.002400 hardbound 125012.501250 paperback

reviewed by steven L olsen phd candidate in anthropology university of
chicago and researcher in mormon studies living in salt lake city

with the simultaneous publication of lawrence fosters religion
andsexualitand sexualityy and louis kerns an orderedorderedlovelove we have an unusual
opportunity to compare a single historical subject from two widely
differing theoretical perspectives the subject in this case is the alter-
native marriage practices of the mormonscormonsMormons oneidansOneidans and shakers in
nineteenth century america foster and kern both attempt to place
the respective institutions of polygamy complex marriage and
celibacy into the wider social and psychological context of victorian
america while foster derives his theoretical framework primarily
from anthropology kerns analysisanalysts depends heavily upon principles
of psychoanalysis in the end fosters analysis does not go far
enough while kerns goes much too far this characteristic is as much
a reflection on the respective theoretical frameworks as on the scholars
themselves

fosters most conscious theoretical influence comes from the
work of anthropologist victor turner whose greatest insights have
come from his study of peripheral social groups and actions because
they are out of the mainstream of society these phenomena which
turner calls liminal are not constrained by many of the sanctions
governing ordinary social life liminal phenomena may include
events such as a new years eve celebration or an initiation rite
places such as a monastery or pilgrimage site people such as hippies
or mystics or periods of time such as the french revolution or
the hebrew year of jubilee because they are exceptions to or
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interruptions of normal social life liminal phenomena serve as a kind
of cultural counterpoint a mirror of society s most deep seated con-
cerns and can thereby convey truths about a social drama not
readily apparent to its principal actors

foster contends that the mormonscormonsMormons oneidansOneidans and shakers
occupied a liminal position in nineteenth century america between
the revolutionary war and the close of the frontier americans were
exploring the meaning of their brave new world during this
cultural transition few social institutions and cultural ideologies
escaped a thorough review by the millions of americans seeking to
establish a distinctive national identity according to fosters theory
the numerous liminal movements spawned by freedoms ferment
should provide a contrapuntal perspective into the nature and process
of the establishment of the american character

the liminal institution serving as the focus of this social
drama is kinship specifically mormon polygamy shaker celibacy
and oneida complex marriage the origin ideology practice and
eventual decline of each of these alternatives to the monogamous
practices of mainstream america are documented thoroughly foster
also examines the lives of those who participated in these institutions
particularly their prime movers to illuminate the personal as well as
the social sides of the practices he reviews the relevant secondary
literature and corrects it where he feels corrections are needed he
also interprets primary sources inin ways that have escaped the numer-
ous previous researchers of these burned over topics

his unpretentious narrative style combines with an elegant inter-
pretationpretation to produce a remarkable piece of scholarship one may
quibble with this or that conclusion but foster s overall analysis is

powerful not only do his individual studies of the respective mar-
riage institutions stand on their own merits but his synthesis of this
material in the final chapter is alone worth the price of the book

among all these virtues however appear several sins that con-
cern the books theoretical orientation although the concept of
liminalityliminality provides the entre into these communal experiments
the analysis is more a comparative description of liminal institutions
than the social drama turner would have expected we learn
more about the specific characteristics of polygamy complex mar-
riage and celibacy than about the dynamic tension between these
liminal groups and mainstream america the analysis neither logi-
cally depends upon nor further elaborates the concept of liminalityliminality
in short the substantive portions of the study are considerably
stronger than its theoretical contributions since foster is not an
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anthropologist he perhaps should not receive too many stripes for
this omission but an otherwise fine study remains incomplete
because of it

the direction fosters study does take makes it more relevant to a
different and more significant tradition in anthropology many
anthropological studies have focused on the cultural definition of kin-
ship components such as sex roles marriage practices procreation
childrearing and personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood fosters substantive analysis shares
more with this theoretical tradition than with the social drama
tradition unfortunately he did not consciously pursue these theo-
retical issues the observation that fosters study could have been
theoretically more significant points only to the need for continued
research it does not diminish the solid contribution he has made to
the study of nineteenth century utopian societies

however louis kern supplies some of the pieces missing in
foster s study he is more concerned than foster with the broader
cultural context of american utopianism he examines more thor-
oughly the sexual and psychological revolutions in victorian america
he reviews more completely americas reactions to communitarian
responses to these revolutions and he also explores more deeply the
impact of utopianism on the concept of the individual

in contrast to fosters anthropological orientation kern ap-
proachesproaches utopian marriage practices from a psychoanalytical perspec-
tive he shows that institutions of polygamy celibacy and complex
marriage come from the psychological makeup and emotional con-
cerns of their respective founders his thesis is that the supposed
sexual ambivalence ofjoseph smith ann lee and john humphrey
noyes led them to found alternative marriage systems

while perhaps theoretically more elaborate than fosters
analysis kerns psychological model is inherently weaker than
fosters anthropological approach for example it is much more
problematic to generate social institutions from psychological states
than to view psychology from a social perspective to claim that mar-
riage practices come from their founders supposed sexual anxieties
forces kern to use an excessive number of qualifiers and conditions
eg it is likely that apparently evidently could only
have might have perhaps there is little reason to doubt
that although it is impossible to prove anything it is still
quite possible that and so on in the end one wonders whether
kern has clearly established any psychological foundations of these
social institutions
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kerns psychoanalytical orientation also exaggerates the utopian
concern with the reform of the individual kern suggests that while

the general method of reform in america was social or orga-
nizational in emphasis utopian societies emphasized that social
reform could only be achieved through the prior reformation of
individuals p 299 such a conclusion flies in the face of the
major scholarship on utopianism which overwhelmingly concurs that
utopians viewed individual reform as a natural consequence of in-
stitutional reform this is precisely why mormonscormonsMormons shakers and
oneidansOneidans took great pains to generate and maintain alternative social
orders in the absence of a thorough discussion of this major depar-
ture from the established literature we must seriously question
kerns conclusion although kern impressively lays out his theoreti-
cal framework he ignores its limitations for the study of social group-
ings As a result he must make excessive statements and draw radical
conclusions to complete his argument

while on the subject of familiarity with established literature I1

must consider kerns analysis of mormon polygamy frankly it is an
embarrassment kerns general ignorance of mormon history and
culture is reflected in his bibliography his entire corpus of
manuscript sources on mormonism is three all in the princeton
university library his primary source material is mostly nineteenth
century polemical literature frequently cited uncritically in the text
his secondary sources include nothing more recent than 1976 and his
acknowledgment page mentions not one authority on mormon polyg-
amy if students of mormonism are to take this study seriously part
111IIIlii celestial marriage mormon sexuality and sex roles in ideology
and practice will have to be extensively revised

because kerns work is less concerned with utopian kinship than
with sexual revolutions his intended contribution lies in the field of
sexual studies more than in communitarianismcommunitarianism he may have ad-
vanced the scholarly study of sexuality but from the point of view of
social systems research his theoretical framework is inadequate and
his substantive analysis seriously flawed

these two studies of utopian kinship allow a comparison not only
of their respective theoretical orientations but also of their respective
research methodologies with respect to mormonism foster exten-
sively reviewed relevant manuscript holdings as well as primary and
secondary materials he consulted at length with the most knowl-
edgeableedgeable authorities and invited their criticism while his study was yet
unpublished kern did none of this and as a result his analysis in
this area is totally inadequate kerns study then suggests a possible
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type of future scholarship on mormonism if continued professional
dialogue between students of mormonism and the wider scholarly
community does not take place or if relevant literature is not seriously
examined although such dialogue and research is the responsibility
of the researcher we as mormon scholars need to make ourselves and
our works easily accessible to the scholarly community at large

FOX FRANK W JJ reuben clark the public years provo and
salt lake city utah brigham young university press and deseret
book company 1980 689 ppap 109510.951095

reviewed by robert E riggs professor of law J reuben clark law school I1 brigham
young university A longer version of this review was published in brigham young
university law review no 1 1981 ppap 22745227 45

in the field of legal education J reuben clark jr is identified
with a vigorous young law school established in his name at the
brigham young university in provo utah among students of
diplomatic history he is recognized primarily as the author of the
clark memorandum on the monroe doctrine which presaged the
renunciation of UUSS military intervention in latin america during
the 1930s by utahnsutahna and mormonscormons generally he is still well
remembered as a towering figure in the church counselor to three
church presidents from 19331953 until his death in 1961 many yet living
were once moved by his powerful sermons inspired and enlightened
by his new testament scholarship and stimulated or provoked by
his strong oft expressed views on political and social questions to
members of the church his most important work occurred after 1933
to the country at large however his most significant legacy may be
nearly three decades of distinguished public service rendered prior to
accepting the call of his church

this biography ofofjofaJ reuben clark jr focuses on the public
years outside utah from his matriculation as a thirty two yeayear oldrooid
law student at columbia university in 1903 to his resignation as
united states ambassador to mexico in 1933 the book some six
hundred pages plus bibliography and footnotes is the first part of an
official biography authorized by the clark family and trustees of the
clark estate besides a volume by D michael quinn scheduled for
publication in 1982 and covering president clark s service as a
general authority of the church the biographical set will also
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include three volumes of papers selected and edited by david H
yarn jr who is the general editor of the series

writing an officially sanctioned biography offers manifest advan-
tages most obvious in this case was full access to the voluminous
Clarkanaclariana papers ofjoshuaofjoshua reuben clarkclarkjrjr deposited in the harold
B lee library of brigham young university numbering 140000
individual items the clark papers are a rich heretofore untapped
source of information on the public and private life of president clark
as well as on historical events of the period access to the papers has
been highly restricted with full access thus far granted to only those
associated with the present biographical project the clark papers
will not be readily available to others until some time after publica-
tion of this series official sanction of the biography also assured the
generous cooperation of president clarks family and friends whose
records and recollections provided important collateral sources of
information

but writing under official sanction entails constraints as well as
advantages the family the trustees and close associates of president
clark necessarily had a deep interest in the substance of the narrative
the author could not write without consciously anticipating their
reactions nor could he publish without their approval although
their primary concern was to have a competent scholarly gracefully
written assessment of the life ofofjofaJ reuben clarkdarkoark jr their views
of what was accurate and appropriate had to be taken into account
judging by the final product these constraints may have induced the
author to leave a few conclusions unstated or obscurely stated but
otherwise were not unduly confining if the book does not maintain
as sharp and critical a focus as less admiring biographers might choose
to adopt it nevertheless retains a basic integrity honestly if always
sympathetically describing and interpreting the events ofofjofaJ reuben
clarks life during those highly significant public years

the style and format of the book suggest an attempt to reach
both a popular and a scholarly audience for the scholar the work is
heavily footnoted to the clarkanaarkanaclarianaCl papers and other primary sources as
well as to relevant secondary materials A very useful index and a
twenty two page bibliographic essay increase the value of the work to
students all of these accoutrements ofofacademiaacademia attest that the sub-
ject was carefully researched the style on the other hand is pitched
to the popular taste academic jargon is almost totally absent
enhancing readability missing also are the cautious language and the
sober measured analysis of the scholar that sometimes give a work
depth and solidity the authors decision to adopt a style as much
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akin to the novelist as to the historian appears to be a conscious choice
made in light of the biographical subject matter and the intended
audience

the choice of style undoubtedly improves reader interest word
pictures drawn in intimate detail make events and characters almost
come alive not content with vivifyingvilifyingvivifying overt behavior the author
often reaches into the thoughts and deep emotions of his characters as
well thus for example we find the moment of supreme
triumph ininjhinjJ reuben clarks career was a touching personal episode
traceable to an early evening at the embassy in the twilight of
autumn when the clarks were preparing to entertain

reuben resplendent in his prince albert had paused in the sadasolasalafutajuta to
fumble with an errant cufflink when he looked through the vaulted
archway to see what he described as an apparition it was luacine
savage clark standing in a floor length blue gown arranging some
calla lilies on the piano easily at that moment the most beautiful
woman on earth

this reuben told himself was it for this he had slaved and
sacrificed his entire life reuben thought of a song one of his
favorites byjessieby jessiejessle evans smith he listened to verdi and wagner any
night of the year but in the few sentimental moments of his life he
likedjessieliked jessiejessle evans smith

tears filled the ambassador s eyes but this was no way to behave
tough and cynical puig casauranccasaurangCasau ranc would be walking through that door
any moment a cigar clamped in his teeth and it would not do for him
to see the US ambassador wiping tears

the moment passed quickly and reuben hurried to receive his
guests but he never forgot it it was the point inin life when
J reuben clark knew that he had found success

appp 583 84

the picture spread before the minds eye is appealing even moving if
one is a bit sentimental this passage may bear a heavier load of af-
fective symbolism than might be expected of four paragraphs selected
at random but it fairly illustrates the lyrical quality of the prose that
pervades the entire book

the prose style has one unfortunate side effect however in giv-
ing to the interpretation of biographical events a storybook even
fictional quality that might detract from credibility A critical reader
can scarcely help asking how the biographer knew all this in such
intimate detail the passage just quoted must have been based on
something J reuben clark wrote or said but when or where
seventy four footnotes grace this chapter but not one comescomes to the
rescue here A careful reading of the bibliographical essay suggests
that the material must have come from interviews with clark family
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members and perhaps more copious footnotingfootnoting would have been
pedantic but the shadow which style casts upon credibility remains
and it is all the more unfortunate because it tends to mask the genu-
ine scholarship the painstaking review and comparison of sources
the care with which the language was chosen by the biographer all
reflecting his vision of reality

the treatment of historical events adopts much the same style as
the more personal episodes with intimately detailed highly personal-
ized word pictures grimy sweat stained travel worn unshaven
mexican insurrectinsurrectosos laughing singing cleaving the air with ear-
splitting vivas and happily shooting at anything that moved
p 131311511 the result is entertaining with adequate background to

understand whatjwhata reuben clark is doing but not always enough to
place the events themselves in broad historical context indeed
episodes in the narrative frequently appear as vignettes detailed at
the center but fading off into a haze at the edges lacking sharply
defined connections with other events

even so historians who know the context will find many enlight-
ening details in this volume the Clarkana papers contain private
letters and memoranda dealing with nearly every aspect of reuben
clark s public career from life in the solicitor s office under james
brown scott to the chamizalchamisalChamizal boundary negotiations between the
united states and mexico in 19331953 at the very least this new source
should provide additional illuminating footnotes to the history of the
period

the narrative does not linger on president clarkclarkss early life A
scant seventeen pages cover the period from his birth in grantsvilleGrantsville
utah in september 1871 to age thirty two when he began his formal
legal education at columbia university in 19051903

the book departs somewhat from strict chronological coverage of
the subject the reader who wishes to place J reuben clark s ac-
tivitiestivities and accomplishments in an orderly time sequence may thus
encounter some difficulty As fox acknowledges this is not a conven-
tional biography that discusses events in chronological order rather
it treats the thirty year period within five themes 1 education and
apprenticeship covering the period 19031905 1910 2 the lawyer as
policymaker dealing with the years as solicitor of the state depart-
ment 53 the lawyer as crusader encompassing the development of
his ideas on the role of law diplomacy and judicial institutions in
world affairs and his opposition to the league of nations and the
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world court 4 the lawyer as private citizen including his private
law practice family life church relationships and paradoxically his
unsuccessful ventures into senatorial politics and finally 5 the
lawyer as diplomat 1926 1933 the five themes follow only a rough
chronological arrangement and even within major subdivisions the
strict temporal ordering of events does not always have high priority

what conclusions may be drawn about J reuben clarkclarkjrjr the
public servant and diplomat even without taking into account the
long road from grantsvilleGrantsville to mexico city the public career was
distinguished what he achieved he did on his own without the
benefit of personal fortune or family connection he was sought for
government service because of his recognized intelligence good judg-
ment integrity administrative skills knowledge of mexican affairs
and willingness to work hard for relatively low government pay

the biography tells us much about J reuben clark the public
figure it also tells us something about the man that he was a good
man we can have no doubt whether judged by the standards of con-
temporary society or by more exacting christian precepts hehe was the
very embodiment of the protestant ethic honesty sobriety thrift
and hard work he was a man of good will a loyal friend a caring
if often absent husband and father he adhered strictly to his
churchschurche teachings on total abstinence from tobacco and alcoholic
beverages although he was willing to provide them to his guests
moving to the east at a time when mormon was still virtually
synonymous with polygamy he chose to identify himself with the
faith rather than chanchanoinechangingolneaineoine his colors to blend into the eastern non
mormon milieu when the call came at age sixty one to devote the
rest of his life to demanding responsibilities in his church he willing-
ly wholeheartedly accepted

never dull the book tells a story of wide appeal through abil-
ity determination and hard work the small town boy makes good
it is not so much a mormon success story as an american success story
it is horatio alger with a difference reuben clark began poor
enough and he became comfortably well off but he stopped short of
acquiring the riches that generally rewarded algers protagonists
some might ascribe this to bad luck but in retrospect the reason is
clear he gave causes and principles higher priority than the sheer
acquisition of wealth every achievement exacts a price and the
singlemindedsingle minded pursuit of wealth entailed costs that he was unwilling
to pay his public years teach other lessons in costs he achieved
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distinction in his public career and with it came the sincere respect of
colleagues and acquaintances but this was achieved only at the price
of tireless effort and unremitting attention to detail the fourteen
hour day may have appeared legendary to others but with him it was
an ordinary fact of life the cost also had to be counted in time away
from his family as well as the burdens assumed by luacineluicine clark to
make the arrangement work long periods of semi activity in the
church were another part of the price exacted by the demands of
public service and professional excellence

the story has a happy ending he enjoyed a satisfying career his
family turned out well he returned to the fold ofofzionzion as an honored
leader a pillar of strength and rectitude among the saints in one
sense his life is an object lesson in the rewards of christian virtue it is

also a study in the consequences of human choice no one can do
every good thing time and attention are limited resources time
devoted to one pursuit cannot simultaneously be devoted to another
viewed on a broad canvas the choices made byj reuben clark in
public and private life led to success and personal fulfillment inex-
orably however the choice to do some things implied a choice not to
do other good things not everyone would care to make the same
choices some would shrink from the hard work others might hesi-
tate to give up precious family associations or call for such sacrifice
from family members still others would be unwilling to leave so lit-
tle room for church activity and association for so long a period of
time with benefit of hindsight J reuben clark might have done
some things differently but who would care to fault him for the
choices he made in such matters each must answer for himself and
not for another in his case the outcome suggests that good choices
must have been made along the way

the book unquestionably deserves to be taken seriously as
biography in six hundred pages it provides an informed basis for ap-
praising the character and contributions of its subject against the
background of the times in which he lived the author makes judg-
ments but he also invites the reader to make them As I1 perused the
pages of the book I1 found myself continually appraising reuben
clark the public servant the diplomat the lawyer the family man
the church man the man for me the book has one further quality
of good biography it evoked serious personal introspection As I1

looked for insights into the life ofofjofaJ reuben clark I1 also gained
perspective on my own
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GILLESPIE NEAL charles darwin and the problem of creation
chicago university of chicago press 1979 201201ppappp 159515.951595 hard-
bound 6506.50650 paperback

reviewed by richard sherlock assistant professor of human values and ethics
university of tennessee center for the health sciences memphis

charles darwin andraeand taetherae problem of creation is alternatively very
good and very disappointing As a historian neal gillespie is at his
best in a detailed and stimulating review of the fundamental problem
for nineteenth century biology namely to what extent are theolog-
ical premises necessary or even desirable in a truly scientific biological
science working with a theoretical structure amalgamated from
kuhns notion of paradigm and michel foucaultsFoucaults somewhat similar
construct epistemeepistomeepisteme gillespie argues that the nineteenth century
marked a great turning point from an older paradigm in biological
science which found theological premises necessary for a naturalistic
account of the world to a new paradigm which he calls positivism
advocates of this new outlook sought to banish theology from science
both because they did not believe such premises were necessary and
because they thought that any true science must be based on human
knowledge not on premises derived from revelation to assert that
something in the natural world cannot be explained by man and
must therefore be accounted for by the hand of god was the positiv-
ists asserted a betrayal of the true scientific spirit physics and
astronomy had long since given up the need for god as an explana-
tion for observed phenomena so why not biology they claimed

As a historian gillespie has done his homework anyone
familiar with nineteenth century biology will recognize the material
he pulls together moreover gillespie shapes and categorizes it well

he makes distinctions among various positions distinctions that are
very helpful in making sense of the whole story such as his careful
discussion of the different forms of belief in special creationism for
the general reader or student the most helpful sections will be his
clear demonstration of how pervasively theological premises were in-
volved in biological work even by scientists who were not in any
sense committed to extreme biblical literalism such as espoused by
louis agassiz

darwin himself stood at the great divide before him naturalistsnatura lists
and theologians could confidently point to the harmonious relation
of structure and function in the natural world as a supreme evidence
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of divinity after darwin that confidence disappeared if darwinscarwinsDarwins
theory of natural selection were true it accounted for all of the facts
brought forth by the natural theologians from a scientific point of
view he further was able to account for much that was unaccounted
for in the older religiously based paradigm

the problem was that darwinscarwinsDarwins theory did not require any
theistic premises to make it work it could get along very nicely
without god certainly many of those who practiced this new science
were themselves personally religious the new biology did not re-
quire atheism it simply required the setting aside of religious beliefs
when one entered the laboratory in taking this position the positiv-
ist biology ran into strong criticism from other biologists who thought
that one could not explain all phenomena on positivist principles and
also from theologians who thought it was blasphemy to try to do so

gillespie concentrates his discussion on the struggle within the
scientific community itself a struggle ultimately won many feel by
positivism however the fact that many revered scientific minds
ultimately adopted positivist principles leads gillespie astray for he
writes as though positivism is really a better science his rhetoric being
that of someone convinced that positivism is superior to its older
alternatives nothing in the book however gives any justification
for his making such a sweeping claim if anything his own attach-
ment to the relativistic theory of paradigms advanced by kuhn should
have led him to a more cautious writing style in both kuhn and
foucault there is no basis for claiming that any given outlook or
paradigm is any better than another nevertheless gillespie goes
much further in his unfounded rhetoric which sometimes seems like
that of a true believer rather than a dispassionate historian

for religious communities the story that gillespie tells poses a
great challenge even if his rhetoric gets in the way he does point up
the difficulty of engaging in truly scientific inquiry on the basis of
nonscientific religious premises he shows how true scientific ad-
vances offer naturalistic explanations of the world not explanations
of theological mysteries in such a world one might still believe in
god but the evidence does not demand it one can explain the
world without him if gillespie is right then the very practice of
science requires premises that remove god one step from the im-
mediate control of nature this of course is something that many
religious believers have always been reluctant to accept and they
fought darwin because of it

anyone seriously engaged in scientific work will see the truth of
much of what darwin and his followers asserted on this point the
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challenge therefore is twofold first one must think through again
the very premises of scientific inquiry both in general as well as in
their specific relationships to biological inquiry for example if
something like evolution has occurred why is it nevertheless unscien-
tific to believe that the course of evolution has been designed by a
providential hand gillespie writes as if such a view were demonstra-
bly wrong but nothing he says justifies such an assumption more
fundamentally positivism itself is not all it was claimed to be and
many philosophers have rejected it a fact of which gillespie seems
unaware many philosophers such as stanleyjakistanley jakijakl have argued there
mayyetmanyetmay yet be a place for faith even in the most rigorous physical science
one needs to think through what such a place might be

the second challenge is particularly appropriate for mormonscormonsMormons As
mormonscormonsMormons we need to reexamine many of the naive ways in which we
have presented our beliefs to others many of the so called scientific
arguments for religious belief simply will not stand up in the post
darwinian world continuing to use them may please those who are
already converted but will do little for those who are not we might
do better to learn from the example of certain scientists whom
gillespie unfortunately neglects those who remained deeply
religious even in the face of darwin those scientists did not give up
on science many of them became devoted followers of darwinian
biology however they knew something that some of us might learn
better that true religious faith concentrates on man and his relation-
ship to god not on the facts of biology or geology true religious
faith is a matter of testimony not lab work people remain faithful
because of the relationship they have established with god A faith
built on such a rock will not wash away but as gillespie shows all
too well a faith built on the facts of geology and biology may be
swept away with any latest discovery admittedly true faith is harder
to attain than belief in a bogus science passing itself off as faith but
it is that quest for true faith that is precisely the challenge for all of us

KIMBALL STANLEY B heberhe oerher C kimball mormon patriarch and
pioneer urbana university of illinois press 1981 343345545343ppappp 179517.951795

reviewed by ronald W walker senior research historian for the joseph fielding
smith institute of church history brigham young university

writing a biography of president heber C kimball brigham s

first counselor and pioneer utahs number two man requires a
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skillfulskinful and steady hand the man was a kaleidoscope of jarring
images when standing behind a pulpit he could be irrepressible to
the point of coarseness and gaucherie in contrast his domestic
moments were often filled with tenderness and timidity his contem-
porariesporaries saw him as incurably optimistic yet there is ample evidence
that he doubted at times severely his own abilities his boisterous
humor like the celebrated wit of his sonsonjconjJ golden kimball masked
a serious minded meditative and private soul the eastern press
caricatured him as an artless bumpkin but those who knew him best
recognized his integrity and even spiritual majesty in short he was
heber unique and idiosyncratic a phenomenon

stanley B kimball is the second kinsman to attempt a biog-
raphy orson F whitney a grandson completed his victorian por-
trait in 1888 the two works show the distance mormon biography
has traveled in the last century the first like most religious
biography of its era was heavy with quotation exhortation and
adulation and correspondingly weak in research and characteriza-
tion at first glance stanley B kimball s sketch is far removed from
the other work it is a historical biography displaying the tools
and mood of a twentieth century research historian footnote para-
phernaliaphernalia show the author s wide ranging longtime study of the
sources and the reader will be introduced to a large body of new and
interesting material there is also candor As the author pledges in
his preface heber has not been prettied up for contemporary
tastes p xiii the result may be distressing for those who like their
biographical figures to be universally praiseworthy but after one
notes how the author has stacked heber s discordant features against
his considerable strengths and remembers that utah was a rough and
ready frontier this portrait is not unflattering indeed while stanley
kimball s prose is far more detached than orson whitney s it still
conveys mormon sympathy and idiom

stanley kimball sees his progenitor as a mormon archetype
from his conversion in 1832 to his death in 1868 thirty six years
later heber charted the mormon experience he embraced the new
faith in new york experienced the trials of kirtland and missouri
openedripened the british mission and after a brief tenure in nauvoo pio-
neered the western plains and settled in utah moreover his per-
sonalitysonality reflected his own generation and perhaps succeeding ones as
well heber is seen as I1 I1 voluble visible totally lacking in sophistica-
tion p xii when speaking before the saints and one suspects on
a larger stage as well he was plain definite unpremeditated
eccentric rough disjointed hard and severe p 269 yet there
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were also imagination and humor p 269 and total integrity
raw courage and indomitable faith p 260 but his final years
were touched by tragedy the author argues that while heber s mor-
mon devotion was unrivaled as the church matured his roughhewnrough hewn
talents increasingly fell by the wayside he died defensive and at
times cantankerous his influence decreasing or replaced events had
passed him by

the books subtitle is apt for emphasis is given to heber as

patriarch and pioneer his numerous wives are listed cataloguedcataloguercatalogued
and repeatedly mentioned throughout the text though without the
precision and feeling the task probably requires questions of spouse
relationship and obligation in the complicated marriage system
remain unanswered and until someone sorts out the meaning and
reality of the respective wives it is premature to rank heber as

more married than his file leader brigham however serving as a
case study the book confirms previous scholarship that mormon
polygamy had little salacious passion heber is a dutiful reluctant
and at times insensitive husband whose portion of domestic discord
and disappointment was probably greater than that of any other
modern western man p xii not too much of an exaggeration
given the magnitude of his endeavor

the biography skillfully describes hebersaebers western trek taking
advantage of the authors unsurpassed knowledge of the trail fully a
quarter section of the book is devoted to the hegira about a sixth of
its pagination and the time is well spent here the narrative is at its
best having a confident sense of detail and place allowing the reader
to smell the campfirescampfires and observe the picturesque heber himself
becomes animated hunting riding fishing exploring he in-
vestigatedvestigated caves climbed vertiginous promontories rolled stones
down steep mountains stood guard scouted fought quicksand and
prairie fire and was chased by a she bear p 155

unfortunately the narrative is not as surefootedsurefooted when it moves
into the utah period the usual and often picayune errors which
normally plague firstfirsgirst editions become more frequent in this section of
the book the map ofpioneer salt lake city has several mistakes in-
cluding limiting the pioneer fort to a city block and confusing the
seventies council hall with the never built seventies hall of science
certainly more than a few saints deserted zion for california
gold the implication that heber was basically orthodox on the
adam god question at least by modern standards is problematic
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moreover hebersaebers claims as brigham s possible successor rested on
his apostolic seniority not onhisoniiisonais position as president youngs first
counselor

there are several problems with documentation the books first
endnote incorrectly suggests that the george Q cannon journals are
lodged in the mormon library archives instead of in the first presi-
dency office with historians long eager to use this restricted source
LDS librarian archivist donald T schmidt can expect an unseemly
clamor at his door the author has inexplicably chosen to identify the
kimball diaries in his endnotes by an abandoned and cumbersome
archival description and not by the present identifying system which
was adopted by the LDS archives almost a decade ago and the
book s bibliographic note is so brief and vague that it has little utility

despite its refreshing honesty detail and character dimension
neberheberhe oerher C kimball leaves much unsaid what were heber s ad-
ministrative duties beyond his presiding over the endowment house
and his frequent consulting with president young did he exert in-
formal or indirect influence in other ways besides his unusual
preaching how important was he the intimate kimball young
friendship perhaps pivotal in understanding both men is explored
only lightly and psychologically not at all more perplexing in con-
trast to exploring heber s public image the narrative gives little
attention to his private dealings and relationships where heber
kimball most revealed himself as a warm and compassionate human
being and in a broader context how would heber stack up if
measured by his nineteenth century norms and peers

what is most lacking is a sense of the inner man a solution to the
enigma of heber C kimball while the text chronicles a career and
while its adjectives seem accurate an understandable human life fails
to eemergemerge we look vainly for a key to heber s personality evidence
of psychological tension or insights into how his experiences molded
him and we ask for meaning A mans life of any worth keats
held is a continual allegory into the mystery of life biography
must speak beyond the experience of a man or woman to comment on
the human spirit this transcendent quality revealing the universals
of everyday experience never quite emerges from the narrative

the science and research of a historian is most evident in this
work not the penetrating art of a narrative biographer yet within
its parameters this is a solid contribution to the growing body of
mormon biography and in this category may be ranked as one of the
half dozen best that more is requested confirms the relative youth
of serious LDS life writing it also shows as the book suggests that
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heber C kimball was larger than life these are the ones for
whom no portraitist s canvas is ever sufficient

SELTZER ROBERT M jewish people jewish thought thethejewishjewish
experience in history new york macmillan publishing company
1980 874874ppappp 1995199319.9319.95

reviewed by dennis rasmussen associate professor of philosophy at brigham young
university

As its title jewish people jewish thought the jewish ex-
perienceperlperipenlenoeence inin history suggests robert seltzersSeltzers book treats not only
the events of jewish history but also the development of jewish
thought seltzer has produced a substantial rewarding and
demanding book but the reader must come to it prepared for in-
tellectualtel effort this is a book to be studied and not merely read

the dual emphasis in the book on onjewishjewishunjewish events and thought is a
successful attempt on seltzer s part to provide an introductory survey
which is at the same time an account of a people and a religion
p xax7xi A people a religion a culture a language a scripture a law

a set of ceremonies a pattern of conduct one could multiply such
terms and still not exhaust the tradition ofjudaism seltzer offers a
rich and rewarding discussion of these and other topics as well in-
stead of trying to isolate his subject and its concerns seltzer shows
howjudaismhow judaism developed by interaction with its environment he em-
phasizesphasizes the reciprocal influence p x betweenjewishbetween jewish and non
jewish elements in history religion philosophy politics economics
geography military strategy all of these played a roletoleroie in shaping
and directing the course of jewish history the breadth of seltzersSeltzers
book is impressive and important because it traces the development
of one of the two fundamental sources of western civilization the
other of course being the greek heritage this book will give any
reader a perspective on western history as a whole

the book is organized into four parts beginning inin the ancient
near east with the origin of the people who came to be called israel
and ending with the jewish experience in the twentieth century but
more than half the book deals with the post rabbinic period of
jewish history the rabbinic period roughly 200 BC to AD 500 is
second only to the biblical in its effect upon the structure ofjudaismofjudaism
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the fourth part which includes the period running from 1770 to the
present is the longest in it the panorama of the jewish encounter
with modernity is presented spinoza mendelssohn Krochkrochmalmallmail
hirsch graetz zunz cohen rosenzweig buber all of these and
many others pass before the reader each with his unique contribu-
tion to jewish thought one might say that seltzer has tried to
discuss too many individuals on the other hand by choosing to root
his account both of people and thought in the lives of individual
jews he emphasizes something vital the experience of individual
human beings historical experience is always finally that
individual experience

the books sixteen chapters alternate between people and
thought for example chapter 7 treats medieval jewry to 1500
chapter 8 covers medieval jewish theology and philosophy
jewish thought is the dominant topic however being the subject of
ten chapters given the immensely productive character ofofjewishjewish in-
tellectualtellectual history such a division of material is about right following
his basic division into people and thought seltzer usually discusses
the same period twice each time from a different point of view As a
result the reader comes to appreciate more fully the differences and
similarities between a people s history and its ideology

seltzer has also made space for valuable illustrations and ex-
amples in his discussion of the talmud for instance he presents
excerpts followed by interpretive discussions to help the reader
understand the character of rabbinic thinking an entire chapter is

devoted to jewish mysticism and kabbalahkabbalah also philo and
maimonidesMaimonides the two greatest jewish philosophers are given ample
treatment in addition to its other qualities the book contains a
wealth of detail and an ample index which make it a helpful reference
work as well as a history text the notes at the end of each chapter
combined with the thirty four pages of suggestions for further
reading provide sources for a beginner wishing to explore a par-
ticular topic at greater length furthermore maps charts and
photographs have been carefully selected to help guide the reader
through a complicated historical landscape A minor slip occurs on
page 758 a photograph of an impressive set of carved walnut doors
on a synagogue ark is printed upside down

seltzersSeltzers point of view is that of the modern historian he
describes his subject as a complex ramified and intellectually
challenging field of humanistic learning p ix in other words
seltzer attempts to provide an objective critical account of jewish
history in considering the ancient sources of that history seltzer
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displays the methodological principles which have come to be the
basis of modern scholarship he states the classic works of rabbinic
judaism offer a wealth of information on jewish life and ideas but
their historical recollections are anecdotal semilegendarysemi legendary and
homiletic only the most sophisticated text and form criticism will
elicit from them the raw material for modern historical synthesis
p 244 ancient texts are not to be taken simply at face value

where there are significant differences in scholarly interpretation
seltzer presents the alternatives either in the text or in the notes
most readers will probably find seltzersSeltzers multifaceted approach
especially rewarding in his discussion of the biblical period his com-
parisonsparisons of hebrew ideas with those of canaanite and other near
eastern origins are illuminating while noting the debt of the
biblical writers to their surrounding cultures he is careful to point out
that the bible is more than a book of borrowings the civil and
criminal law of the biblical codes draws extensively on the an-
cient near eastern collections however borrowings are
reshaped according to the distinctive features of israelite religion
thus a fundamental concern of biblical law is the sanctity of the
person p 69

the least engaging aspect of the volume is probably the style
the reader must persevere through more than a few sentences like the
following As a result jews who plunged into the study of
hellenistic wisdom and learning and who mastered its models of
reasoned argumentation and effective rhetoric as well as its doctrines
of logic and ethics of the ideal state and the ultimate nature of
reality or even jews who merely absorbed some of its more popular
features indirectly found themselves confronted by intellectual
resources and challenges of a quite different character than the an-
cient near eastern mythology in reaction to which judaism had first
developed p 200

this is a textbook and as such it has a common weakness of
textbooks its accounts of systems of thought often tend to be unclear
to those not already familiar with them for instance a reader who
has not studied the philosophy ofoflmmanualimmanualimmanuelImmanual kant will find little light
in the two page summary of it offered in preparation for an account
of hermann cohens neo kantian thought appp 729 30

but the book is complete the scholarship careful and the tone
objective although it can be read with great profit by anyone in-
terestedte in the history ofjudaism its primary purpose no doubt is

to serve as a text for college and university courses onjewishonjewishunjewish history it
should perform that task well but it will not I1 think be very much
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read outside of that setting for most readers of history expect and
have a right to expect a graceful literate account which can be read
with enjoyment seltzersSeltzers book cannot meet such a standard it is a
work of scholarship but not of literature
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